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ABSTRACT
Underlying present Governmental and private

objectives to institute local control over the schools on Indian
reservations is the hope that such a policy will improve American
Indians' sense of relevance of their own behavior to the outcome of
their destiny. Although the connection between community control and
sense of personal efficacy has never been established among American
Indians, an interrelationship between the 2 has nontheless been
hypothesized widely among scholars. In order to gain further insight
Into the nature of this interrelationship, this study undertook a
preliminary examination of factors involved in instituting local
control over the schools in the Indian communities of San Juan and
Santa Clara. Interviews conducted in the 2 communities revealed that,
while members of both pueblos have an interest in controlling their
schools, Santa Clara has progressed much further toward actualizing
this goal. Both communities have Advisory School Boards, but Santa
Clara has exploited this opportunity for local control to a greater
degree than San Juan and has subcontracted for complete local control
over their schools. One revealing factor is that San Juan's
attachment to traditional institutions and cultural patterns has
served to limit the economic development and political influence of
the community; in Santa Clara, commitment to modern techniques has
allowed for g7eater diversification of the pueblo's resources and has
contributed toward making this pueblo a viable community.
(Author/LS)
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Beauty in the old way of life
The dwellings they decorated so lovinEly;
A drum a clear voice singing,
And the sound of laughter .

We were a very Indian, strong,
competent neoole,

But the ga-ass had almost stopped growing,
The horses of our pride were near their

end .

A full-blood broadcasts through a
microphone planned tribal action.

Hope stirs in the tribe,
Drums beat and dancers, old and young,

step forward .

We shall learn all the devices of the
white man.

We shall handle his tools for ourselves.
We shall master his machinery, his

inventions, his skills, his
medicine, his planning;

But we'll retain our beauty . .

(from AntholopT ofPoet:rv and Verse -
Institute of American IndETTETTT-6)
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ABSTRAC'?

i3nderlying present gpve-nmental and rrivate objecti es

to institute local control over the schools on Indian

reservations is the hoPe that such a policy will improve

Ameri an Indians' sen,,e ozz relevance of their on behavior

to the matcome of their des6iny. Although the connection

between comsrunity control and sense of personal efficacy

has never been e-tablished among American Indians, an inter-

relatio.ship beteon the two has nonetheless been hy-,3othesi ed

widely among scholars. In order gain fur insight

into the nature of tilis interrelationship I undertook a

preli:Anary examination of the factors involved in instituting

local control over the ochools in the Indian comiunities of

San Juan and Santa Clara.

Both San Juan and oanta Clara belong to the Tewa branch

of the Pueblo tribe of Indians. Consecuently they share a very

similar history, geographic position and cultural. evolution..

Interviews conducted in the two comnities reveal however that

while members both pueblos have an Ltcre t in controlling

their school- Santa Clara has prcrossed much further toward

actualizin, this goal. This is evidenced by the _act that

althou-h both co:zmunities presently have Advisory School Bo, ds

to which the Bureau of Indian Affairs has relegated

increasingly greater power, Santa Clara has exploited this

opportttnity for lo al control to a much greater degree than has

San Juan. 12Ioreover, when the federal government recently

presented both communities with the opti .1 of subcontracting

for co4lete local control over their schools only S -t. Clara

4
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consid red accepting the offer. The Drim ry factor robab

responsible for this difference is that San Jaaners have

maintained an essentially theocratic government while Santa

Clarans

and reli ious roles are divo _ed from one another.

instituted a political system in which secular

As a

result, Santa Clara has not had to cone with the followi

conditions which appear to have interfered with San Juan's

potentiP1 for educ-tional change: 1) a communication gan

between the nueblo's traditional governinlr body and the

more enlightened citi :_j; 2) the absence of consolid ted

leadershir to generate consensus over major issues; 3) the

subsequent allocation of final decisions to those community

aware of, and or .terestedleaders who are le moaern

demands.

Examination of the nersonal testimonies and present life

styles of the members of the two communities also reve led

differences in the degree to which San Juaners and Santa Clarans

expect that their b-havior can affect the outcome of their

undertakings. In San Juan the attachment to traditional

institutions and cultural patterns has served to limit the

economic dev lopmert and -political influence of the community;

in Santa Clara commitment to modern technioues has allowed for

a greater diversification of the nueblo's resources and h--

contributed toward making this pueblo a viable com unity.

While San Juancrs have thus developed a sense of insecurity

regarding their ability to determine.intended outcomes San

Clarans seem more able to soe a direct link between their own

behavior and desired, ends.-



3ecause this stud is merely exploratory, it cannot produce

conclusive "evidence" as to the exacc$ cause and effect rela

tionahjD between corImunity cotrol over formal education and

individuals' exnectations that they can influence the outcome

of situations. However, it can sugest the following tentative

conclusions: 1) A realistic annraisal of their pueblo's social

system rather than of their own sense of.efficacy, seems to

utderly the difference in attitude between the residents of

San Juan and Santa Clara toward local control over schools in

their resnective c,-mmunities 2) isolated exner ences in

community control cannot determine iduals' sense of

efficacy. Rather, leaders must ,crovide the members of the r

comlunity with an allmicomnassin and consistent policy

toward local control. Residents must be allowed to na_ti

in running all their community's institutions in order to feel

that they are really affecting their fate; 3) the value to

American Indians of community control over their schools lies

not so much in the onportunity to practice decisionmaking but

rather in the opportunity for lo al residents to contribute

toward making educational policies and instruction relevant to

their present needs and future goals.
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THE PROBLEM

A basic principle underlying all-programs in the War on

Poverty-is the understanding that, without adequate education,

the culturally different cannot hope to gain those skills and

values necessary to attain a higher socio-economic level than

they have now. Because the economic structure of American society

requires of the individual particular capabilities and beliefs

in order to be successful in it, the American school system has

attempted to develop thpse characteristics in minority group

members in the hope of thus aiding them towards economic improve-

ment.

For many children of Indian background, the experience of

entering school is their first introduction to American culture.

Simultaneous to their learning of English they are also expected

to acquire the values and tools which the school stresses. Of

critical importance, however, is the motivation and willingness

to learn those skills set forth by the dominant society as reflec-

ted in the education system.

For members of groups whose values and social system resemble

that of the dominant society, adaptation to the norms presented by

the school will take place relatively easily and successfully.

However, among American Indians generally, tribal structural

characteristics and values serve to set their members against the

norms which prevail in the dominant culture. Tightly integrated

institutions, a perva ive religious order stressing a particular-

istic outlook, a deep-rooted belief system emphasizing subjugation

to nature, and an extended family structure direct the individual

ii



in practically every sphere of life and commit him to the fate

of his group.

Havigharst points out that although differences exist in

the socialization patterns among varying tribes, nonetheless,

common to all tribes is the fact that the group takes a lively

interest in raising the child through numerous ceremonial and

adoptive relationships which are close, warm'and supportive. The

strength of this conditioning leads to a sense of interdependence -

a feeling of being part of a total environment (Havighurst,1957:115).

Under these conditions,' when Indian children enter American public

schools, they react in a particular way. In the desire to reestab-

lish, in a foreign environment, their previous total social world,

they attempt to appropriate and contrn1 the classroom. What they

are doing, Thompson claims, "is no more than self-protection,

maintaining their dignity and insuring the development of self

as a member of tribal grouns. By adolescence they have adequately

mastered the skills of coping with teacher and school to keep them

at a distance and alien from what they are learning" Thompson,

1965:125).

In order to counteract this tendency an attempt has been

made by social scientists and school administrators to create

academic programs and technical methods aimed at helping the student

adjust more succe sfully to American schools. Yet, despite these

approaches the findings reveal that Indian students continue to

view the educational system as a basically alien structure. As a

result they remain unmotivated to internalize those skills presented

by the school which would aid them in improving their social and

economic position.

12
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Dean Crawford, et al., in writing about the Minnesota

Chippewa (Ojiobwa) cite evidence that many Indian pupils exert

little effort in studying because theibelieve that they probably

will never have occasion to use what they learned in school

(Crawford, et al., 1967:41). The irrelevance of the Anglo subject

matter to their group's values and to the lives they expect to

lead instills In them a sense of hopelessness with regard to the

outcome of their studies. Wax also attributes Indian students

alienation to a sense of defeatism emerging from the fact that

"Many Indians object strongly that they have almost no voice in

the planning and operation of what their education should be, yet

they are expected to give it their full and complete support"

(Wax, 1967:701). In order to remedy this claim, there have

recently been attempts made to allow Indians to play a greater

part in the planning of their schools. It is hoped that in this

way American Indian children will be more readily motivated, and

more easily able, to internalize certain of the skills necessary

to raise their socio-economic level. Underlying this approach

can be found the implications which emerge from much of the litera-

ture dealing with alienation and social learning.

Basic to the research concerning alienation is the contention

that the sense of being unable to control one's fate stems largely

from a perception of 1) limited material opportunities and 2) power-

ful external forces. At the same time, the literature notes that

linked to the belief in chance as a solution to one's problems is

a generally passive orientation. The feeling among individuals of

an.inahility to control their de tiny because they perceive

external forces to be too strong or too vague to manipulate, may



"act te curtail sustained

perception of limited
material opportunities
and powerful external
forces

4

endeavor" among the Merton, 1959).

alienation - sense
of inability to
control fate

p s ivity

On the other hand, the literature on social learninIT rev als

that if an individual in a situation perceives the outcome of the

situation to be contingent on his own behavior- rather than on

chance, not only will he be more likely to lat r reenact that'

behavior in similar situations, but this perception will also

generate within him a sense of relevancy regarding his behavior.

Furthermore, the sense bf self-efficacy which an individual acquires

as a result of being able to control the outcome of a specific

situation, if reinforced in other'situations, will be generalized

by him to an overall perception of his fate (Rotte 1966; Feather,

1968; Lefcourt, 1966). One can thus conclude:

individual perceives
structure of situation
to be contingent on
own behavior rather
than on chance

reinforces
behavior
establishes_.
self-cfficacy

In this paper we will refer to an i

greater belief
in ability to
control the
environment

dividual's "internal

control" attitudes as the_degree_to which_he expects a causal link

to exist between his own behavior and the_ outcome of a situation.

Although this sense ef expectancy represents a personal, psycho-

logical attribute- rather than a social phenomenon, when taken in

the aggregate it constitutes the basis for an attempt to better

life conditions on the group level. Thus, in their study in 1963,

Gore and Rotter concluded that the differential willingness of

Black students to partake actively in the Civil Rights Movement

was based on their generalized expectancy that the_- behavior could,

in fact, effe t a change in the prejudice which surrounded them.

14
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Although the assumptions inherent to the theories of

alienation and social learning constitute the basis upon which

present policies regarding the schooling of American Indians are

being developed, no conclusive research has, as yet, been done

within Indian tribes to ascertain the nature of the relationship

among the variables in question. It is for this reason that I

decided in the spring of 1969 to trace the socio-historical

development of two Indian communities with different levels of

local participation in their educational systems. I hoped thereby

to obtain a comparative overview of the dynamics involved in the

hypothesized interrelationship between a community's "internal

control" attitudes and control over its schoo1s.1 The reasons

underlying my decision to limit my study in this way rest on basic

theoretical as well as certain pragmatic considerations. An account

of these, as well as a description of the genesis of this project,

can be found in Appendix I, and should be referred to for a basic

understanding of the way in which interest in the main questions

of this paper developed-.

1Local_control over schools in this study will be defined
as maximal involvement in decision-making. It will mean that the
community has total authority over the following issues:

hiring and firing
1. director - principal
2. headmaster
3. teachers
4. teacher aids
curricular content - which subjects to be included
in total program
5. type and amount of indigenous material
6. type and amount of other subject matter
budget
7. control over allotMent for within school materials,

special e4uipment and other institutional facilities.

15
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In order to study the interrelationship between varying

levels of local control over education and a community's "internal

control" attitudes, I spent the summer of 1969 engaged in research

in two Tewa Pueblos situated in northern New Mexico - Santa Clara

and San Juan.

Santa Clara and San Juan represent two of the six communities

constituting the Tewa branch of the Pueblo tribe of Indians.. As a

result, they share a very similar history, geographic position and

cultural evolution. Bach however has developed a unique outlook

to their role in formaloeducation. This is represented by the

fact that although both presently have Advisory School Boards to

which the B.I.A. has relegated increasingly greater power, only

Santa Clara has exploited this opportunity for local control to

any significant degree. Moreover, during the past summer when

both communities were presented by the federal government with

the option of subcontracting for completS local control over their

schools only Santa Clara decided to consider accepting the offer.

The different reactions to the prospect of complete community con-

trol as well as to the opportunity provided by the School Board

situation is indicative of the basically divergent policies to

formal education found in these two communities. Because of this

contrasting approach to education, the two pueb1,19 serve as a valid

laboratory for inves igating the dynamics involved in the problem

under consideration.

Moreover, by studying two communities of the same tribe one

can readily explore which of the more micro ethnographic, economic

and political characteristics of the communities have contributed

to a difference in approach to local control. At the same time, it

16
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allows one to investigate how these objective factors have directly

played a Dart in the development of a greater or lesser sense of

self-determinism between the two communities. In cOnsidering these

issues I will attempt first to view the effect of the pueblos'

objective characteristics on 1) general "internal control" attitudes

and 2) approach toward local control over formal education as two

separate issues.. Only after suggesting the nature of these basic

relationships will I endeavor to explain the possible directional

interplay taking place between approach to local control over

schools and general "ir4ernal control" attitudes.

By taking a socio-historical approach it is hoped that the

interrelationship between local control over education and "internal

control" attitudes among members of the communities can be viewed

in light of a changing number of variables working together at

different times rather than as a cumulative product of all the

relevant variables workinF together as one combined force. It is

also hoped that by focusing the study on a comparison between two

Pueblo groups I will be adding to the validity of my findings for

a number of reasons: 1 The Pueblo tribe represents one of the

most conservative and well integrated Indian communiti s in America

and therefore can serve as a base point in terms of the question

under consideration; 2) The Pueblo reservations are the most rep-

resentative of Indian tribes throughout this country in terms of

size and type of economic activity; 3) "Local control" in these

communities is not a "demonstration" affair (as at Rough Rock
2

2The Rough Rock Demonstration School on the Navaho reserva-
tion is the foremost examole of total community control over formal
educa ion by American Indians. Instituted in 1964 this school's
curricular, teaching and administrative decisions and functions are
presently carried out solely by the Navahos. The school's estab-
lishment however was undertaken by an Anglo and much of its program
initiated by him.



but rather a forerunner of transmission of authority in the accep-

ted Indian way - through unanimous decision and gradual implemen-

tation;. 4) Legitimate comparisons can be made because of the

extreme similarities between the two groups under investigation

while at the same time differences easily studied because of the

opposite reactions toward local control of the two communities;

5) Possibilities for policy recommendation can be readily ascer-

tained because of the natural contrasts Provided in dealing with

these two pueblos simultaneously.

18



N3THODOLOGY

The method which I have adopted to study the problem under

consideration allows me to view the relationship between local

control over schools and "internal control" attitudes in terms

of Its place In the development of a culture as a whole rather

than as an isolated issue. The form that the following analysis

will take will not be anthropological in the classical sense

however it will not be'a cat-gorical description of all the facets

making up the culture of the tribes under consideration (i.e.

Kluchohn and Leighton, The Navaho ). Rather, it will be an attempt

to analyze how past and present conditions within the community are

related to the outgrowth or introduction of a new variable into

the culture'(Appendix II should be consultd for an account of the

previous studies which served as a Tacl for this type of approach

I will first present a socio-bistorical account of the com-

munity and a descriptive ailalysis of its present educational trends.

The material used to describe the two puebls cultural character-

'sties, social development and educational hiory will stem 1) from

previously documented literature about the commanities under con-

sideration; 2) from an analysis of the themes underlying past and

present pueblo art forms (songs, fables, dances, novels); 3) from

interviews with informants who have b -n involved in instituting

policy change in the communities under question, i.e. tribal leaders,

professional administrators.

Subsequent chapters will preent the process of individual

adjustment to changed community conditions dOcumented through
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1) personal accounts and 2) observations of present behavior.

Present conditions will be compared to past living patterns and

analyzed in terms of changing social trends. Moreover, the total-

ity of cultural and social activities pursued by the community -cr111

be studied in light of the attitudes expressed by those involved

in its daily undertakings. The data contained in the personal

accounts of community members and in the observations will provide

suggestive findings regarding the relationship between the communi-

ties' characteristics and their residents' attitudes.

II

Entrance into the pueblos of San Juan and Santa Clara, and

guidance in conducting my field wOrk there during the summer of

1969, was provided to me,by Dr. Alfonso Ortiz, an anthropologist

and himself a member of the San Juan community. Dr. Ortiz had

been commissioned by the As ociation on American Indian Affairs

to conduct a ten week study of the degree of receptivity among

San Juan residents to the issue of total community control over,

education, and I had been chosen to assist him in this undertaking

It was hoped that the research would help to reveal the extensive-

ness of commitment to this goal and thereby serve as an aid for

assessing the conceivability that such a program could be carried

out by the community.

In attempting to determine the nature of communal opinion

regarding local control over education, our aim was to interview

the broadest.possible cross-section of inhabitants while simultan-

eously conducting in-depth and repeated discussions with political

a:d educational leadera of the community. The project then was a

two-fold one. On the one hand, we hoped to acquire a representative

20
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Picture of the total community's commitment to local control.

On the other hand, we aimed at supplementing this information

with in-depth communications with the pueblo's leaders as to how

this could be achieved.

In order to facilitate the interviewing process, I lived

at the edge of San Juan peublo. During the first two weeks I

spent most of my time familiarizing myself with the local popula-

tion and making my role as research assistant to Dr. Ortiz known

the community. I soent the remainder of the summer carrying

out interviews, particillating in local activities, making social

calls, and helping out wherever I was needed in the pueblo.

In San Juan members of eighteen families were interviewed.

(This does not include those interviews conducted with community

leaders.) All interviewees were informed about tile purpose of

our research and the role I was playing in this lilid--,rtaking.

Interviews with San Juaners were carried out primarily in their

homes and information regarding their attitudes toward local control

over their schools was included as part of more encompassing con-

versations. These conversations were informal in nature and

revolved around issues in the pueblo generally, their families

or sometimes only about formal education. The extent of issues

covered depended primarily on how well the families knew Dr. Ortiz

or me personally, how much time could be devoted and/or by whom I

had been recommended. Generally however informants spoke freely

with me on any issue I'raised as they had usually become acquainted

with me through another typ6-of situation prior to the interview.

Initial communications with pueblo leaders and professional admin-

istrators were conducted by Dr. Ortiz and myself together on an

informal basis - in their homes over drinks, during meals, at



their place of work or at parties. Very often Dr. Ortiz invited

these men out either 1) to have them make my acquaintance or

reestablish his own with them, or 2) to familiarize them with the

issues involved and thus set a basis for further discussion of

the problem. Later, once we had a better picture of how things

stood, I carried out more formal interviews with these informants

in order to delve further into the ramifications of the issue with

them. I received much data from this source as my informants took

me into their trust because of my association with Dr. Ortiz.

Finally, the leaders, ap well as average citizens of San Juan,

were seen often oloontaneously and ideas and opinions were exchan ed

informally on these occasions. After the first.two weeks in the

field we realized that a marked difference in approach to local

control existed in the neighboring pueblo of Santa Clara. We

therefore decided to include this pueblo in our study and to

investigate why contrasting attitudes toward local control existed'

between the two communities.

In Santa Clara field work was more limited. As in San.Juan,

we aimed at interviewing as many of the average residents as

possible while supplementing these sessions with more intense

discussions with the pueblo's leaders. Although we held extended

conversations with the community's leaders, fewer homes among the

remainder of the pueblo's population were visited. In addition,

only few impromptu conversations were held with the residents of

Santa Clara. Moreover, initial contact with the latter informants

had not been made prior to the home calls. Nonetheless, despite

the informants' previous unfamiliarity with me the interviews in

Santa Clara were superior to those in San Juan in terms of scope,

length and depth.
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The material collected during the interviews in San Juan

and Santa Clara serves as tne basis for Part II of this paPer-

"Education ir Two Tewa Communities". Although this information

was compiled for use by the Association on American Indian Affairs

I received iermission to include the findings in my own personal

analysis.

While all the data concernin,7 the issue of local control

over education was obtained as a result of my affiliation with

Dr. Ortiz the inves iAA-tion of "internal control" attitudes

among the residents of San Juan and Santa Clara was carried out as

an independent t)roject. Although during many of the interview

the two projects overlapped, this did not deter from the oPPortunity

to obtain information in both areas. On the contrary, my role as

a research assistant to Dr. Ortiz provided me with the entranc

necessary to est lish more intimate r 1, ionships with the resi-

dents of San Juan and Santa Clara and to question them on issues

other than education.

Information concerning the way in which pueblo residents

evaluated their potential to achieve desired ends (i.e. "internal

control" attitudes -hered throur;th 1) personal accounts and

2) observations of present behavior. Personal accounts were

obtained in three ways: 1) as a by-product of the relatively formal

interviews conducted to deterpine reactions to community cont._7o1

over eJucation; 2) through informal interviews or spontaneous

conver tion; and 3) from situations in which community members

were engaged in conversation with one another or with me as a

fellow member of the Dueblo rather than ao an investigator.
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During those formal interviews in which I felt that it

would not interfere -Tith the ranport that I had established

with my informant, I took notes and was thus able to retain

the exact wording of the resrondent1s testimony. In most

instances however I neither took notes nor used a tape to

record the content of the meeting. Instead, I wrote down the

interviews from memory as soon after their occurrence as I

could. In so doing I attempted to preserve as much of the

wording of my informants as possible. Where I was unable t

recapture the exact wording used during the meeting I believe

that I at le st retained the sense and mood of the informants'

remarks.

In order to examine all the relevant forces that have

contributed te the development oft or change in, an indivi-

dual's "internal control" attitudes a complete picture mu t be

attained of his past ae well as present orientation. During all

ox the above- entioned situations, I tried whenever oppo tune

to gear the conversation as r turally and enont neously as

possible around such i sues as how tribal seinbers perceive of

themselves as Indians, to what deEree they view government

legislation as a limitation to their development, and to what

extent they feel that they themselves can bring about change in

their persor_al and tribe) life. Moreover, in the attempt to

mitigate against the omission of important facts due to

informants' ..ailure to remember, inarticulatenes or unfami-

liarity with self-analysis, the following q estions which were

con idered crucial to this investigation were often included in
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the conversation:

1) Compare your Dresent economic condition with condi ions

you remember living under as = child. Are they be ter

or worse - why?

2) How have things changed concerning your ability to
control the outcome of your harvest? Why?

3) How have your own efforts contributed to your present

situation? What other factors do you believe contri-

buted to your Present situation? Have you always
believed that these factors were important ones Ln .

your life?

4) Describe the things in your life t at you think have

affected you Most. Why? Have they changed the way you

think? How?

5) What do you think one has to do to be a success in your

comMunity? Have you always thought success to mean what

you now described?

In addition, when conversi g with subjects, an attempt was made

to have them compartmentalize their "internal control' attitudes

into expectations about themelves, their social situations and

nature. Wherever the situ tion allowed, inform nts were also

recuest d to differentiate their personal poin=s of view from the

beliefs prevailing in their social group. Furthermore, for all

the responses to questions or self-initiated remarks, individuals

were either asked why they gave certain answers or were reque ted

to give examoles of what they meant. A reality measure (how do

you plan to do it - w)iere do you go for resources to accomplish

it) and a defense measure were included, the latter so as to

mitigate against confusing low "internal c ol" attitudes wi h

'defensiveness because of past failure.

3A11 of these questions, or parts of them, were used by

F. Kluckhohn in Variations in_Value_Qrientations, 1965, among

mcalbers of social grouos considered to be not as articulate or

introspective as individuals from Anglo middle-class.surroundinr=s.
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In order for such a case-hisLory method to Prove successful

the interviewer must be aware of the bias th t results not only

from his Presence but also from the Particular orientation that he

might introduce into the quo tions he poses (Bavelas, 1942;

Kerlinrs,er, 1965; Rosenthal, 1966). It is for this reason that a

great deal of weight was placed on observing the behavior of

individuals engaged in daily activities and the type of roles

assumed by them in these activities.

Observations were made under two circur.stances: 1) When I

was permitted to be present at p rtic-lar tribal activities, i.e.

religious dances, trading transactions, ceremonial occasions in

the home (in each situation Dr. Ortiz later explained the beha-

vior to me in terms of its cultural develoPment and religious

implications); 2) When I participated in local activities as a

fellow comManity member (i.e. canning Peache, for the winter with

the women, making rings with the children, doing clerical work

for the members of the local Arts and Crafts Guild). In these

circumstances, Patterns of governance, manipulation of economic

and environmentPl conditions, and emotional and practical reactions

to proposals for changed conditions were observed. By acquiring

data in this way rather than merely by eliciting responses which

can be colored by the form and situation in which the ouestions

are asked, I hoped to obtain an objective view of the po sibili-

ties that the Deople of San Juan and Santa Clara see for being

able to manipulate their social, political and economic

environment on a perso and groun basis.
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This work will not present a definitive testin7 of hyotheses

but rather will provide an initial investigation into the dynamics

involved in the proble:a under consideration. Because this study

is merely exploratorr, it cannot produce conclusive "evidence"

that a si nificant alteration in "internal control" attitudes has

taken place. However, it can suseest, on the basis of actual

tes imonies as well as from descril)tions of the -oresent life style

that such a change has occurred. If remarks made in a significant

number of personal a u ts reveal that individuals presently

believe more strongly in their ability to manipulate their Personal

and social situations than they did previously, this will imply

that a chaiw in "internal control" attitudes has resulted.

Moreover, if significant differences in 'internal control" atti

tudes exist between San Juan and S_nta Clara this will indicate

that a community's unioue objective characteristics probably play

a role in defining this orientation.
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CHAPTER 1

TEE PUEBLO INDIANS

A. THE NORTH-ANERICAN II1DTANS

1. Present_Condition

In 1939, the Advisory Committee on Education reported that

the North American Indians were divided into 220 different tribes

speaking more than 55 distinet languages. (Anpendix III presents

a comparable classification made by Bass and Burger in 1967).

The Committee, noting that the diversity found in language pre-

vailed in practically all aspects of Indian life, divided the

Indian population into five general grou s reflective of their

overall variation: 1) Indians in Oklahoma, 28% of all in U.S. -

Cherokees, Choctaws and Seminoles; 2) Indians of the Southwest,

particularly New Nexico and Arizona - the Pueblos, the Hopis,

Zunis, Papagos and Navahos, the latter constituting ihe largest

homogenous body of Indians in the U.S. 3) Indians of the North

Central Region, the most numerous groups being the Chippewas and

the Sioux; 4) Indians in the Northwest; and 5) Indians of

California and_Nevada (Eggan, 1966).

Of the 500,000 or more Indians now in the United States

some 60% are still on reservations (Eggan, 1966, p. 165). In

these communities, their existence today reflects, for the most

part, the voluntary decision of their members to maintain

traditional group life. Although the Indians have undergone a

process of increasing involvement in our market economy, the

rate of change in their social organization has been startling
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slow. Moreover, adherence to the traditional norms of their

religion has remained consistently high.

However, the economic position of the Indians is less

favorable than that of any other American minority group, with

the result that some of the nation's worst slums are to be found

on their reservations. The unemployment rate among the Indian

population.is 38% - ten times that of the country as a whole,

and 75% of all Indian families live on less than 83000 a year.

In addition, there is a high incidence of disease and infant

mortality (twice as high as in the rest of the nation), and

suicides among Indian teen-agers are 31 times the national rate

(Tunley, 1969).

Furthermore, "the,majority of Indian stude ts today are

either above the general age level for their respective classes

or are below academic norms"(Brophy and Aberle, 1966, p. 138).

This is reflected in the fact that the average level'of educa-

tion within this group is below the eighth grade and the dropout

rate the highest in the country (Tunley, 1969). MOre specifi-

cally, Thompson reports that in 1952 the out-of-school Indian

school-age poculation in some of the larger Indian are s equaled

the in-school population (Thompson, 1957, p. 97). Zintz writes

that among the Navahos over 25 years of age the average formal

education acquired is only through the second grade (Zintz, 1967,

p.92). Likewise, the Report to the Senate Appropriations

Committee in 1965 states that "according to standardized test

scores, the educational development of Navaho high school students

is low by comparison with high school students in the country as
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a whole regardless _of id of school Navaho students attend"

(p. 16). Extending thi analysis to Indian children in all

groups, it is officiall expected that-an Indian child entering .

the academic environmen uill normally be retarded in grade

(Wax, Wax and Dumont, 196-=. This has been confirmed by the

Annual Reports of the Divisioi of Indian Education which show

an increasing percentage of children retarded one to three years,

as far as age-grade placement is concerned. Moreover, the

achievement lag in verbal score is exceedingly high for Indian

students and increases p.s they progress in grade (Smith, 1968a).

This paper will deal only with the Pueblo communities of

New Mexico. Although the characteristics of the particular

tribe under study are not assumed to be representative of those

of the many Indian groups in the United States, I feel that its

present social problems are typical of the problems faced by

other Indian communities in this country.

B. THE INDIAN POPULATION OF NEW MEXICO

1. Three T nes - Good I dication of National Trends

Although the Indians comprise only 6% of the population

of New Mexico, they nonetheless constitute an important part

of the state's population, as well as representing very well

the social situation of Indians in other states throughout North

America. On the one hand, since of all groups in the state they

rank lowest in years of education and in health and highest in

percentage of unemployment, they present a formidable problem.

On the other hand, since the Indians possess some of New Mexico's
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most important physical resources they are potentially one of

the state's most productive groups and greatest assets.

Today New Mexico Indians number 68,215, the groups being

distributed as follows:

NAEE TOTAL POPULATION

Mescalero Apache
Jicarilla Apache
New Mexico Navaho
All Pueblo

1,463
1,548
39,206
25,998

TOTAL 68,215

Smith, 1968b)

The significant characteristic of the Indian population

is that it is the fastest growing and by far the youngest segment

of New Mexico's population. This is important as it reflects

the general tendency of.this group in other states throusrhout

our country (one half of the entire Indian population in America

is under 17 years) and therefore points to the need for adequate

and relevant education for this population.

2. Why Pueblos Were Chosen in Particular

More even than the Mescalero or Jicarilla Apache or the

Navaho, the Pueblos suffer from poor social conditions enumera-

ted above. Although in terms of size and economic activity

they are similar to other tribes in the United States, both

figures and estimates reveal that their unemployment rate is

higher, often reaching 89% of the population (Smith, 1968b,

p. 88). In addition, the age distribution within these com-

munities reflects a marked clustering at the upper and lower

ends. Because of this, few role models of young adults are

present in the pueblos, and the youth are often left to their
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own devices. Deprived of economic resources, recreational

facilities and adequate stimulation, they often turn to alcohol

and acts of delinquency.

In the e communities then the problem of how to motivate

the youth to remain in school and use their education as a

means to improve their social and economic situation takes on

particular importance.

C. THE PUEBLO INDIANS OF NORTH ARIOA HISTORY

1. Prehistoric Roots

The Pueblo Indians of North America stem from two great

cultural traditions the Mogollon and the Anasazi. Both of

these prehistoric traditions find their roots in a more encom-

passing tradition called the .!)esert Culture which dates back to

more than 10 000 years in the past.

Dozier, In a recent manuscript (1969) deals extensively

with the history of the Pueblo Indians. In describing their

origins, he reports tl-at the Pueblos' ancestors were hunters

and gatherers. From t'o to three thousand years before Christ,

they had, however, addod Aomesticated corn to their diet, and

IT approximately A.D. D they were living in sedentary villages

in an economy based prj_marily en maize, beans and squash. Pueblo

culture attained Its widest distribution during the fourteenth

century when it covered vast portions of the Southwestern

United States. In the process of sprading widely during the

height of its development, it enveloped other traditions from

the surrounding regions. Then abruptly toward the end of the

fourteenth century, and the beginning of the fifteenth century,
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there was widespread abandonments of former flourishing Pueblo

towns and villages (Dozier, 1969). The literature provides no

clear explanations for these abondonments although the following

hypotheses have been proposed to account for them: nomadic enemy

raids, inter-tribal warfare, intra-tribal social dissensions,

severe droui7ht conditions accompanied by deep arroyo cutting

making flood farming and irrigation practices difficult or

impossible.

Dozier reports that by the end of the fourteenth century

the remaining Pueblos were living iA sites in which they were

encount red by,the first Spanish expeditions in the sixteenth

century. The Pueblo villages toward the west from the Rio Grande

Valley were existing largely by flood-farming techniques while

those along the Rio Gran River had built either canals or

diverting ditches t- ake irrigated farming possible.

2. Definition of the Term PUEBLO

The name Pueblo was applied by the Spaniards during the

sixteenth century. They used the term to describe those long-

time sedentary Indians who lived in compact villages and carried

on a predominantly agricultural subsistence economy. Although

the original Mogollon and Anasazi sites had long been abandoned

when the Spaniards entered the Southwest, some of the villages

inhabited by the Pueblos were of considerable antiquity. Con-

tinuities of both the Anasazi and Mo-P-ollon cultural traditions

-have thus remained evident in .the modern pueblos and- can be found'

in their architecture, pottery and religious organization.

The present-day Pueblos are not linguistically uniform.
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Roughly from West to East, the languages of the Pueblos are

as follows: Hopi, Zuni, Keres (Keresan), Tiwa, Jemez (To a
a

Tewa. VIhile the main difference between these groups is

linguistic, basic variations in political, szcial and cere-

monial organization are also evident.

3. Modern History

Dozier (1969) reports that the first mejor expedition

into the Pueblo area of settlement was that of Fransisco Vasquez

de Coronado. The Pueblos had to provide most of the provisions

to support his 'party and when they objected to the drain on their

food sources, one of Coronado's lieutenants executed several

hundred Tiwa Indians. The reputation of the Spaniards as ruth-

less and brutal rulers was thus established.

Other exploring expeditions came towarE the end of the

ce:Jtury and in 1598 Juan de Onate establisheil the first permanent

colony. As Spanish subjects during this period the Pueblos

suffered abuse and were exploited. Spanish authorities, both,

civil and church, attempted to destroy native ceremonial prac-

tices and replace them with Spanish-Catholic beliefs and customs.

In order to supplant native religious patterns, missionaries

baptized Indians, forced attendance at Mass and made instruction

in Catholic doctrine compulsory (Dozie 1969).

In 1680 the Pueblos, under the leadership of the San Juan

Tewa Indian, Pop6, carried out a revolt against Spanish rule.

Successful in the undertaking, the Indians made the colonists

leave and thereafter destroyed all the missions that had been

established in the pueblos. But in 1693 Don Diego de Vargas
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quickly resettled the areas formerly occupied by Spanish and

Mexican colonists and again brought the Pueblos under submission

(Dozier, 1969).

After the Pueblo revolt, Spanish-Catholic policy changed.

Coercive and repr -sive measures of the previous century were

either dropped or relaxed. At the same time, the Pueblos com-

promised by outwardly adhering to the Spanish imposed cultural

system. Only behind closed doors did they continue to practice

their own religion and customs. Moreover, as Spanish attention

increasingly began to turn to other political matters, the Pueblos

finally were able to return openly to their own economic pursuits

and native traditions.

The comins2 of the Anglo-Americans brought a return to

earlier conditions. American missionaries and United States

Indian Service officials were openly critical of the "obscene"

and "immoral" practices of the Indians and they took steps to

stop them. Indian children were forcibly taken and enrolled in

boarding schools. Indian Service officials were instructed to

stop ceremonial practices which were judged to be contrary to

accepted Christian standards. These acts forced the Pueblos

to reentrench their native ceremonial system and they became

again resentful and reticent (Dozier, 1969).

During the second and third decades of the present century,

Indians and their Anglo friends rose to resist these practices

by persuasion and use of legal methods. Since the 1920's a more

humane policy has been adooted by the United States government

toward the Indians. However, the Pueblos still remain wary
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suspicious and secretive. They fear tht knowledge of their

sacred religious practices by outsiders may once again bring

about religious Persecutions and suppression. In order to

prevent this, the Pueblos have worked out a surveillance system

whereby they watch their own people to make certain that noone

reveals any information about the'ongoing religious system. As

a result, aleblo society, particularly that of the Rio Grande

Pueblos, is highly structured and communal life constantly

emphasized.

Moreover, Pueblo gociety is still based on traditional

institutions which have been modified but not displaced. Within

present pueblo government the Tribal Council remains the body

responsible for maintaining law and order on pueblo land, for

handling tribal funds, for establishing local ordinances regu-

lating land holdings, for setting procedures for membership and

for leasing pueblo land with the approval of the Secretary of

the Interior.

The number of Indians nermanenly disaffected from indi

vidual pueblos is small, as evidenced by a steadily returning

Pueblo population. Pueblo culture is strong and enduring and

Pueblo Indians value the rewards of community living.

D. THE PUEBLO INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA - TYPES

Pueblo Indians value village socio-political autonomy and

respect the autonomy of other villages. There is not much inter-

action between the Pueblos and a marked difference in orientation

and approach to religion and ceremony exists between the Eastern

and Western Pueblo Indians. Although Pueblo society revolves
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around five basic concerns, i.e. 1) ieather, 2) illness, ) warIare,

4) control of fauna and flo ,x1 5) villa e harmony, the Western

Pueblos attempt to cope with th se con6erns by magical practices,

the Eastern Pueblos by more Practical means.

1. The Three Branches of Tana n Pueblos - TiwTowa and Teu

In this paper we shall be concerned with life only in the

Tanoan branch of the Eastern Pueblos. The Tanoan Pueblos consist

of the Tiwa, Towa and Tewa groups. The Tiwa branch of the Tanoan

Pueblos is made un of four coMffianities - Taos and Ficuris the

most northern of all the pueblos; pnd Sandia and Isleta, the

most southern of all the pueblos., The Towa branch is represented

by only one community - Jemez. Finally, the Tewa branch, with

which this paper will deal is comprised of six communities-

Namb6, Tesuque, Fojoaque Ildefonso Santa Clara and San

In general, three types of studies constitute the litera-

ture on pueblo culture: historical accounts, ethnographies and

analyses of religious life. The relatively limited amount of

rec'earch which has been done on social structure tYpically deals

with methods of socialization (i.e. Goldfrank, 1945) and descri-

ptions of institutional functioning are usually treated only

as an extension of socialization patterns. In addition, most

of the literature on pueblo culture concentrates on life in .the

Western Pueblos, primarily the Hopi and Zuni cominunities, The

reason for this is that-the. Hopi and Zuni possess the richest

ceremoniP1 system and their very intricate religious structure
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has thus elicit d extensive investiP.ation.

fillthough seParate studies have been made of the individual

Eastern pueblos, there exists only one generalized work which

delves into the major differences and sisilarities among the

Pueblo communities. Entitled The_ Pueblo di .11 = New 1

Ethnic_Persistence, this is a recent manuscript in which

Professor Dozier (himself from Santa Clara) comp res the major

characteristics and processes of development among Rio Grande

pueblos. As such, it served as the basis for the sections of

this paper which dealt with the common historical and cultural

patterns of the Tewa pueblos. These sections were also supple-

mented with information received from a monor7raph entitled

Indiansiz.leico. Written by Anne Smith in 1963 this

monograph provides the reader with .a summary of the r'rsent

economic, political and edu ational condi.tiors in all'the

pueblo communities of ew Mexico.

The most siirnificant full-leng-h studies of San Juan _ _.-

4.yze the principles underlying this comm_niL 's religious system

(i.e. Lasi, SeekinE._Life; Ortiz, T_e Tewa World, 2969).

therefore had to rely primarily on articles and unpublished

reports for material about the pueblo's social and political

structure. The most helpful source for the section on San Juan's

hi tory and educational development was Ortiz's Hadstart i

Tewa Community, written in 1965 for 0.E.O. This report not only

provided ba ie hitorica1 data but also pre ented an account of

the community' s attitudes to educ-tion generally and thereby

served as'a basis for una- stnaing the views on edu ation. expressed
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by San Juaners in my interviews with them during the summer of

1969. A recent (1968) manuscript by Richard Ford entitled

AnEcoloical Analysis Involvin the Po lation of San Juan

Pueblo also provided a considerable amount of information on

San Juan. Although concerned with the ecological conditions

of San Juan, Ford, in studying this problem, questioned many

San Juaners about the possibilities they saw (in 1968) for

manioulating their aP-ricultural situation. Informants were

asked to describe how they perceived the environmental forces

around.them and the methods that they used to harness their

natural- resources. The material that he collected Provided some

relevant insights illto many of the issues raised in this paper.

Finally, much of the background data about San Juan and Santa

Clara's position in the'labor market was acquired from a report

that Professor Ortiz wrote in 1963. entitled "Tewa Commuters: A

Study in Industrial .Bffects." In it, Ortiz describe& the

influence that working in the nearby atomic research center of

Los Alomos has had on the personal.and communal lives of resi-

dents from the Tewa pueblos.

Very little has been written about Santa Clara specifically

and therefore for most of the data about this commUnity's present

conditions I had to rely on studies in which Santa Clara is

treated as only one example of the total picture, i.e. Dozier,

1969; Smith, 1968; Ortiz, 1963. Only one article (Dozier,

"Factionalism at Santa Clara Pueblo," 1966) was found which

deals exclusively with this pueblo and was drawn upon heavily

for information about the community's history and political

development. Because I was unable to acquire any documented
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material on the educational development of Santa Clara, the

information for this section had to be compiled solely from

informants' testimonies.

E THE TEWA PUEBLOS

1. How Different From Other Tanoan Pueblos

The basic social and economic unit among all Tanoan

Pueblos before the advent of recent economic changes was the

bilateral extended family. At present, Tanoan Pueblos continue

to classify kin bilaterally on a Principle of generation, empha-

sizing age and generally ignoring sex distinctions. There is

no evidence of a former lineage or clan system in the kinship

terms or in the network of social relationships among the kin

group. Functions pertaining to government, land ownership,

religion and ceremonies are vested in associations whose member-

ship is drawn from the village without regard to kinship relations.

Age is important in discipline and training. Serious cases

of discipline as well as family troubles of an extreme kind,.are

handled at the village level by the community's elders who hold

the positions of authority.

The important unity of social organization among Tanoans

g nerally is the "moiety". Within Tanoan society, the term

"moiety" refers to one of two socially equal and complementary

tribal c'ubdivisions. The Yro ps tend to be exogamous and usually

serve as government divisions both for the management and conduct

of practical 'tasks and for ceremonial activities. In addition,

to moieties Tanoans have three specialized types of social and
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ceremonial associations: 1) those with government and religious

functions associated with the dual divisions, 2) medicine

associations which conduct curing and exorcising rituals,

3) associations with special functions such as war, clowning

and hunting.

The Tewa is distinct from all the other Tanoan Pueblos in

that the moiety is all-inclusive. In other words, membership

in it provides the individuar with a set of definitions for all

his reli ious, political and economic activity. A Tewa inherits

his moiety affiliation from his father, but membership may be

changed later. Tewa men and women undergo an initiation to

validate moiety membership. Initiation ceremonies occur about

every four years and the ages of the initiates vary from six to

ten.

2. )3asip_Cultural Characteristics of All Tewa Pu blos

Dozier (1969) explains that the dual chieftanship unique

to the Tewa is the resnit of the moiety organization. Each of

the Tewa moiety chiefs is a memb-r of the moiety socio-political

association. The Winter moiety association directs governmental

and ceremonial affairs from the fall to the spring equinox,

while the Summer moiety is in charge for the remaining year.

All members of the Village, whether they are members of the

society in power or not, are required to obey and conform to

the governmental and ceremonial orders of the moiety chief in

office at any given time.

Membership in the dual-division associations is lifelong.

There is a distinction between association people and non-

association people in all the Tewa pueblos, the distinction
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being conceptually defined as those who are "aware" and "know"

and those who do not. Adults who do not belong to a ceremonial

association are considered like children. Recruitment into a

moiety is achieved by being dedicated to a cere onial association

(Dozier, 1969; Ortiz, 1969).

3 Tewa Pattern of Government - Strict Adherence
to Spiritual Tenets

We noted that the governing of the Tewa pueblos rests in

the hands of the elder traditional, religious leaders. Although

early in the seventeenth century Pueblo citizens were assigned

positions in the Spanish governmental structure, in actuality

these civil officialsfunctioned really only as executive officers

of the native priests, carrying out publicly the orders of the

latter. The Spanish imposed government system thus became a

useful tool to mask the activities of the native priests and

serve their interests rather than those of the outside admini-

strators.

The governor of the pueblo iS selected for aone-year term

by the moiety headmen. Each year one moiety head has first choice

starting with the governor; the next year the other moiety head

selects first. The governor is presented with religious and

secular symbols of office, the former being a saint which is

prayed to for guidancel the latter, two canes, one having been

given by the king of Spain, and the other by Lincoln as a mark

of Indian authority. The governor deals directly with outsiders,

and represents his pueblo on the All-Pueblo Council of the United

PaeblesAgency. He arranges with non-Indians for cleaning ditches,

leasing land or for other cooperative activities. Within the
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village he cares for communal property, coordinates communal

activities and punishes persons who violate governmental and

ceremonial orders. However, the decision-making authority of

the governor is limited by a Council and by precedent.

The Council is composed of all religious headmen, current

officers and former governors. The governor arranges to have

new or unusual problems presented to the Council. They, in turn,

discuss the issue until a unanimous decision is reached as to

whether it is acceptable. They then instruct the governor as

to further procedures. ,While the secular officers are chosen

on the basis of their ability to understand and communicate with

non-Indians, the members of the Council are selected for their

knowledge of, and commitment to, Pueblo traditions.
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CRAFTER 2

DEVELOWNT OF SAN JUAN and.SANTA CLARA

A. SAW JUAN

1. General Descri tion and Histor

We mentioned in the previous section that the Tewa branch

of the Eastern pueblos is made up of six different communities.

This rePort will concern itself with the social change taking

place in two of these communities San Juan and Santa Clara.
6

We will commence by des'cribing the particular historical trends

unique to San Juan.

Ortiz (1965) reports that the pueblo of San Juan occupied

a significant place in early southwestern history. Because of

its location near the head of the fertile Espanola Valley, it

was visited by every major Spanish expedition sent up from

Mexico during the sixteenth century beginning with a party of

Coronado's men in 1541. In 1598, Don Juan de Onate established

a colony on the west bank of the Rio Grande, directly across

the river from present-day San Juan. At this time the Indians

were living on both sides of the Rio Grande, but with Onate's

arrival those on the west side of the river joined the people

in the area they occupy today. Onate named the community

San Juan de lo Caballeros, "San Juan of the Gentlemen," for

the Indians' alleged generosity in giving up their habitations

and sharing their resources with the Spaniards.

Like the other pueblos, the inhabitants of San Juan were

subjected to forced labor under the Spaniards. In 1680, when
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the situation had apparently grown intolerable, San Juan joined

the other pueblos in the revolt against the Spaniards. Their

independence was to be short-lived however for the Spaniards

returned in 1692 (Ortiz, 1965).

With the restoration of Spanish military rule over the

area, Spanish settlers returned in large numbers to settle, and

since the early eighteenth century San Juan has been bordered

on three sides by Spanish-speaking settlements. Twitchell

reports that seventeen families were living in one of these

settlements, Ohamita, by 1744 (as cited in Ortiz, 1965). In

time, there were four such communities within two miles of

San Juan. Because of the pueblo's location it became the

Catholic parish center and a Priest has resided in the community

,almost continuously sinCc 1726 (Ortiz, 1965:2 ). Moreover, since

it is the largest of the five communities in the area, San Juan

has long been a trade center; a general store has been in

operation since 1863 and there was a railroad depot there until

1939. The post office for four of the communities is still

located in San Juan.

2. Considered "_Nother Vill e" of,Tewa Pueblos

in spite of the existence of conditions aPparently condu ive

to change and assimilation, San Juan has remained distinctly

Indian. Throughout its history, as well as in present times,

San Juan has been regarded by the other Tewa communities as the

"mother village" in ritual and political matters. Ortiz, in a

recent study of Tewa culture (1969) feels justified in describing

only San Juan for purposes c,f representing the totality of
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traditional Tewa culturel patterns.

The relati nship of-each inhabitant of San Juan to another

depends on the individual's rarticular classification within one

of the c uegories derived from the Tewa Myth of Origins. The

Myth of Origin believed in by San Juaners not only represents

their exolanation for 1) their position vis vis one another

and 2) their affiliation to either the Winter or Sumler moieties,

but also defines 3) the way in which they relate to the spiritual

and natural worlds. Frpm the Myth of Origin derive three hiera

rchical levels (DI existence which the peo1e of San Juan

recornize and in which they consider all homan and spiritual

life to fall. Orti (1969) describes these levels as follows:

The "Dry Food People" or "Weed People" constitute the lowest

level; the Tow4 e the middle, e.od the Pa Towa, translated as the

"Made People" or th "Completed People," the highest level. The

Div Food People comprise the common Tewa who have not been

init ated into a moiety. The Towa e of the second level are

annually chosen from the married male Dry Food People. They

yrotect the San Juan territory from human and supernatural

intruders, guard "Made People" while they are performine, private

ceremonies, and conduct public ceremonies. The highest level the

P Towa, consists of adults who are members of the eight ritual

associations. Not every adult becomes a "Made Person" but all

are eligible. I4embers are recruited by tresrass, by finding

sacred objects symbolic of a Particular association, or throurh

aeaicatior, either of oneself or by relations during infancy.4

4Ortiz (1969) describes the process of recruitment as
follows: "Dedication is the most common method Of recruitment.

It is also the most effective because it rests either upon
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San Juan derives its reputation for being the "mother

villa -t only because its members see all people and natural

phenomena as falling into certain religious classifications

provided by the Myth of Origin but also because more of life in

this Tewa community is defined by these sPiritual distinctions

than in the other Tewa villages. In a later section of this

paper reasons explaining why San Juan has retained its tradition-

al structure will be provided. At this point, I would like

merely to indicate the way in which life cycle rituals in San

Juan reflect not only basic secular living Patterns but also

represent spiritual concepts derived from the Myth of Origin.

Much of the literature dealing with life in San Juan pro-

vide° a detailed deScription of the community's ceremonial

cycle (Ortiz, Ford, Parsons). From it one learns that already

during the act of childbirth certain processes are carried out

which represent religious considerations. The two midwives,

for instance, who stay with the mother from the onset of labor

until four days after the birth, symbolize the two mythological

mothers of San Juctn, White Corn Maiden and Blue Corn Maiden.

On the fourth day of an infant's life they conduct the naming

ceremony during which time the child receives a ceremonial bowl

and sacred objects, which are his throughout life. At the

individual choice or a long process of preparation. By trespass
is meant simply that a child or adult inadvertantly comes upon
a particular society that is in retreat and witnesses sacred
objects and activities, and hears ritual speech which "belongs"
to that society. Since no Dry Food Person may have this know-
ledge, he must join the society upon whose activities he has
intruded."
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conclusion of une cere ony two ears of corn, one blue (Summer

Moiety) and one whItA Winter Moiety) are placed with the child.

These remain with 'him for twelve days and are planted the

following spring. Thus, the child is brought into the .community.

The next rite in the growing child's life is referred to

as "Water Giving." This s an infant initiation ritual which

formally brings the child into his or his father's moiety. The

ceremony is conducted by the'moiety head and his lay assistants

who give each child entering either moiety a new name. Then

when the child is between six and nine years old, he Participates

in a kiva ritual called "water Pouring." This is a complex

ceremony requiring twelve days to prepare and two days to com-

plete. Impersonators of the moiety gods arrive on the next to

the last night and carry out a masked dance Which both moieties

witness. After this ceremony the child is a Dry Food Person;

he has recognized, sex-specific duties and has completed the

second step toward becoMing a moiety member.

The literature reports that the moiety initiation is com-

pleted when the child is between ten and fifteen years old;

however, a minimum of twenty children is required to warrant a

ceremony. This time the girls are taken to the moiety's inner

chamber adjacent to the rectangular kiva for their first and

last time. Here they see the _asked dancers and learn where

the men go at night. Girls, as well as boys, are struck with .

a yucca whip by a masked god, but only the boys witness the

removal of the masks and learn that the spirits are actually

impersonated by members of the village. Henceforth, boys are
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welcome into the moiety room and are eligible to be selected

as masked impersonators.

A San Juan marriage is consecrated by two ceremonies, one

native and __e Catholic. Moiety exogamy is not practiced.

Both parties to a marriage must be "finished" as full moiety

members. The marriage preparations are arranged by a go-between

who is usually a boy's ceremonial sponsor. After marriage men

are eligible for serVice as Towa e and males and'females can

go through the "finishing" rite to become Pa Towa. One year

before this latter ceremony the initiate begins to assemble food

for a village feast and works closely with his elders learning

the necessary esoteric knowledge. .The ceremony begins with a

retreat by the society, then a performance by the candidate to

publicly demonstrate his'competence, and finally a moiety

sponsored performance to which masked-godsmaycome ord,

1968:55).

At death another wo-fold ceremony is performed. On the

evening after a person's death a wake is held. The next day a

church mass is performed and burial takes place in the Catholic

etery. The burial 18 replete with the clothes and personal

property of the individual, including the ceremonial bowl and

ritual objects presented to him in the Indian naming ceremony.

After the priest conducts the grave-side prayer, the Indians

have a native prayer and complete the burial. On the fourth day

after death, the bilateral relations of the indiviuual assemble

and go to the shrine nearest the deceased's house where they

feed the spirit of the deceased.
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NAintenance of Traditional Patterns_ -f_Governance

The governmental roles of San Juan reflect the super-

natural designations into which this society divides the natural

world and represent an extension of the life-cycle process just

described. Ortiz (1969) reports that all government officials

must have progressed through the necessary ceremonies which

allow them to become members of a certain spiritual category.

The Gov rnor and his assistants are then sworn in in the name

of God, the saints and his three kings, the Towa e in the name

of the spiritual Towa e.,

Thus, throughout the historY of San Juan those chosen for

such governmental roles were required to exhibit a firm commit-

ment to, and knowledge of, native ritual before being allowed

to assume their position. This was to assure that no-one inter-

fered with, or undermined in any way, the religious activities

of the community (Dozier, 1969; Ford, 1968). At the same time,

the "Made.People," as leaders of the religious ceremonies, were

functionally differentiated as specialists in all major activi-

ties of human existence, and they controlled all these activities

(Ortiz, '1969). For any significant undertaking, the blessings

of the Pa Towa were required in order to insure success. As a

result, the religious leaders apparently could maintain an

authoritarian influence over the population of San Juan, and

have thereby been able to retain this community's con ervative

quality throughout its development.

The political system of San Juan has been able to retain

itself through time not only because it has maintained an
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authoritarian hold over this pueblo's populace, but also because

an egalitarian policy permeates its structure, thereby satisfying

the power demands of each faction in the community (Ortiz 1969).

Each moiety is represented equally in every office over a two

year period and this serves to placate the political demands and

aspirations of all sides of the population. Moreover, each

officer's powers are limited by numerous checks and balances by

the Council and tradition.

B. SANTA CLARA

1. General Descr tion and Histo

As among the other pueblos the Spanish assumed control

over Santa Clara's government early in the seventeenth century.

Santa Clarans were expected to cooperate with the Spanish civil

and church officials, yet unknown to the Spaniards they filled

the gov rnmental positions with Indians chosen by the.native

priests and owing prim. -y allegiance to native customs. Dozier

(1966) reports that, unlike the other pueblos at this time, the

rule of the native priests was much more rigid in Santa Clara

than in the other communities. Dozier attributes the greater

stress on conformity to traditional .vaaues by pueblo officials

to the fact that whereas in the other pueblos coercion brought

about a migration of controversial elements from the community,

(thereby minimizing the rigidity of the religious leaders because

they were not as threatened by internal dissent), in Santa Clara

dissident grOups were often compelled to remain in the pueblo

(because, unlike the other pueblos, thereas no free land in
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which to expand). As a result, those individuals wanting to

undermine the authoritarian nature of the community had to do

so by changing conditions in the pueblo rather than by fleeing

from them. Faced therefore with the constant possibility that

factional disutes might erupt, pueblo officials tried to

counteract this threat by enforcing more rigid rules of partici-

pation in 72eligious affairs than in the other pueblos. However,

though designed to curtail the growth of deviant behavior, this

reaction served only to further encourage the rise of dissident

groups. Dozier (1966) cites Aitken's report (1930) in which

the latter notes that as early as 1744 a Santa Clara Indian

called Rogue Canuege resented the."continual public works" and

petitioned the Spanish government for a Spanish grant of land,

for which he surrendered the use of the fields nearer the

village. The petition was granted upon the production of a

certificate that Canuebe was instructed in the Christian

religion. In 1815 the governors and councilors of Santa Clara

Pueblo brought suit before the Commandant-General at Durango

to dispossess Rogue Canuebe's grandchildren of their grant.

As a result of this act, Canuebe family finally felt impelled

to leave the pueblo in protest aEainst -reed Participation in

the ceremonial and communal life of the village (Dozier,

1966:175).

During most of the nineteenth century, there persisted

in Santa Clara a number of families who opposed the dictates of

the pueblo's authorities. They formed a core within the more

"progressively" oriented Winter Moiety. Aitken (1930:385) has
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the following to say about this faction in 1913:

Through the nineteenth century there persisted
a faction on the Winter Side which made a claim
for liberty to dance or not to dance; criticism of
the customs by the standard of Catholic morality...
This faction made protest that unanimity is not the
be-all and end-all of religion; that even 'what all
the people do, what the ancestors have come along
doing until now,' is nOt beyond criticism.

(As cited in Dozier, 1966)

The objections of the dissident group i_ Santa Clara

were compiled by Dozier (1966:176) from descriptions received
.

from the very old who still remember the troubles of the pueblo

in their youth. These j,nformants tell us that the members of

the dissident group not only advocated the separation of

religious from secular activities, but in particul r objocted

to the ri;Tht of pueblo officials to designate the date on

which everyone should plant and harvest. In addition, work

on irrigation canals, they maintained, should be compulsory

only for families owning lands irrigated by such a canal, and

partici ation in ceremony should be voluntary rather than

imposed by the pueblo.

Dozier (1966:177) reports that toward the end of the

nineteenth century the dissident faction in the Winter Moiety

had grown to such a number that the objections enumerated'

above characterized almost all members of the moiety. In 1894,

the canes of authority for the principal secular officers came

into possession of the "conservative " whose membership embraced

practically the entire Summer Moiety and a handful of the

Winter Moiety members. With the authorityof the village in

their hands and with the support of a numeral majority of the
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pueblo's inhabitants, the secular officials made an appeal to

the Indian ,,gency in Santa Fe requesting that they be recog-

nized as the de facto governing body of the pueblo. The

minority faction held steadfast however. Aitken's aosessment

of the situation (1930:386) appears in Dozier's (1966) article

as follows:

The Winter Side (led by an extremely able
man - P.N.) announced a definite schism; they
could not secede and foUnd a new village -
although there was talk both of secession and
expulsion - for there was no free land to go_ to;
so they would be in the pueblo but not of it.
In certain public, works they would share
('without your immoral customs') but they would
not attend the governor's council, or dance
under the orders of the war-captains, or take
part in ceremonies . .

(underlining mine)

The conservative group remained-in power until 1934.

As they possessed the canes of authority, they elected all

the secular officials annually and tried in every conceivable

way to compel the Winter faction to participate in public

works and in the ceremonies. The dissident group, though

smaller than the traditionalists were large and determined

enough however to mount an effective resistance. Although

they did not completely abandon the basic cultural values of

the pueblo, nor did they give up entirely the practice of native

religion, thoy openly defied the rule of the groun in power and

on occasion fought off Pueblo authori ies dispatched to punish

them.

Cooperative ceremonial activity was thus rare and through-

ou the latter part of the nineteenth century the two factions

remained for the mo t part distinct from one another. The
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Summer Moiety, as the governing body recognized by the Indian

Bureau, annually selected its secular officials from among

the loyal supporters of the traditional way of life_(Dozier,

1966:178).

In the early 1930's disputes again broke out in Santa

Clara, aggravated by new controversies of a religious nature.

The developments are reported in the field notes of Elizabeth

Sargeant (1935), a special research worker for the Indian

Service who was sent to the pueblo in 1935 to ascertain the

possibilities of unitin, the pueblo. She explains how a split

evolve& in both moieties - along Progressive and Conservative

lines - thereby creating four factions instead of two. "It

also brought about the development of an alliance between

the Progressives of both Summer and Winter Parties and the

Conservatives of both Moieties" (Sargeant, 1935, as cited in

Dozier, 1966:181).

. Because the alliance worked well in
1934 and brought some good to the pueblo, the
governor's canes were not returned to the old
conservative Cacique in December 1935 as is usual
and 'customary' .

It being necessary to come to some decision
about a new government, Superintendent Farris (of
the United States Indian Bureau in Santa Fe) after
meeting with the Indians, proposed the continua-
tion of the present more Progressive Government
as the best solution in the circumstances. This
was accepted by the 'pueblo at the time, bat the
breach of 'customs' involved in not appointing a
new man gave the Summer and Winter Cacique groups
a needed chance to claim infraction of 'custom'
and to block and criticize all actions.
Sargeant, 1935, as cited in Dozier, 1966:181)

In sampling opinion in the village Sargeant came to the

conclusion that an elective form of government under the Indian
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Reorganization Act might be acceptable to the pueblo. Although

the Winter Progressive faction was in favor, the Summer Progressive

faction had to be won over. With the eventual decision of the

merged Summer-Winter Progressive group to support the establish-

ment of an elective form of government under the Indian Reorgani-

zation act of 1934 a step toward setting up a form of government

divorced from rule by the moiety priests was achieved (Dozier,

1966:182

A meeting of the pueblo was called at which the new form

of go-ernment was explaiined by the Indian Service specialists

and members from all four factions were selected to work with

Indian Bureau lawyers and advisors to write a Constitution

for the pueblo. A draft of the Constitution and By-laws was

prepared in accordance with the Indian Reorganization Act and

was presented to, and ratified by, the people late in 1935

(Document in Appendix IV).

2. Adherence to Modern System of Gover

Due to the force of these historical events, the same

adherence to the traditional structure found in San Juan has

not survived in Santa Clara. The most important result of the

schism described in the above section was the breakdown of

community cooperation in ceremonial activities and an

accompanying decrease in religious practice. The large

plaza dances which required the participation of the whole

village ceased to be Performed. Dozier (1966:179) reports

that because the Summer Moiety was in power from 1894-1935 only

members from that group attempted to carry out the cooperative
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ceremonies which play such an important part in pueblo life.

In addition, during that Period of time, the communal services

supplied by the curing associations, i.e. ridding the village

of witches, lapsed. Moreover, another important pueblo function,

that of social control, became relegated to the extended family

The socialization and enculturation functions formerly reinforced

on the village level were now restricted to the moiety or the

family. Although disciplinarians continued to be appointed by

the Summer Moiety, they were ineffective in regulating behavior

in the village at large)(Dozier, 1966:180).

As a result of the schism, not only was there a breakdown

in practice, and subsequent commitment to, traditional activities,

but the culmination of the process was the institutionalization

of a governing structure that would be divorced from that

religious-influence which had bred divisiveness in the community.

The approval of the Constitution and By-laws in 1935 ended more

than two hundred years of reli47ious and political conflict

within the pueblo. While it did not end disputes entirely, it

did bring about a complete separation of religious and secular

affairs in the pueblo and it placed Ceremonial participation on

a voluntary basis. Subsequently, for over thirty years now the

pueblo has had the opportunity of submitting four slates of

secular officials annually and of electing each year Qne of

four candidates for the positions of governor, lieutenant-

governor, sheriff, interpreter, treasurer and secretary.

3. Comparison of Development in the Two Pueblos

In comparing the two communities it seems that because no

rc
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group or reason arose in San Juan to counteract the force of

traditional ceremonial activity, a more conservative structure

could be maintained in this pueblo. A-geographic sifting-off

of the divisive elements allowed for a less rigid rule among

traditional leaders. Moreover, the consistently equal alloca-

tion of authority to members of both moieties provided each

group a chance to exert its authority and apparently mitigated

against rejection of the system by the residents of San Juan.

Becoming subsequently ever-more ingrained in, and dependent

upon, the dynamics and authorities of the system to define their

daily existence, the inhabitants of this pueblo helped to

reinforce the perpetuation of the.traditional order.

In Santa Clara however a questioning of basic assumptions

served to divide the community in its acceptance of the theo-

cratic dictates. The resulting secession of one element of the

community from ceremonial activities allowed other basic

institutions (i.e. the family) to substitute for the roles

previously played by religious officials. This, coupled with

the lack of participation in ceremonial activities apparently

served to minimize unabated involvement in, and firm commitment

to, the traditional structure. Moreover, the subsequent need.

to reconcile all elements in the community on a common level

resulted in the allocation of power to a neutral secular system,

rather than to the religious order, thereby institutionalizing

a more modern orientation into the community.
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CHAPTER 7

PRESENT CONDITIONS IN SAN JUAN AND SANTA CLARA

D. PHYSTCATJ CHARACTERISTICS OF SAN JUAN AND SANTA CEARA

1. San Juan - Dispersa_ of Community and Lack of
Intera6ion between Areas

San Juan Pueblo today is the largest of the modern Tewa

communities, numbering more than 1287 inhabitants (Community

Demography Study - NorthernPueblos Agency, January 1, 1969).

The structures of the village are constructed of adobe and are

built to form two plazas (See Appendix V). The adobes, which

are sun-dried, mud bricks, are made from a mixture of straw,

mud and water. A home of an individual household consists of

two to four rooms. However, the houses are contiEuous with

a common wall shared by two households. These long, rectangular,

multi-family structures form the parallel sides of the pla2as.

The plaza is bare, harmonious, contained and snug. 'ne

of the things one feels upon entering is its penetratingl

enclosed, self-contained quality, probably produced by th

houses standing so close and compactly together. On an c_f-

afternoon there will be some children ,playing in the plaza, a

few mongrels taking the sun. Yet, even with the children and

the dogs, the village.usually seems empty.

The physical layout of San Juan differs markedly from

that of Santa Clara. In contrast to its central plaza, the

overall settlement pattern of San Juan has always been a loose

and sprawling one, with many residents having made their homes

a mile or more away from the village itself. The reasons for
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this are many and were brought to my attention by leaders from

the two communities as well as through discussions with anthro-

pologists who previously had looked into the matter. In the

first place, San Juan owns more habitable land than does Santa

Clara in that its property is not composed of such geographic

phenomena as Cliffs and Canyons as is Santa Clara's. It there-

fore provides a greater area for expansion of living quarters

than Santa Clara and its population has subsequently had the

opportunity to take advantage of this fact. Secondly, San Juan

is the only Tewa puebloiwhich has-been closely surrounded by

Spanish-American villages since the seventeenth century. The

desire of San Juan residents to isolate themselves from, or

congregate with, the Spanish Americans (as the case may be)

has resulted in a more dispersed settlement pattern than in

Santa Clara. Thirdly, the position and direction of the main

road and its arteries have allowed for a more extended position

of buildings in San Juan. In San Juan the main highway runs

through the village in two directions thereby creating possi-

bilites for settlement along two major dimensions. In Santa

Clara, the highway runs alongside the pueblo, all roads branch-

ing off from it having been buflt by the community itself. As

a result, whereas San Juan developed in the two major areas

where the road led, Santa Clara set up buildings within a

limited area so that a maximal number of homes could be reached

by a minimum number of roads which they themselves had to

construct.
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Also contributing to the difference in settlement pattern

between the two gueblos is the fact that San Juan is divided

by the Rio Grande River. This phenomenon has served to create

a natural partition between the more commercial vs. the more

rural Darts of the pueblo. The part separated by the Rio Grande

from the main square and institutions of the village has come

to be known as "New York" and it lodges a section of the popu-

lation which has little contact with those living in the more

commercial area of the village. Moreover, most of the summer

homes of those living in the more developed area of San Juan

can be found in the "Oew York" region thereby adding a seasonal

division in the minds of pueblo'residents between one part of,

the village and the other. Thus, the more rural area behind

the river is viewed as a location where activities separate

from those performed in the central village are carried out

and where residents specific to that part of the pueblo, rather
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than to the total community, reside.

2. Santa Clara - Compactness of Community

Because no such natural boundary is present in Santa Clara,

a comparable separation of households cannot be found in this

community, and a closer proximity in residence from one family

to the next exists. When interviewing Santa Clarans the same

sense of physical isolation felt by one element of San Juan's

population to the other could not be detected in their attitude

My imnression that Santa Clara reflects a more cohesive and

better informed populace might therefore result from the fact

that the lack of communication between the two senarate groups

in San Juan is not replicated in Santa Clara. This impresion

was confirmed by testimonies of leaders from Santa Clara who

pointed out that the proximity of residence in their pueblo

has aided them to more effectively mobilize community members

to carry out community projects.

B. ECONOMIC SITUATION IN SAN JUAN AND SANTA CLARA - AGRICULTURE

1. San Juan

a. Decline of present agricultural situation due to adherence
11to ritu and religious beliefs in guiding farming techniques

Of the 13,414 acres of land presently owned by San Juan,

Ortiz (1965:5) reports that only 2,000 acres of it are classed

as irrigable farmland. 9,701 acres of the pueblo's remaining

land are open grazing areas and 1,176 non-commercial forest land.

Of San Juan's 2,000 acres of potential farmland only small

quantities have been irrigated in the past. According to figures
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provided by the B.I.A. only 130 acres were farmed in 1962. At

Present, corn, chile and vegetables for family use, but not for

sale, are the only crops produced, while a considerable number

of irrigated areas are leased to Spanish-American farmers.

Upon questioning individual community members about their

present agricultural situation, &2an Juaners informed me that

at one time there were beautiful gardens in the pueblo. However,

the produce from these gardens became increasinglyinappropriate

to supply the market economy with the goods it demanded and

San Juaners felt forced'to let much of their land lie idle.

When asked why they did not rotate their crops or change the

kind of crops they were growing so as to accommodate themselves

to the needs of the market, members of the pueblo explained that

this would entail a deviation from the traditional coupling of

ritual and practical means of farming and that, had they devia-

ted from the traditional system, this certainly would have under-

mined desired results (from interviews conducted in the summer

of 1969).

I would deduce from these testimonies that one of the

main causes for San Juan's decline in agricultural output is

that the members of this society are still guided by rituals

emanating from their. religious system rather than from modern

farming techniques. Preparation for planting for instance

still begins only when braids of "perfect" dried corn (each

kernal is full and without worms) are set aside for the next

year's planting in a ceremony conducted by religious leaders.

One braid of twenty ears is stored for each field exceeding
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an acre (frolA interviews held in summer 1969). In addition,

small braids are set aside in case frost destroys the first

planting. In Planting, four to seven kernels are placed in

the ground at intervals of two short steps. When corn is

shelled two days before planting, it is "cured" by religious

officials in water containing Osha and spruce needles saved

from the ceremonial Turtle Dance. This practice, according

to San Juan informants, keeps seed-eating worms away and gives

the corn strength (Ford, 1968:189).

Because the variability in San Juan's environmental

situation produces different amounts of edible goods from one

year to the next it is necessary to experiment with alternative

methods for supplying vital nutrients. However, because the

residents of the pueblo adhere so stringently to the above-

mentioned system, this need cannot be met.

b. Reason 1 for adherence to traditional techniques:,
fear of reprisal

I would hypothesize that the primary reason that the

residents of San Juan maintain the traditional farm methodology

is that they are afraid to question its legitimacy. Having

continued to abide by the general traditional order, individual

San Juaners apparently find it difficult to isolate one area

for modernization without jeopardizing their position within

the total conservative political and social sphere.

Foremost among the traditional Tewa values believed in

by the residents of San Juan is the conviction that it is the

responsibility of all those committed to the culture to work
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together not only in religious, but also secular, activities so

as to keen the universe functioning smoothly (Ortiz, Ford, Dozier,

Parsons). A non-conformist may therefore be subjected first

to damaging gossip and harassment, but if his unbecoming behavior

continues the pueblo officials take over. Because the power of

the conservative officials has been maintained in San Juan the

members of the community dare not violate those rules of the

traditional system which apply to agricultural activities for

fear of being punished as a result. The dynamics of this process

can be seen in the way harvesting is carried out. According to

San Juan informants, harvesting is permitted to commence only

after the Summer Headman sprinkles "dew" on the corn Plants

and the Towa e announce it can begin. If a man harvests before

the time announced, the Governor confiscates his produce and

he cannot start until everyone else is finished (from interviews

in 1969). Thus, the individual seems compelled to accept and

abide by the system as defined for him in order to preserve his

own interests.

c. Reason 2 for adherence to traditional techniques:
fractionalization of land

Another factor probably accounting for the adherence to

those traditional methods of farming which minimize optimal

results in agriculture is the fact that the plots of land in

San Juan are so scattered that residents do not consider them

worth an increased investment of expenditure.

Before the turn of the century, the B.I.A. set into

operation a system of land distribution known as partialled

acreage which resulted in family plots too small and too
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scattered to provide a source for extensive mechanized farming.

Under this system, every family in San Juan owns some land,

.
but not one family owns enough to invest in technological

materials to develop it. Moreover, the reason that nobody

will buy land from anybody else in order to connect his indi-

vidualized plots is that this would look as if he were exploit-

ing his neighbor. San Juaners feel that the resulting stigma

would be more detrimental to.them than any amount of money lost

through farming dispersed areas of land (from interviews conducted

in summer of 1969). On,the other hand, individuals also find it

meaningless to inveSt in developing their fractionalized acreage

because others in the community tend to steal the goods produced

on the plots. Informants felt that a sense of communalism had

previously permeated the community and caused individuals to

guard their family's and friends' land against theft and trespass.

Now, however, others steal more from them than the time, energy

and money invested in their r- profit them. Instead,

they therefore prefer to Jent ieir land to Spanish-,._merican

truck farmers who pay $20-25 an acre and give free chile and

other goode back in return (from interviews conducted in the

Summer of 1969).

d.. Reason 3 for adherence to traditional techniques:
Spanish-American influence

Informants explained that the close proximity of the

three Spanish-American communities to San Juan also had a

significant influence on the pueblo's agricultural development.

First, the Hispano's demands to the same land over which the

Indians claimed possession intensified the need to, and degree

Q,
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to which, fractionalization of land was carried aut in this

community as opposed to the other pueblos. The need to appease

both factions vying over the same arable land created an even

more parcelled distribution in San Juan than in other pueblos

where only the Indian heirship factor was at play. Secondly,

by the beginning Of the twentieth century, the Hispanos had

been able to amass enough money to invest their capital in

truck farming. At the same time, the Indians were becoming

more dependent on wage earning positions. Consequently, they

allowed themselves to be hired as farm hands by the Spanish-

Americans who subsequently exploited them. 5

One of the most tangible changes brought about by Spanish

employment has been the introduction into the pueblo of more

modern technological equipment. However, because this equip-

ment has remained in possession of the Spanish and only meant

more work for the Indians, the latter have come to view these

new additions to their culture as techniques to exploit their,

labor rather than as item!-7 to enrich their own ecoiTiomy (from

interviews held in 1969). By association then they have become

more adverse to integrating these techniques into their own

system of procurement than have the members of other pueblos.

The result it seems has been a further commitment to the more

traditional methods of farming and thus a decline in agricultural

5 It is interesting to note that, in part, it was because
of Hispanos that this dependence resulted in the first place.
Since San Juaners had to turn much of their land over to the
Spanish-Americans they were left with smaller plots from whial:
to earn a livelihood. Consequently, many felt compelled to
turn to the cash incomes provided by their Hispano neighbors.
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output.

2. Santa Clara

a. Exploitation of agricultural resouces due to adherence to
modern technology in guiding farm techniques

The Santa Clara Pueblo Grant and Indian Reservation consists

of 45,742 acres of which 44,800 are range land, including 10,400

acres of forest which contains an undetermined amount of com-

mercial timber (Smith, 1968:135). A large amount of the remain-

ing 942 acres have been irrigated and are now used primarily for

garden plots.

The chart below is evidence for the fact that Santa Clara

has exploited its farm land to a much greater degree than has

San Juan. ANNUAL CROP REPORT
United Pueblos Agency
1961 1962

S.J. S.C1. S.J. S.C1.

1964

S.J. S.C1.

Alfalfa 83 73 27 97 49 141

Corn 125 37 90 21 206 33

Wheat 50 4 2

Oats 10 29 22 14

-nns 1 1 4

iiili 32 1 2 7

Garden 40 8 20 3 15 6

Barley

Orchard 20 18 20 28 20 28

Grapes 1

Other Hay 190 68 30 447 132 353

Irrig. Past. 40 104 21 126 181 232

Idle 620 296 988 194 551 125 '

Fal_ow 3 13 18

TOT/-:= 1200 920 1200 95C 1200 =:950
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I would hypothesize that a greater flexibility in adherence

to religious tenets as a guideline for agricultural techniques

has allowed for the more extensive exploitation of farm land in

Santa Clara. During a discussion with Santa Clara farmers about

the changes that they have initiated with regard to farming,

they talked of the need for constant alteration of their farming

patterns. As a case in point they informed me that the grass-

hopperS were destroying the alphalpha that year more than ever

before. They could not however use the chemicalspray against

them which they had been, using previously because they found

that 1) it stuck to the fruit trees, and 2) it into:dcated the

cattle. As a result, the spray was causing more h7rma than good

and a new method had to be used in order to overcr the double

problem. What was interesting to note in their testimony was

not only their willingness to try new answers if prior ones did

not succeed, but also their unabated confidence that they could

control the problem through modern techniques desirite previous

abortive trials.

b. Reason 1 for experimentation with modern technicp-ues: absence
of those mitigating conditions which exist in. S. Juar

The three hypotheses that have been presentef to account

for San Juaners' adherence to traditional techniqP7=s, i.e.

agricultural ritual seen as part of total conservc..lve order,

fractionalization of land, Spanish influence, appeaf- to be absent

Ir. Santa Clara. First, residents of Santa Clara f.el freer to

eriment with modern techniques because they do 7:-,1,Dt fear

rc isal from religiou.E leaders. Secondly, the ft7L,L.-tioa1Lzation

)13ess was not as acute in this community as in because
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Spanish claims did not serve to aggravate the situation.

Thirdly, few Santa Clarans needed to work for Spanish-American

farmers and therefore familiarity with-modern agricultural

techniques was not gained by the population through a negative

agent.-

c. Reason 2 for exploitation of modern techniques: presence of
resources to provide financial foundation for experimentation

Coupled with the fact that Santa Clara lacks certain forces

which seem to have undermined commitment to modern farming

techniques in San Juan is the fact that Santa Clara possesses

the necessary capital needed for investment in mechanized farming.

One of the pueblo's most valuable resources is the Santa

Clara Canyon and forested area which the pueblo has developed as

a recreation area and from which it has tripled its income in

the past three years from permits for fishing, camping, and

picnicing (Smith, 1968b). I would hypothesize that having this

financial foundation as a base, Santa Clarans feel freer to

undertake the risk that experimentation With modern techniques

entails.

C. ECONOMIC SITUATION IN SAN JUAN AND SANTA CLARA - CASH ECONOMY

The economic situation for those living-in--San Juan is

rather tragic in its simplicity not only because of the restric-

tions in farming, but also because of the limitations inherent

in the local wage earning market.

The nearby atomic research center of Los Alomos has been

the only major provider of economic opportunities for the resi-

dents of San Juan since the end of World War II. In 1963
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Professor Ort:Lz made a study of all Tewa workers at Los Alamos.

In it he reloorts that as of 1963 48 residents of San Juan were

employed at Los Alamos, this number comprising anproximately

20% of the total labor force of the community. On the other

hand, he notes, "their earning of approximately S125,000 repre-

sents at least one third of the total annual personal income

-for the Pueblo" (Ortiz, 1963; 1965:5). The figures have remained

constant for San Juan since the survey was conducted in 1963

(Smith, 1968b).

Approximately 25 other Pueblo wage-earners, all craftsmen,

are dependent on tourism for all or part of their income; con-

sequently they make very little during the winter months. Only

three silversmiths are euvoloyed the year-round in trading posts

in Santa Fe. The vast majority of San Juan wage earners are too

poorly educated to qualify for more than seasonal construction,

agriculture or domestic employment. Moreover, since the begin-

ning of the twentieth century Indians have found themselves in

competition for the same wage-earning jobs with the local

Hispanos. The Spanish-Americans however have an advantage ov

pueblo residents in that they usually control local politics and

are thus often in the position to obtail7 jobs for themselves.

This condition esnecially affects the _rasidents of San Juan who

.depend on the existing jobs in nearby aspanola. This town is

totally governed by local .Rizpanos and the latter t-aus have

priority In any job opening na67.e

State Employment Servi_ce etimates of recurrent unemploy-

ment in San Juan average frcm 664% to 80% for the winter months
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(Ortiz, 1965:6).

In Santa Clara, the resident labor force is estimated at

183 of whom 104 have permanent jobs, 53 of them at Los Alamos.

Unemployment is estimated as being consistently about 35% of

the community's labor force. In addition, there have always

, been over 75 active potters in the pueblo (Smith, 1968b:135).

Their work is presently sold,to wholesalers or traders through-

out the state while some pottery is sold directly to tourists.

Moreover, on March 3, 1965 the 0.E.0. allocated to Santa Clara

842,043 for a vocational training program meant to combat

poverty in the pueblo (Smith, 1968b:135).

Finally, we have shown that Santa Clara is by far the

best endowed of all the Tewa pueblos in reservation resources

and that it has embarked on an ambitious program to develop

them into tourist attractions. At the same time', an indigenous

corps of rangers and game wardens has been trained to protect

these areas. This has not only prnviOod n1 anta Clarans

with secure paying positions but has also spared many residents

from having to depend on opp_ortunities provided by the wage

market.

D. SOCIAL SITU,ITION IN SAr JUAN AND SANTA CLARA

1. San Juan - Plagued IDy Social Problems

a. Demographic

The absence of local economic opportunites is the most
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important problem facing San Juan but it has corrolaries in

other areas. A number of charts compiled by Ortiz in 1965 reveal

these conditions. The following one, for instance, shows the

sharp upward trend of the total registered population during

recent years .
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In addition, the graph below illustrates the age distribution,

at five year intervals, of the 797 people living in the community

as of 1965.
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It is obvious at once that the population is abnormal in its

clustering at the lower age levels. Almost half, or 367, of the

pueblo's residents are 18 years of age-or less. On the other

hand, a significant number of those in the 19-40 age grouP,

especially men, are now living elsewhere. Both the recent hi-gh

birth rate and the pattern of temporary out-migration have had

serious consequences. The large number of young people, having

taxed the limited educational.and recreational facilities in the

community, and missing the necessary young adults to provide them

with responsible leaderphip, are resorting to activities under-

mining law and order.

Illegitimacy and drinking are also serious problems. In

1965 Ortiz reported that 121 or about 15g, of the population were

illegitimate. This represents the minimum figure and the rate

since then has been steadily rising, Moreover, drinking is

more severe in San Juan than in any other pueblo. Only nine

men in the community do not drink at all and the vast majority

of those who do drink do so frequently and to excess (Ortiz,

1965:8). Informants felt that this has contributed significantly

to the serious breakdown of the community's morale as well as

to the pueblo's high-crime rate (from interviews in 1969).

Figures 1 and 2 on the following pages present a breakdown of

San Juan's criminal offences. The charts not only indicate that

drunkenness is the main cause for the high crime rate, but that

the number of these violations has risen over the years represented.

illegitimacy )increase in population low age clustering

plusmigration
of

yo un g adults----->drinking
lawlessness)
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b. Institutional

The basic structure of San Juan's government today is a

focal point of much and dissension among the Pueblo's

residents. First, there is general suspicion that because the

religious leaders and their appointed officers operate in

secrecy, they are misappropriating funds. Secondly, many young

capable leaders are reluctant to serve as tribal officials

because they feel that their power would be severely limited

by the elders. Consequently, older councilmen continue to

select officials from a,small group of men who are sympathetic

to their views (from interviews conducted in the summer of 1969).

The resulting stalemate between conservative and liberal

points of view has had unfortunate consequences; opportunities

for reservation development have been lost because those most

qualified to lend vision and experience have not been involved

in the decision-making process; communication between the

people and the governing body has decreased; community pride

and consciousness have diminished, and there is a widespread

apathy toward public service (from interviews conducted in the

summer of 1969).

Moreover, because of the breakdown in community feeling

and the inability of any leader to muster the support of a

majority, 6 continuing action on many pressing problems, such

as land distribution, grazin7 rortrol and active steps toward

6One tribal member said: "The governor can never muster
the support of the majority of people because the progressive,
the disillusioned and the drunks say, 'We did not elect him.
He does not represent us. Look at Santa Clara, it is doing so
well.' They always compare us with some other place."

(Smith, p. 131)
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developing tribal projects to increase income and jobs has been

deterred. Consequently, the possibility, for instance, of

increasing the level of tourism to San Juan has not been

exploited. There exists on the pueblo the site of the original

Spanish capital, which was estathshed by Onate in 1598.

According to Mr. Charles Minton, Executive Director of the

New Mexico Commission on Indian Affairs, the site has enough

economic potential that if properly developed and advertised,

it could be the most important single tourist attraction loca-

ted on any Indian reseryation in the state (from interviews

conducted in summer of 1969).

1. Santa Clara - Adjustment to Social Problems

a. Demographic

Dozier (1966) preSents figures which show that the popu-

lation of Santa Clara has also increased significantly since

the nineteenth century. According to estimates in Hodge

(1910:325), it rose from 187 in 1889 to 325 in 1905. Parson

(1929:9) reported a figure of 354 in 1926, a census showed 440

in 1934 and in 1966 the population was estimated to be around

680 (as cited in Dozier, 1966:172). Santa Clara's population

gain however has not been nearly as marked as San Juan's. This

can be evidenced from the following table which was adapted

from B.I.A. census records during the summer of 1969.

AVERAGE PERCENT INCREASE INPOPULATION

8 NORTHERN PUEBLOS FROM 1950-1960 FROM 1960-1969

Nambe 37 - 203 = 29.29% 203 - 270 = 33.00%
Picuris 135 - 156 = 15.55% 156 - 166 = 6.41%
Pojoaque 26 - 52 = 100% 52 - 75 = 44.23%
San IldefOnso 185 - 253 = 36.75% 253 - 321 = 26.87%
San Juan 833 -1040 = 24.96% 1040 -1287 = 23.63%
Santa Clara 598 - 688 = 15.05% 688 - 787 = 6.56%
Tacs 963 -1278 = 32.71% 1278 -1465 = 14.63%
Tesuque 170 -1292 = 12.94% 192 - 236 = 22.91%
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Moreover, the age distribution of the residents presently

enrolled in Santa Clara indicates a much broader apportionment

of the population.

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF SANTA CLARA'S ENRCILED POPULATION*

AGE MALE FEMALE TOTAL

1-17 138 1i4
18-35 138 156
36-55 108 107 21
56-65 34 2e 62
over 65 17 Ib 32

Smith, _968b:135

As can be seen from thib table, the ext-Js.necivIstering cf t1i =7

population at the lower end of the scale Terlfch existE in Sa.1

Juan (p. 64) seems to be much less pravain-, --in Santa. Cia-E_

Furthermore, this.finding increases 1: zignificanc-_t w.fEer_

one acknowledges the fact that the proparcr. of San7,a C1a-77L'E

population which lives off the reservat is much smaller ;1-r=n

in San Juan. Evidence for this fact is 71-ovided in the fallo;
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What the figures from the previous two tables that

the retention of young adults in the community prov-LL a

potential source of stimulation, and role modeling f7or the

adolescents of Banta Clara, which may account _-CT Smith's

(1968b) attestation that the problems of drinking Jelin-

o:Jency are minimal in Santa Clara.

Institutional

An example of hcw Santa Clara has handled the

7:2---araditional rule by a religious hierarchy-to L. -17-J:7-rnment

wh gives secular pc_w6r and responsibility to the cr.Jrpr:1_= ty!s

-,--7er members is presented by Smith (1968b). She re77rt,,

a young man, who, having spent_his years from LE.;- -2 away

fr1:m the pueblo, thus lacking knowledge of religica si-

bilities, has been asked by the old religious leaders ildergo

initiation and training.

Instead of holding the young from being
progressive, they are encouraging them to be
more on the progressive side. They say, "Yor
take care of the business part of it, and we
will take care of our tribal customs." _L_nd

the young people are following them in their
religious ceremonies.

(Young man from Santa Clara
as cited in Smith, 1968-.17

Moreover, in order to prevent the-suspicion anf --a.pathy

toward government which exists in San Juan, in 1964 tine guvernor

of Santa Clara began holding quarterly meetings far all pueblo

members, at which he explains how the tribal governmen-1 coerates,

.71-1at kind of expenses they have, what plans they are rIng.

luring these meetings, the people are also given an
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o express their Ideas about plans and problems.
7 The openness

conmunication between Santa Clara's leaders and their con-

.
stituemcy has apparently contm±buted to the pueb7_o's ability to

dertake cerain projects which could not be actualized in San

Juan. .7mficative of this is a case whioh occurred in the summer

of 1969- -.Movie producers had come to the area in order to run

a film. m= Tr'lans. While leaders from both San Juan and Santa

Clara were ar_prcac:hed to give permission to use their lands as

backrom-ri, San Juan's leaders rejected the offer for fear

that their lents would think that they were receiving

lersonal l-cbacks" from the producers. Santa Clara's leaders

1.17..owever readii accepted the offer and have allocated the money

received fr= te movie company toward further development of

the pueb=1 IE re_eources (from interviews conducted in summer of

1969).

F. COMPARISON C7 TEE TWO COPITUNITIES IN LIGHT OF INTERRELATED VARIA=E-.

In summarizing, I would hypothesize that the primary

difference between San Juan and Santa Clara lies in the way each

has exploited the resources it possesses. It seems that whereas

an attachadent.to traditional institutions and cultural patterns

has served -to limit further agricultural output in San Juan, a

greater diversification of resources in Santa Clara has allowed-

for an increase in this community's subsistence base.

7Sant. Clarans informed me that this policy was recently

Expanded. 7nder the present system, the pueblo's Council meets
c-rery other Monday and Wednesday. On Mondays the Council handles
iLtPrna1 matters- On Wednesdays the whole community is invited
to c.Liscuss internal and external problems.
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The historical _auses contributing to these differences

are many and intertwir.,;i. San Jr-2/1's residents have L-7-7.7.-ently

adhered to their traditional method3 of far:ming for th._ basic

reasons: 1) diffuse leadershit, 2) --7.3.nisl influence, strict

adherence to rel:_gi:ls principles.

Because of :17,s diffuse leaele:3Lip, strong author_7i is

absent In San Juan no single le:,der who might be .e.ta le of

innovatian can exert enoh ±riividual poven.7t

-nfluence the commuait.T. Moreover, ;he fear of being; a_arply

differentiated from others in the c- muaity or being sunreoted

of personal motives seems to have au:at-a:fled attempts tc introduce

changed conditions into the pueblo. Tha -isk of endan=ring

Personal security among graups of kin has probably served as a

barrier to further economic development- Secondly, the. eiattional

associations connected with the Spanish-use of farmiL:: techniques

by hired Indian farm-hands also seems tz have influenced patterns

of agricultural pursuit in San Juan. Relating their eralaation

of modern agricultural techniques to the experiences --t.t:Lay have

had using them, San Juan farmers perceive of these methsods

primarily as alien means by whiah they were exploited. Az such_,

they are unable to perceive the intrinsic value of -;hese mzdern

techniques and have: mot taken advantage of their use. Utirdly,

strict adherence to religious princf_ples has served -to f,...:fine

each individual's role in the total social structure of the

Pueblo and has probably also served as a factor mitigati7,g against

innovation. Becaus,- no group in San Jt:aa was strong 1-i-ough_ to

the estaTclished position of traditional ru., th
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cl-Bxly defined spiritue.1 order has :eel_ maintained to this day.

Tb z., res-atizz entrencho-,-at of Lan J1:an residents in traditional

institt=Lrms and cult i patterns has hindered them from being

at_e t: conceive of c_,,,,nges which are external to their patterned

wa:- of life.

Ehe _esidents of Banta Clara, on the other hand, seem to

halve been -tetter able to exolcit their resources than have San

Jiirrrs a nilmber of reasons: 1) -heir leadership is not

difZuse, 2) they have nao_le successfully integrated outsiders

imr=o thei= mueblo's soc _a1 structure, 3) they have retained

mare ad_ult members due --7X the preLenee of viable means af

livelihoo-

BecF-TT=. cf the div-:_sion between senular and religious

reanonsibli=ty, a clearer- differenico cf role has been

attained in Santa Clara. As alread: Eseen, a definite deleation

of reaTonsibility to te traditional and modern elements has

apnaremtly allowed far each group to parsue its activities ,--qd

retplin ts ideology without fear of 71fLitical interference frcm

the other.
The elders have civions Led their willingnet=s

r.scognize what the yauth has tc offer at the same
t ime stxessing the importance of the old religious
ralues.

(Smith, 1968b)

Many ==f73---Tplits belie-tad that respett for the organized allens-

tian of =le has been rrucial fn fnilitating the orderly

f"ti.oriimg of comvanal prcgrams, ad has probably ac_:(Jumea
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for comere77,e results. a

Lorever, it seems that because of the periodic absence

in Santa Clara7s history fram unanimous ceremonial activity,

members of the comrTianity have nct remained so entrenched in

the dynamicE c:f the religfous sTstem that they are unable to

perceive th±a 77mlue of those modern methods being presented to

them.

there has been o autside group (such as the

Spanish _Im=ric-_ans in Ban Jup..17) to directly mitigate against

communal i:ate=ration and to -Linde/mine the possibility for

ilnymimaus decisions to take place. This too has probably con-

tributed to the pueblo's abiliLy to exploit, its resources more

efficient1T- _Decisions in Santa Clara can be reached quicker

than in oue7tlos Which muSt devote time to convincing negative

factions of a situation's advantages.

Finally, and in Part emerging as a result of the first

variab7e (I.e. Santa Clara's leadership mot being diffuse),

is the fact that -whereas the 1_..Le enlightened of San Juan have

apparniy feLt compelled leave the community because of

'As evidence for this c1F-im Santa Clarans related the
following incident: Early mne SaturEay morning one of the more
,experienced ±n deoision-maki=1,g and management of the younger
aeaders in the community smomtpneously ordered certain indi-
-widuais to clean up Santa Clara Canyon before tourists arrived.
Fe provided no reason and proMised no pay. Nonetheless, the
Tob was ca_tried aut az sac= aa the demand had been made without
any question ar refusal fr-cm those delegated to carry out the
task.

Informants stated tlIPt they doubted that such a reaction
c'Tuld be found among the =embers of other pueblos. Upon
questioning San Juaners I learned that voluntary work can
rarely be elicited from the residents of this community.
Said one in'armant: "San Jtaners feel that the people who get
oaid to do a job should atte-m9 to everything."
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its political and reliGious limitations, Santa Clara ..as beem

able to retain the more progressive element of its Population.

Not threatened by thie same stigmas and-suspicion attached to

individuals attemptLag to change the pueblo's ways, Santa CIarans

have felt freer to :introduce innovative methods which yould

maximize the economic potential of their community. A'7z1 a result,

an economy that provides sufficient opportunities anE income to

retaim the more productive members of the community in the pueblo

has developed. It seems that this, too, has contributed toward

maintaining a source of,impetus to social change within. Santa

Clara-

SAN JUAN

diffuse leader-
ship (due to
existence of
numerous cultu-
ral groups)

Si=A CLARA

lfberal
and religious
order (due to---)"
historical
development)

Inability to
mobilize group_4
to counteract
religious
order

possibility
of economic
change

strict ad-
herence to
religious
principles

use of decline

4 tradi- in
ticmal economic
method- output;
-ology

sifting off of
enlighted leaders

development greater opportunities
of economic in community ---->
potential

retention of
enlightened leaders



PART II

EDUCATION IN TWO TEWA COMMUNITIES

In the previous section we pointed out which factors
contributed most to developing the economic, political and
social conditions presently existing within San Juan and
Santa Clara. In this section we will describe the changes
that have occurred in the school system of the two pueblos.
From the following description it will become evident that
the variables described in Part I not only influenced the
economic and political characteristics of the communities
under question but also played a vital role in defining the
educational structures of San Juan and Santa Clara.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL SYSTEM
IN SAN JUAN AND SANTA CLARA

A. HISTORY OF FORMAI EDUCATION OF AMERICAN INDIANS

For three centuries after the settlement of Europeans in

the United States the formal schooling of Indian children was

conducted by missionaries. The first missionary school was

established in 1568 in Havana, Cuba, for the education of

Indian children from Florida. There were few of these schools

and their primary purpose was to convert the children to

Christianity.

Many of the treaties between the United States and Indian

tribes contained clauses promising to establish schools for

Indian children. In 1842, thirty seven Indian schools were being

operated by the B.I.A. and by 1881 the number had increased to

106. Most were boarding schools whose philosophy was to turn the

Indians into participating members of the white culture by teach-

ing them the three R's and manual skills appropriate for urban

life. Indian parents however could see little use in these schools,

as these schools did not prepare their children for life on the

reservations, nor did they fit them for a superior life outside.

They were therefore reluctant to send their children to them.

The early Bureau of Indian Affairs school policy was thus doomed

to failure, and it was replaced in the late 1930's by a policy

which admitted the right of Indians to be Indians. However, the

continuity of personnel perpetuates earlier educational goals in

many of the schools.

In 1968 the B.I.A. operated 226 schools with an enrollment
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of 51,595 Indian children and eighteen dormitories for 4,204

children attending B.I.A. boarding schools. Moreover, as of

the fiscal year 1968, the Bureau of Indian Affairs made provisions

for financial aid for Indian students within fourteen States and

in school districts within four additional States (U.S. Department

of Interior - Statistics Concerning Indian Education for Fiscal

Year 1968, p.L).

Despite these improvements, the basic problems of the

Indians in the United States today can still be traced to

unemployment and lack education, and the relaiionship between

these two is clear and mmistakable. There are 25,727 Indian

children aged 6-18 in New Mexico. Of these Smith reports that

approximately 2,300 were never enrolled in school. The children

not now in school, with few exceptions, are expected to remain

illiterate and in poverty for all their lives(Smith, 1968a).

B. THE HISTORY OF WESTERN EDUCATION IN SAN JUAN

It appears that no systematic attempt was made to educate

the people of San Juan during more than two and a half centuries

of Spanish and Mexican rule. Published documents are notably

silent on this point. Ortiz reports that a few young men in

each generation were taught to read and write Spanish by the

parish priests, but their use of these skills was limited to the

service of the church (Ortiz, 1965:11).

A U.S. Agent named Greiner spent a few days in San Juan

in 1852. At that time the people allegedly indicated a desire

to have a school but nothing was done until about 1880, when an

educated Spanish-American named Alejandro Garcia opened a school

in a one room house at the northwestern corner of the village

(Ortiz, 1965:11). Here a few Pueblo residents and Spanish
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Americans from the neighboring villages learned the rudiments

of reading and writing both Spanish and English.

In 1887 a second school for the Indian children of San Juan

was established by the Archbishop of Santa Fe. Classes were

taught by nuns in a converted home just outside the village

proper. Ortiz (1965) reports that in 1890 the school was con-,.

tracted by the federal government, with the government providing

part of the cost of operating it, as part of its first nationally

authorized program to pay for local schools in which Indian

students were enrolled.

In 1909, the San Juan Pueblo Council agreed to donate two

acres of land so that the growing school could be permanently

located. This was done at the request of the B.I.A., through

the Superintendent of the United Pueblos Agency. A two-room

school-house was built first, then a residential building to

accommodate the teachers. Another schoolroom was added in 1927.

In 1936, a fourth school-room and supplementary buildings for

craftwork meetings and for storage were built. Together these

comprised the structure for the present San Juan Day School

(Ortiz, 1965:12).

Classes have always been conducted through the sixth grade

in San Juan. During the first three decades of this century,

many San Juan children were also sent to boarding schools located

far from the pueblo. In addition, sirce the 1920's, those who

have been able to continue their education beyond primary school

have enrolled in the Santa Fe or Albuquerque boarding schools

while some attended Haskell Institute in Kansas, a post-high school

vocational school for Indians.
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In 1937, the public school in nearby Chamita was moved to

San Juan, and the nuns assumed the teaching duties. In 1948, a

Court decision resulted in the removal of the nuns from the

public schools of New Mexico. They then reestablished their old

school adjacent to the church, and have since maintained a

parochial elementary school in the Pueblo (Ortiz, 1965:13).

After World War II, a few San Juan parents began to send

their children to the .local state run public schools rather

than to schools administered by the B.I.A. Heretofore, they

had regarded the B.I.A. Day School as superior, but the improved

facilities and increased aid provided to Indian students by the

state run public schools served as an incentive to attend the

latter. Indian enrollment in the local public school therefore

increased from twelve in eight grades in 1951, to a peak of-

sixty in 1965 (Ortiz, 1965:14).

The parochial school, on the other hand, has never been

a very significant'institutiOn in San Juan. It cannot receive

federal aid, so the physical plant has remained modest, and it

has had to charge a nominal fee. Enrollment actually decreased

from a peak of over 200 in 1960 to 127 in 1965. Only six in the

latter year were from San Juan.

The following'table, which was Compiled by Ortiz in 1965,

reveals that the Day School too declined from a peak enrollment

of 117 Pueblo students in 1951 to 68 in 1965. Moreover, as of

tHe fall of 1969 the enrollment figure totalled only approximately

60 students. This has occurred despite a.dramatic rise in the

schoolage population of San Juan during the same period. In

1961, the number of teachers at the school declined from four

to three and at present remains at this figure (from interviews
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SAN JUAN DAY SCHOOL CENSUS*

197 -1965

YEAR ENROLLMENT AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE GRADES

1937 82 B-6
1938 89 B-6
1939 85 B-6
1940 100 B-6
1941 95 B-6
1942 115 B-6
1943 106 B-6
1944-1950
1951 117 B-6
1952 116 B-6
1953 111 B-6
1954 104

i

B-6
1955 108 B-6
1956 100 B-6
1957 111 102.0 B-6
1958 106 B-6
1959 99 92 B-6
1960 101 97 B-6
1961 97 B-6
1962 79 B-6
1963 74 70.4 B-6
1964 69 66.5 B-6
1965 68 B-6

o Figures for 1944-1950 not available. *From Ortiz, 1965

held in the summer of 1969).

Ortiz's 1965 report reveals statistics which show that

during the entire history of San Juan only seven persons who

were born and raised there have earned college degrees. All

of them have done so during the past two decades. Of the seven,

only two have graduate degrees and as of 1965 only three were

living in San Juan. Also, as of 1965, four students were in

college and four other residents had some college training.

Twenty others had completed some type of vocational training

beyond high school, with the largest concentrations being in

the building trades for men and practical nursing for women.

The table on the following page summarizes the rather complex
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educational picture in San Juan in 1965.

School Attendance Distribution of San Juan Residents

Name of school

October 1, 1965

Location Grades Numb=
endt-

San J.17Rn Day School San Juan Pueblo Beginners-6 68

Sam Juan Elementary San Juan Pueblo Beginners-6 54

San Juan Parochial San cuan Pueblo Beginners-8 6

John F. Kennedy
Junior High School San Juan Pueblo 7 and 8 only 38

Espaaola Jirnior Espd5o1a, N.M. 9th only 15
High School (5 miles away)

Espdao1a High School EspaTiola, N.M. 10-12 4
(5 miles away)

St. Catherine's Santa Fe, N.M. 9-12 3

Indian School
(boarding school)

(28 miles away)

Albuquerque Indian Albuquerque, N.M. 9-12 ..1

School (boarding
school)

(90 miles away)

Institute of American
Indian Arts
(boarding school)

Santa Fe, N.M. 9-12
and post-high
school

q
35

Other vocational Albuquerque,N.M. 4)

schools Chicago, 2)

Oakland, Calif. 12
San Francisco,

Calif.
ii

College

*From Ortiz, 1965

4

C. ATTITUDES TOWARD EDUCiLTION IN SAN JUAN - 1965

In 1965 Dr. Alfonso Ortiz made a survey of the prevailing

attitudes toward education in San Juan (Project Headstart in an

an Indian Community., Nov., 1965, Univ. of Chicago). From this

survey he arrived at several conclusions. First, he found that

formal education was uniformly accepted as a desirable goal by

the people of San Juan. Secondly, Ortiz found that most Pueblo

residents, even if their children attended other schools, believed
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that the B.I.A. Day School should be kept in operation.

They believe that the quality of education is
at least as good as that offered.in the Public School,
and they fear that many Indian children would suffer
socially and emotionally if they had to attend the
Public School. Many of the parents whose children
attend the Public School mention that they do so
because of its proximity, bus service, free luncheons,
and even the athletic program for older boys. On the
other hand, those who enroll their children in the
Day School do so because they honestly feel it serves
the needs of their children best.

(Ortiz,,1965:18)

That a fairly clear distinction existed between the fam-F-7

background of the 68 children attending the Day School and the 54
#

attending the Public School in 1965 was noted by Ortiz. The Day

School children came from "traditional" families; those in which

both parents were Indians, participated in native cultural

activities, and spoke Tewa in their homes. The Public School

children usually came from the more marginal families, those

resulting from mixed marriages. English is usually emphasized

in these homes. The traditional families are usually better

educated, more stable and ecOnomically more self-sufficient.

They include the majority of those employed in Los Alomos

(Ortiz, 1965).

D. HISTORY OF WESTERN EDUCATION IN SANTA CLARA

The B.I.A, school has been in existence in Santa Clara

far aver fifty years. There is not presently, and has never

been, a parochial school in the community.. The B.I.A. school,

staffed with.three teachers, contains from the first to the 6th

grades. After graduation from the Day School children go to

the Espariola Public High Schools (from interviews held in summer

of 1969).
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The majority cf Santa Clara children attend the B.I.A. Day

School rather than commuting to the local public elementary

school. As of this past fall (1969) 78 students were attending

the Day School. This figure has been co=sistent over the past

three to four years although the number has declined generally

in the last dece or so. This general aecline is due, the

principal informed me, to families leaving the community rather

than children leaving the school.

Bureau of Indian Affairs statistics for the fiscal year of

1968 reveal that the average daily attendance among Santa alara

students is significantly higher than in San Juan. While the

average daily attendance among San Juan pupils equals 47.6% of

the pueblo's total Day School population, in Santa Clara on an

average 74.2% of those- enrolled in its Day School attend classes

(B.I.k. statistics concerning Indian Education, 1968:21).

Although there is no kindergarten in the Day School, Santa

Clara has a pre-school project. This program was initiated by

the community before the B.I.A. instituted it; or any other kind

of kindergarten project, in any other of the pueblos. The pre-

school project is completely staffed by teachers who are from

Santa Clara (personal communication with Principal of Santa Clara

Day School, August, 1969).

E. ATTITUDES TOWARD EDUCATION IN SANTA CLARA - 1965

Realizing that many children are hindered in learning English

because Tewa persists as the main language spoken in their homes,

the Inhabitants of Santa Clara decided early in the 1960's to

gure the possibility of establishing a pre-school training

progY,nx, for their community. They estimated the cost for
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constaiam of a suitable bulding for teachers and equipment

0-7er "t7W1D yee= period to be $15,337 of which the pueblo would

suppa:7 in t fo al of land, materials, plans and specifi-

cations. InitiatinE. the alcolication for federal aid on their awn,

Samta Claraas felt .lat such a project would not only aid the

puebLots youtli but would also afford training and work experience

for tuitmAned and unmployed =embers of the community. The

proposal was granted by the O.B.O. on March 3, 1965 and with

this act Santa Clara became the first pueblo to receive funds

for a Helistart development program (Smith, 1968).

During an interview with the person who served as coordinator

of the Headstart project in 1965 .1 learned that the reason that

programs such as this could be successfully initiated by Santa

Clara was that already in 1965 the following attitudes regarding

educatian prevailed among the members of the community:

1) Because teachers often were unaware of the

total cultural background of their pupils they (the teachers)

could not do justice to theii. roles. Santa Clarans therefore

felt that auxiliary means had to be developed to help children

adjust to the Anglo school situation.

2) Santa Clara residents expressed a deep concern for rais-

ing their childrens' academic standards.. In order to achieve this

they saw the necessity of establishing a setting in which indivi-

duals properly trainedin Tewa and English'could point out equiva-

lent meanings to the children in both languages. They believed

that only an Indigenous corps of teachers could provide students

with'the initial foundation needed by them to succeed in school.



c7A 2TER 5

1969 - TROEFTRADSTAR2 TO LOCAL
CONTROL - A COM.PARATI7E OVERVIEW

A. EEADSIART

In ais report of 1965, Ortiz describes the occurrences

which r:eceded the establishmPlit of a pre-school project in

San Juan. He recounts that befre the Economic Opportunity Act

was passed by Congress, it was discussed in detail at a meeting

of the All-Pueblo Council, held during the summer of 1964.

Interest at that time centered on Title II, and its provision for

community action programs. Four Pueblos had already been selec-

ted (among sixteen Indian tribes nation-wide) to prepare pilot

community action proposals. These four, among them the Tewa

Pueblos of Tesuque and Santa Clara.had, however, already had

their plans well formulated previous to this time, and they

reported their progress at the Council meeting. A keen interest

was aroused in all of the Pu6blo officials by the example set'

by Santa Clara and Tesuque and by the prospect of preparing

their own community action programs and submitting them to

Washington independent of the B.I.A. (Ortiz, 1965).

Ortiz further recounts that in San Juan a community action

committee was appointed by the Pueblo governor in late October,

and during the next two months individual community members

were canvassed in an effort to determine local needs and to

enlist the help and cooperation of local voluntary organizations

and governing agencies. Pueblo adults most often mentioned the

need for educational programs - preschool, remedial and tutorial.

With the unanimous consent of the committee, a Headstart-type
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pre-school program was among the three for which funds were

requested fr= "Ille relevant applications were mailed

to the Ban Juan Cou=i1L from the federal agency for final appro-

val and signatures La early February 1965.

Ortiz motes that at this point two events occurred. First,

the three new members af the Council who took office on January 1

wanted to delay action. They knew little about the proposal and

even less about the Economic Opportunity Act itself. They asser-

ted that the previous governor had not kept them properly informed

on the activitfes of the Community Action Committee and that they

wanted to think about the proposal and discuss it before affixing

their signatures. As previously mentioned in this paper,

unanimous consent of the Council is required on all important

matters so this process of discussion continued until early in

April. At this time, the governor- finally decided to support

the proposal. Secondly, the requirements for community action

proposals had been broadened and altered by the Office of

Economic Opportunity and the request for the program had there-

fore to be rewritten in accordance with new guidelines and

specifications. Because of these two incidents the opportunity

to institutionalize a Headstart program in San Juan was con-

siderably held up.

At the same time however action was being taken on another

front by the Northern Pueblo Council. This Council was organized

in 1963, and it consists of the governing officials of the six

Tewa Pueblos plus the two Tiwa Pueblos of Taos and Picuris. The

Northern Pueblo Council had been meeting frequently in Santa Clara

during the summer of 1965, in order to explore the possibility of
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submitting a joint proposal because they had heard that the O.E.O.

was not considering favorably those community action proposals

submitted by small communities.

Ortiz reports that on September 10, 1965 a broad and com-

prehensive proposal was finally agreed upon by all, and a resolu-

tia4 was passed to that effect at the meeting of the Council.

The pre-school program would be patterned after the highly

successful one already established in Santa Clara. The teachers

would be given training by the Director of the Santa Clara pro-

gram, while the aides would be given special instruction in the

Indian Education Center of Arizona State University.

At the same time that San Juan was submitting its individual

request for a Headstart Center and the Northern Pueblo Council

its joint proposal, a Headstart program sponsored by the Northern

Rio Grande Council on Youth was taking shaxe (Ortiz, 1965). The

Northern Rio Grande .Council on Youth is a chartered private

organization of teachers and community leaders throughout the

Espanla Valley. It was formed in 1964 to attempt to improve

the quality of education available in the area. Although con-

sisting entirely of Spanish-Americans and a few Anglos, in 1965

this agency was'the only organization to receive funds to conduct

Headstarl programs in four communities within the Espanola Valley.

San Juan was one of these communities and it was from this source

that the pueblo received its Headstart Center.

The San Juan Elementary School was selected as the site

for the San Juan-based program and itsprincipal was appointed

director. Although the Headstart program was funded to accom-

modate only 45 children from San Juan and the four neighboring

Spanish-American communities those who were enrolled represented
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a quite equitable distribution from the five communities. Seven

were San Juan children, but they were not typical Indian children.

None came from the more traditional families in which only Tewa

is spoken; only one was more than one half Indian, and she could

not have participated if strictly economic criteria were used.

In order to ascertain why seven atypical and not seven typical

children participated in the program Ortiz investigated the events

which contributed to the development of the Headstart program.

The following summary of the process is not a first-hand account,

but was corroborated frpm testimonies in which nine San Juan

parents revealed all or a portion of the events to him during the

summer of 1965.

Initial plans and contacts for the Headstart Program had

to be made by the Director of the San Juan Headstart Center

during May, but it was not until mid June that she met with the

San Juan Pueblo Council. It was an open Council meeting, so --

several interested parents also attended to hear the Director

explain the new program. She answered many questions, and it

appeared as if those in attendance understood what was being

offered and why. When the meeting ended it was also understood

that the councilmen would assist in notifying the parents of

eligible children and that the Director herself would go from

door to door to recruit participants.

When the Headstart program began on June 21, there were

only the seven Indian children from San Juan. Two others from

traditional families had agreed to come, but they never appeared..

There was very little communication about Headstart from the

Council, so most parents with eligible children simply were not

aware of it.
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Ortiz reports that the following factors, indicative of

the governmental system of San Juan (which was:described in

Part I), contributed to the communication breakdown at this

critical point:

1. The memters of the Pueblo Council do not
represent a broad cross-section of the community in
terms of education, age, occupation or even residence.
Several of the older members are barely literate;
consequently they missed the significance of the
meeting, and the potential benefits to the community
of what was being proposed.

2. Open Council meetings are rarely held in
San Juan, so there is no tradition for general
participation in Council deliberations. Those who
did attend were families of past or present Council-
men, or persons who are prominent in the several
voluntary organizations. Most parents stayed away
because they either were not notified of the meeting,
or they felt that nothing they could say would affect
the outcome of what was under discussion.

3. The very fact that the Headstart Director
was also the Principal of the San Juan Public School
caused many to feel that it was a public school
program, so that it was greeted with some apathy.
The participation of the public school was inter-
preted by those parents who did not enroll their
children there as a sign that Headstart was really
not intended for them.

(Ortiz, 1965:27)

This leadership vacuum and communication impasse do not

exist to such a marked degree in the other Tewa Pueblos, Santa

Clara in particular. When the opportunity to participate in

Headstart became known in Santa Clara, community members joined

together to develop a successful program. Informants reported

that many contributed their time and suggestions in order to

establish a viable center (from interviews heliin summer of

1969). Moreover, once the Headstart project had been initiated

into the pueblo, the community continued to develop it into an
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on-going institution. While an Anglo was initially hired to

train local members in carrying out bi-cultural projects, Santa

Clarans demanded that her post be turned over to someone from

the community as soon as a local resident had attained the

expertise necessary to handle the position. Simultaneously,

the pre-school project was expanded in staff and student enroll-

ment in order to service a broader base of Santa Clara's popula-

tion. All aides as well as regular teachers were chosen from

the community by the Council. In addition, in 1967 Santa Clara

decided to add a summer, program to the range of activities

undertaken by its center, and has, since then,provided courses

throughout the summer months for students from its community.

Furthermore, in conjunction with the Neighborhood Youth Corps

program, Santa Clara has established a system whereby remedial

classes are being conducted in the center for those high school

students from their pueblo who need additional academic help

(from interviews held in summer of 1969).

B. LOCAL CONTROL

1. 1968 - Establishment of Advisory School Boards by B.I.A.

On March 6, 1968, in a message to the House of Representatives

President Johnson stated,

To help make the Indian school a vital part
of the Indian community, I am directing the
Secretary of the Interior to establish Indian
School boards for Federal Indian schools. School
board members selected by their communities -
will receive whatever training is necessary to
enable them to carry out their responsibilities.

(B.I.A. School Board Handbook, 1968, ii)

To implement this commitment to the Indian people, the

B.I.A., through the United Pueblos Agency, contracted with

10 4
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Educational Consultant Service, Inc. for school board training

and for writing a handbook to serve as a guide for community

involvement in educational programs.

The Chairman of the All-Indian Pueblo Council, members

of the Education Committee of that Council, and the United

Pueblos Agency Director of Schools were advisors in planning a

training workshop. School Board members of the Indian Communities

in the United Pueblos Agency assembled at the University of New

Mexico during the week of June 24-28, 1968 and there participated

in designing the first B.I.A. School Board Handbook (B.I.A. School

Board Handbook, 1968, ii).

In its final form, the Advisory School Board Handbook listed

certain requirements for the implementation of local boards.

Appendix VI contains the list of the eleven basic functions

considered requisite for responsible school board performance,

as well as an account of further specifications for governance,

i.e. authorization procedures, legal conditions, etc. Although

limiting the Board's jurisdiction to recommendatifin rather than

decision, if broadly interpreted, these guidelines provided the

local school boards significant opportunity to determine the

kind of conditions they wanted instituted in their schools. At

the same time, the communities were informed that if they desired

a greater degree of control they could sub-contract for complete

responsibility to manage their schools. Under this option, total

operational and financial authority would be vested in the

community, with only minimal backing from the B.I.A.

Contracting school boards would have to submit c. written
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plan of organization and a statement of objectives. Once granted

legal and institutional autho-rization by the Commission on Indian

Affairs, the boards would have the power to establish working

conditions for school personnel, authorize rates of pay and

develop courses of study. AppendixVII presents the list of

functions permitted contracting school boards as well as the

requirements to be met for approval and establishment of such

a board.

Presented in 1968 with two alternatives - the establishment

of an Advisory Pchool B9ard or subcontracting for complete local

control - the Pueblos were left to decide their preference.

Fearful at that time of their inability to finance a school

operated on their own, none sub-contracted for such an institu-

tion. Each however undertook the alternative of establishing

an Advisory School Board.

2. Scope of AdvisouSchoo1 Board ia San Juan - 1968-1969

The extent to which the members of the San Juan community

exploited the potential to exert control over their school in

the period 1968-19r29 was described to the author by a number of

informant mcipal of the Day School, the members of the

School Board, knowledgeable individuals in the community. It

seems that, in .the first place, some difficulty existed in

establishing a School board. The governor is required to select

the members of the School Board and the principal is responsible

for initiating the process by making the governor aware of this

duty and suggesting to him people that he feels would do justice

to the job. However, "that didn't get off too well" in San Juan,

explained the present principal. Each year a new governor is
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installed and in San Juan the new governor had not established

enough contact with the principal to have his (the governor's)

duties regarding this role communicated to him. Because of

this, it was the Director of Schools for the 8 Northern Pueblos

who took the initiative in persuading the governor to select

and get an Advisory School Board going. Then the governor chose

the three people for the Board.

"Did the Governor then consult with you
(the principal) when choosing the members?"

"No, he did not. I didn't even know we
had a school board until the Director of Schools
came up for an af,fair and wanted to talk to the
Advisory School Board (A.S,B.) members. When
he and the school board members showed up I
found out who the latter were."9

(From interview with principal of San Juan Day
School - July 29, 1969 - confirmed in communica-
tion with Chairman of A.S.B.)

Secondly, once the board had been established a number of

factors came into play regarding allocation of power. From

various informants I learned that the amount of weight held

by the principal vis vis the selected board members varies'

greatly from pueblo to pueblo.

"What do you mean, 'plays a role' - does this
mean that the principal has an equal voice?"

"Yes, in this community but not as an
absolute rule"

"When you say 'not as a rule' - what do they
do in other communities?"

"The communities have a Handbook but they
have the option to operate on their own terms.
It is left 1.11D to the Governor and the Council as
to how much will be accepted from the Handbook
or not - how much will be altered to fit their

9The principal also explained that during the transition
of power on the psilitical level little could be accomplished
in the educational sphere by the A.S.B. because the gap in
leadership prevented decisions regarding educational issues
from being legitimized.
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own purposes. There are many gaps in the Handbook
so that the principal in other communities does
not necessarily vote or, on the other hard, his
vote may count more - this depends on the individual
pueblo."

(From interviews held in San Juan, July, 1969)

Since the beginning of the A.S.B.'s existence in San Juan,

the principal of the Day School has played a decisive role in

determining the policy which it adopts. Rather than merely

providing accessible expertise on educational matters, the

principal has been allowed to assume an equal voice on the board.

Authority thus has become distributed corresponglingly among a

group of four rather than representing only the will of repre-

sentatives from the community. The extent of this is evidenced

in the following testimony by the mother of a young woman from

San Juan applying for a teacher's aid position.

Mrs. J. told me that in June her daughter
had come home and decided to file an application
for the newly vacated place as teacher's aide in
the kindergarten for the fall. Her daughter felt
that Perhaps she would work to help out, take the
year off and save the money and then reapply to
college. Mrs. J. was upset about this and
decided to call Mr. C. (the principal). Mr. C.
said that he would accept the application with
the others he had but that he personally was
more in favor of Mrs. J's daughter continuing
her education. On the night that Mr. J. was
going to the A.S.B. meeting (he was one of the
three members) his daughter mentioned, in passing,
that her application would be among those that
he, along with the other two board members and
Mr. C. would have to review. Mr'. J. was very
angry and said that hp wanted her to continue
her education. As a result, she decided to
remove her application from the list of applicants.

"Who chooses the teacher's aide?"
"The three man A.S.B. and Mr. C. Before the

board came into existence, this selection was left
totally to the discretion of the principal."

(Interview.. with Mrs. J.)

08
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With regard to the amount of authority exerted by the

governor on the board, here the influence has been more subtle

in nature. Although the governor does.not define what the

school board should do, the A.S.B. and the principal consult

with him when they think it is necessary to have his opinion

in deciding on matters calling for their endorsement. However,

the real source of the governor's influence on the board's

decisions was revealed by informants answering the following

question: "What if the governor says something contrary to the

school board - does the governor have the final say?" "The

governor chooses all the members of the school board." (Note:

Two facts are interesting here: 1) the response to a hypo-

thetical with the actual, and 2) the fact that no specifications

as to who should appoint board members are made in the Handbook

thereby leaving this decision totally up to the pueblo and

thus open to the most influential force in the community.) It

becomes evident then that the particular orientation represented

by the governor of San Juan at the time will be the one reflected

in those chosen to be on the community's school board.

Thirdly, the actual amount of power which has been exerted

by the A.S.B. in San Juan has depended not only on the formal

and informal distribution of authority to various individuals

but also on the amount of initiative that the three board members

have themselves assumed in carrying-out their roles. Numerous

interviews confirmed the fact that the A.S.B. in San Juan could

Most effectively bring its pressure to bear in the area of

hiring teacher aides; that is, it is through this issue that it

could most successfully influence the character of its school.
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Desirous of determining the degree to which this has had

actual meaning in San Juan, I asked numerous people, "Who

selects the Teacher Aides?"

Principal:
"The A.S.B. selects them - it has been

doing so for the last two years. The A.S.B. has
been given the authority to put out notices related
to hiring - they don't do the actual hiring but
they give recommendations. They have the authority
to screen applications and recommend who would do
the job best. Then these recommendations are sent

to the Agency and as a rule the Agency agrees with
what the A.S.B. has done."

Chairman of, the A.S.B.:
"The three man A.S.B. reviews and decides

on who shall be taken as Teachers Aides for the

school. This is subject to B.I.A. approval but we

have never been contradicted by them in the
decisions we made."

Teacher in Day School during conversation
pertaining to hiring:

"The A.S.B. is more than just advisory;

it makes recommendations too. This is not absolute
however, and in that sense it is merely advisory -
if they reconmend somebody it doesn't necessarily
mean that that person will be hired, but there is
a good chance that he will be. The people that
hire teachers aides have a great deal of confidence
in the people on the A.S.B. Also, this is the
trend- letting Indian people have a greater voice
in problems of their school and exerting greater
interest in their own matters."

Another area often mentioned by San Juan inhabitants as

constituting a source of potential control over the educational

structure was the board's power to call meetings and decide on

the nature of the apienda. The principal explained that the

chairman calls the meetings of the A.S.B. and makes up the agenda.

He might allow the lorincipal to make up the agenda, but it has to

be signed and approved by the Chairman. Sometimes the Chairman

might designate the Secretary to make up the agenda.
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"Does he consult with the other two members
of the board when he makes up the agenda?"

"Yes, generally."
"How many times do they meet?"
'As a rule the board meets-once a month

and special meetings are called if necezsary -
by the Chairman. The principal might call a
meeting if necessary but this has to be approved
by the chairman. However, in practice I usually
make out the agendas and he signs and approves
it - it has to have his consent."

Upon inquiring as to what issues generally constituted

the agenda at regular meetings, Mr. C. noted: problems regarding

playground equipment, food for the school, maintenance of the

school.

"When petitioning for materials are the
letters signed by all of you?"

"No, the chairman states who was there and
who approved but he is the only one who signs it.
With the backing of the A.S.B. they feel more can
be done than if the principal sends the letter in.
The A.S.B. holds more weight than the principal
asking for something alone."

Thus we see that the potential of the A.S.B. to decide

on issues considered of importance to the community seems

possible within the guidelines set forth by the The

A.S.B., it appears, holds the power to call meetings when it

feels necessary, regarding issues that it considers relevant.

How this has in fact been actualized in San Juan can be

assessed from the following quotatif,-.. from the interviews:

1. From the principal:
"However in practice I usually make out the

agendas and he (the chairman of the A.S.B.) signs
and approves them - it has to have his consent."

2. Fi'om the Chairman of the A.S.B.:
"One et the most important changes necessary

to be made regarding the A.,S.B. is expanding its
number from three to seven so that meetings don't
have to depend on whether one of the three people
can make it. With the expanded number we would not
need to depend on the presence of all for a meeting
to take place and a meeting could be called without
the principal."
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3. From a wife of one of the members of the A.S.B.:
"Who calls the meetings of the A.S.B.?
"The chairman although he hasn't called any

in a long time, or else we just don't know about
them because Mr. isn't here very often. He
hasn't been able to go to any P.T.A. meetings
either so I sometimes go for him because he either
isn't here or is too tired when he comes home from
work."

4. From a teacher at the school during a conversa-
tion in which we:.were discussing the lack of partici-
pation among the parents in schc.)1 matters:

"The three men on the school board don't get
thinIzs started either because they're too busy in
their own jobs. They leave the dirty jobs to the
staff. They never make an attempt to persuade the
people to participate. They think it's the people's
own decision; if they want to or not. It's not for
them to tell them they should.

"We have to find a way to get the peoPle
over. The A.S.B. members don't want to be_responsible
for things being carried out because 1) they receive
no Pay and 2) it can be turned against them by
federal officials and/or the rest of the community."

5." From a member of the A.S.B.:
"The principal usually calls the meetings.

Progress would be made if the board itself would
call the meetings. This would constitute a signifi-
cant step forward in terms of local initiative being
generated in decision making."

3. Scope of Advisory School Board'in Santa Clara.- 1968-1969

During the period in which San Juan was instituting an

A.S.B., Santa Clara too was establishing such a structure. Its

genesis however.not only differed considerably from that of

San Juan's but also set the tone for the type of body into which

it was to develop.

Santa Clarans informed me that when faced with the task

of setting up an A.S.B. the Council decided to turn this

responsibility over to the parents and teachers as well. The

Council felt that decisions regarding the appointment of school

board members should be shared by all three-groups so as to
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insure full representation. In this way they hoped to receive

much greater cooperation from the community in all educational

matters affecting the pueblo than had they restricted the task

of selecting board members to themselves. By allowing community

members to engage openly with one another in the formulation

of policy relevant to their lives, the Council looked forward

to instilling trust and generating further participation in

Pueblo affairs (from interviews 1969).

The ideals advocated by the Council at the initial stage

of the School Board's existence continue to manifest themselves

in the period following its establishment. The principal of

the school explained how the board is run:

"They meet with us once a month and they
advise the Governor and the Education Committee
about the school they give suggestions for the
operation of the school and they make a Report to
the Director of Schools for the Area every month."

"What do you mean by 'us'?"
"The principal and the parents. The parents

are invited every time to each meeting. Sometimes
an official from the Department of Education comes
to the meeting to explain issues which are important
and relevant to the contimunity."

"When do you have meetings?"
"Every month. These are decided upon at the

beginning of the year. They (the A.S.B.) set up
a schedule of meetings for the whole year and get
speakers for each occasion. When special issues
arise new meetings aren't called but the speakers
are postponed until the next meeting."

"What is the role of the P.T.A.?"
."We have no P.T.A. The parents come to the

A.S.B. meetings instead. There has never been a
P.T.A. We feel we have the backing of the parents
and therefore don't need a formalized one. The
Governor and Council decided they didn't want a
formal P.T.A. Rather than have a forced one, it
is made-known to the parents that they can come
to school whenever they want. They do, and we
have a better relationship that way."

These remarks were confirmed by a member of the A.S.B.

who said:
"When a speaker comes, the parents ask him questions
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and then a discussion usually ensues. If there is
no speaker, the parents discuss problems only with
the A.S.B. and tell them what they feel should be
tackled."

The relationship of the A.S.B. t'o the Day School's staff

differs as sharply from that prevailing in San Juan as does its

relationship to the community. In the first place, the chairman

of the board is the one who arranges for the meetings, with no

advice or guidance at all from the principal. This was indicated

by all those interviewed of an official or non-official position.

Secondly, plans made by the chairman alone, or in association

with the other members iof the board, are never thwarted by any

sort of power play on behalf of the principal. The reason for

this is that the principal is highly vulnerable because in this

community the Board has assumed the role of selecting whom they

feel should act in this capacity. Thirdly, in order to insure

that desired conditions be maintained in the school, the school

board members constantly observe and evaluate the way in which

the teachers are carrying ou:'t,- their roles. (Note: An example.

of this tendency can be found in a resolution which was passed

during the Spring of 1969 in which the A.S.B. 1) commended the

activities of one teacher and recommended that she be promoted;

and 2) demanded a change in the subjects taught by another teacher

whom they felt had been assigned to the wrong class.) Fourthly,

the A.S.B., in choosing teacher aides, has not only submitted

recommendations as to whom they would prefer, but has also made

general demands to the Bureau of Indian Affairs that it follow

certain criteria in picking these teachers. In this way, the

board hopes to extend an on-going influence regarding hiring on

the B.I.A. rather than having its weight felt only with regard to

individual applications (from interviews conc"..uCted in summer 1969).
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Finally, the composition of the three member AS.B.

differs significantly from that of the San Juan board. This

is epitomized in the fact that one of the members is a woman.

As a mother of four and the former leader of the pueblo's 411

club for a number of years, she was chosen for her experience

in working with the children of the community. In addition,

having worked closely with the school on a voluntary basis

even when not on the School Board she was known to have a basic

familiarity with the staff and facilities.

4. Establishment of PROJECT TRIBE by B.I.A. - Snring 1969

In the spring of 1969 the B.I.A. Issued a set of guide-

lines which would allow for complete community control over

education in the pueblos'. Given the title Proiect Tribe, this

document constituted an extension of the provisions granted to

the A.S.B. in 1968. While providing the same conditions that

previously would have been defined as subcontracting the new

document however assured the.communities greater B.I.A, support

in the undertaking. A presentation of its major specifications

can be found in Appendix VIII.

5. Summer la_a_.= Presenting PROJECTTRIBE to San Juan Pueblo

As mentioned in the Introduction to this paper, in the

summer of 1969 Dr. Alfonso Ortiz and I, under the sponsorship

of the Association on American Indian Affairs and with the

consent of the Bureau of Indian Affairs entered the San Juan

pueblo in order t.o present the new set of guidelines and assess

the community's reactions to it. Our task was to determine

both for the A.A.I.A. and the B.I.A. the degree of receptivity'
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to this program by the total community.

Before describing the reaction by the community to the

option of total community control over.education, a reevaluation

of the previously mentioned conditions regarding local initiative

in this area should be made:

1. The first conclusion that can be drawn regarding

community participation in the educational matters of San Juan

concerns the position of the A.S.B. in relation to the political

system of the community. Although a deep-rooted ideological

connection seems to exist between the traditional governing

structure and the members of the A.S.B., no functional inter-

locking of resnonsibility exists between leaders of the two

institutions. The credibility gap that prevails with regard

to decision making on the political level impedes proper

functioning and full legitimization of the A.S.B. At the same

time, the attempt by the school board members to adhere to the

values existing in. the political sphere adds to their ineffective-

ness. In trying to formulate policy that would be representative

of the ideals prevalent in the Council they are not doing justice

to the level of efficiency they should be attaining.

2. The second conclusion that can be drawn concerns the

nature of decision-making engaged in by the A.S.B. members.

It seems evident - from testimonies representing all sides of

the issue, as well as from the actual position taken by the

B.I.A. - that the B.I.A. has permitted and encouraged members

Of the A.S.B. to fully explore the possibilities of grass roots

democracy. The degree to which the A.S.B. appears to have taken
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advantage of this opportunity is made evident through a number

of indications: a) the principal's attesting to the fac.-6 that

he, in actuality, makes um the agenda;-b) reference by an A.S.IB.

member's wife to the fact that meetings are called very

infrequently; c) one of the board member's complaints that

meetings often have to be Postponed because of conflicting

personal schedules of its members.

3. The third conclusion that emerges concerns the role

of the professional people who are associated with the workings

of the school board. On the one hand, it seems that the pro-

fessionals connected with the running of the school are totally

unaware of relevant political and social occurrences in the

political realm and thus cannot carry out their duties effec-

tively. An example of this is the case of the principal being

so divorced from knowledge about the transition of power in the

comaunity that he could not initiate appropriate changes in

the educational sphere when it was necessary for them to be

made by him. On the other hand, a certain amount of infringe-

ment of power by these professionals seems evident. The degree

to which the principal participates in the decisions adopted by

the school board serves as the most striking example.

We noted earlier that in attempting to determine the

nature of communal opinion regarding local control we interviewed

the broadest possible cross-section of inhabitants, while

simultaneously conducting in-depth and repeated discussions

with political and educational leaders of the community (see

pages 10-15 for full description of this procedure).
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As a result of the home visits and impromptu conversations
carried out with the members of the average population of San
Juan, it became evident that the following aspects of the
childrens' schooling concerned them the most:

1. Maintaining their tradition and culture in the curricu-
lum presented to their children. They felt that this would con-
tribute strongly to establishing a sense of self-pride necessary
among the younger generation.

2. Improving the quality of the teachers employed both
in the public and schools.

3. In addition, some parents were dissatisfied with the
type of responsibility being allocated tO teacher aides, particu-
larly in the Day School. Many felt that what the aideshad to
offer was being mishandled because they were being assigned
clerical work for which they had no experience, i.e. marking
papers, rather than being put to good use as liaisons between
the teacher and student in the classroom.

4. All parents questioned expressed definite support
for local Control.

5. When questioned further on this matter many gave reaF.
for their position which revealed a responsible assessment of
the issues involved. Their commitment was thus evaluated aS a
potential resource for carrying the program through. Many however
were unable to explain logically why they favored local control.
When probed more intensely it became clear that these people con-
sidered local control to be a "good" thing because they knew they
should, but not because they had any real intellectual or
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in practice, they would pay it lip service but never extend

themselves in any way in order to actualize it.

6. The main reason given in support for local control by

those who revealed a conscientious involvement in it was that

it could serve as an influence on the teacher situation. As

one mother put it:

Local control could be of help as the
community would be more able to make teachers
aware of their responsibilities. The community,
as a unified force, could more readily apioroach
the teachers directly to make them aware of the
roles they should be leading.

(Interview held in August, 1969)

The reactions among the leaders were largely mixed. Although

all expressed approval for the goals of Project Tribe in theory,

many were skeptical about implementing it. Among the traditionally-

minded, this skepticism revolved around the question of whether

sueh a program would infringe on their political control. For

the untrusting, skepticism focused on the possibility of once'

more being deceived by their Anglo neighbors. The B.I.A. was

only initiating this program, they felt, as a means of gradually

fading out their school. Project Tribe was a device they

believed, to hand over another sphere of tribal affairs to the

community in order to terminate necessary federal support and

thereby eventuate the closing of the Day School (from inter-

views held in summer of 1969).

Those who genuinely did favor local control felt that it

could profit the community most in the area of teacher , 2ormance.
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They believed that this could be achieved not by bringing power

to bear on the teachers once they had been appointed, but rather

in terms of the actual hiring.

Said one:
"If the community would have a say as to

Iio should be hired, then our influence would be
filtered down. This would safeguard against
political appointments and would permit us to
reach the classroom situation and impruve it."

Said another:
"If we were allowed to hire qualified

Indian teachers the community would have much
more confidence in its Day School and more would
return to it and be able to benefit from its
other advantages.' If local control means being
able to choose teachers who are more developed
in our culture, then the program could be a very
good one."
(From interviews held in summer of 1969)

6. Summer 1969 Presenting PROJECT TRIBE to Santa Clara

It often hapDened that, during interviews or conversations

in San Juan, informants would mention Santa Clara as the more

logical place for discussing the goals of Proftect_Tribe. We

therefore decided,as in San Juan, to interview as 'many of the

average residents of Santa Clara as possible in order to

investigate thoroughly the basis for a difference in approach

to local control uver education between the two communities.

Moreover, here again the sessions were supplemented with more

intense discussions with the pueblo's leaders. There was only

one major difference between these sessions and those conducted

in San Juan. At Santa Clara the interviews were usually held

later in the day and therefore included the opinions of more

heads of households.

During the home visits and the more informal conversations
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engaged in at other occasions and in different places, the

following major views regarding their childrens' schooling

were expressed by the parents of Santa.Clara:

1. Cultural activities should not be taught by the school.

Parents emphasized the fact that they were sending their

children to school to learn English and other basic skills and

ty,at the school should attempt to develop successful programs

for their chilci.ren primarily in these areas. They themselves

woUld take care of the child's cultural identity at home. Only

this way would their,children, they hoped, be provided with

the necessary background in both areas.

2. Many parents complained about the teachers. Although

they did not raise the issue of quality as much as San Juan

parents, they deplored ihe fact that the teachers were "only

a part of the school" rather than "part of the community."

They felt the.' the teachers were unaware of the needs of the

stlzdents and thus unable to help them because of their unfamil-

iarity with the childrens' total social setting.

3. All individuals interviewed expressed support for

local control and pointed out that the community had already

played with the idea of instituting such a program before

having even heard of Project Tribe. They believed that the

pueblo could undertake ,such an enterprise successfully and

that the community would definitely back those more function-

ally involved in carrying the program through.

4. Some of the residents cf Santa Clara had joined the

community's leaders on a trip to Rough. ROck Demonstration School
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in order to investigate the imnlications of local control.

Although all supported the ideal involved and would work toward

actualizing it in their community, many, as a result of this

visit, had definite ideas as to the advantages and disadvantages

of local control. They felt that the greatest advantage lay

In the ITogram's potential to provide residents with a large

number of meaningful roles and thereby raise the morale of the

community. On the other hand, local control might serve, some

felt, to isolate the pueblo to a greater degree than it already

was as a result of natural consequences, i.e. geographic position,

cultural differences. By minimizing interaction outside the

pueblo community control-could prove more harmful than helpful

to the community. This, then was a factor which the pueblo

would have to guard against when implementing local control.

The views exnressed by the leaders of the community regard-

ing local control revealed much forethought and deliberation.

They pointed out that before the issue of local control had

ever been raised, they had contracted to the B.I.A. for

Government funds to go directly to them rather than through

Washington. They also explained that they considered the

prospect of local control to be such an important issue that

they had conducted a trip to Rough Rock in order to study this

model and learn from it. Upon their return, they had conferred

with the B.I.A. as to the possibility of instituting such a

program in their community. Yet, because certain misgivings

remained, the task had, as of August 1969, not yet been

undertaken.
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On the one hand the leaders felt compelled to institute

local control as quickly as possible because they realized the

limitations inherent in the structure of the A.S.B.

Said one
"The most important aspect of a successful

school is the curriculum and the teachers. The
A.S.B. is nothing because it has no pov,Ter over
these two most crucial issues."

Moreover, many leaders said that local control was

necessary as a precautionary method for that day when the

B.I.A. would close down all reservation schools. If local

control could be institlated before this happened the community

would be able to take over their school rather than have it

die out. It was therefore necessary to have the appropriate

experience in advance which would allow the community to handle

the situation when the critical moment arose and not be caught

in the chaos of crisis. "It is important that this be done,"

said one, "because the Indian people like their Day School as

an institution and like having it on the reservation,"

(From interviews conducted in summer of 1969).

On the other hand, however, some of the leaders were

fearful of the responsibilities attached to such an undertaking.

They were worried about having to bear a burden that perhaps

might create a financial and political strain on the community.

They expressed concern over the fact that by providing the

supplies and insurance previously handled by the B.I.A. they

might be jeopardizing the economy of the pueblo in other areas.

They would, the leaders said, be willing to initiate the

project immediately if they knew they could rely on a definite
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source to provide them with 1) publicity, 2) money* (private

funds), 3) political support, and 4) a follow-through Person

committed totally to carrying out the administrative tasks

during the school's first year of its existence. (Note: On

September 8, 1969 the Council of Santa Clara passed a resolu-

tion to implement Project Tribe in their community - see

Appendix IX- for the document. Since then, one of the

community's younger leaders,and recently elected Lieutenant

Goverrpr, has been actively engaged in settling the financial

and bureaucratio matters necessary for the establishment of

the locally-run school.)

C. THE TWO COThfl'ITIES IMPACT OF SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
ON ESTABLISHI.IENT OF LOCAL CONTROL

In comparing the two communities, the difference in

extent to which each has exploited the Possibilities for local

control provided by the Advisory School Board situation becomes

evident, and sheds light on the potential for further develop-

ment of local control over formal education within San Juan

a:;:ci Santa Olara.

Although the interviews revealed that members of both

pueblos posdess an interest in establishing complete community

control, Santa Clara has advanced much more toward actualizing

this objective. From the testimonies received in the summer

of 1969, I would hypothesize that Santa Clara's progress can be

attributed to the fact that it has not had to cope with certain

structural variables which have interfered with San Juan's

potential for educational change.. Most important among these
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variables are: 1) the absence of consolidated leadershin to

generate consensus over major issues; 2) the existence of a

communication gap between the community's governing body and

its average citizenry; 3) the subsequent allocation of final

decisions to those community leaders who are least aware of,

and/or committed to, modern demands.

The following diagram will help to clarify the way in

which these three factors have had a direct impact in defining

iian Juan's educational system:

lack of consolidated
leadership

lack of transference
of information on____4
major issues from
those in power to
average residents

inability for any
faction to mobilize
itself against
entrenched traditional
order

absence among
average citizenry of
information needed to
evaluate issues and
suggest proposals to
conservative leaders
in power

perpetuation
of traditional
quality of
governing order

EDUCATION

perpetuation selection of officials adoption of edu-

of traditional most committed to ---4 cational policies

leaders conservative ideology conducive to
maintenance of
status quo

In Santa Clara the already institutionalized policy of

conducting open meetings among all members of the community has

contributed significantly toward laying a foundation for complete

local control. Furthermore, the division of secular and

religious .responsibility in the pueblo has also added to thiS

comnunity's more progressive stance toward educational issues.
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sharing of decision-
making by all members
of the community

tradition of general
participation in
determining issues

division of secular authority derived on
and religious >basis of expertise ------1.

responsibility rather than position
held

limited Power of
traditional leaders

EDUCATION

selection of officials
most experienced in
modern tachniques
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for undermining
arbitrary rule
of traditional
leaders

adoption of edu-
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modern demands



PART III

PRESENT "1 TERNAL CO TROL" ATTITUDES:

What They Are and How They Developed

Underlying present objectives to institute local control
over the schools on Indian reservations is the hope that such
a policy will improve American Indians' sense of relevance of
their own behavior to ihe outcome of their destiny. Although
the connection between community control and sense of nersonal
efficacy has never been established among American Indians, a
relationship between the two has nonetheless been hynothesized
widely among scholars (i.e. Josephy, 1969). In the following
section I will describe the "internal control" attitudes of
San Juaners and Santa Clarans - that is, the degree to which
they expect that their behavior can affect changes in the
specific situations in which they are involved. The discussion
will not be based on rigorous measurement of individuals'
sense of mastery over their fate. Rather, it will be based on
a critical exprlination of the attitudes revealed to me during
the open-ended interviews which I conducted. Nor will I suggest
any directional interplay between approach to local control over
education and more generalized attitudes. Instead, I will limit
myself to a description of present "internal control" attitudes
of the members of the two communities under considerat5.on.
Hypotheses as to the interrelationship between local control and
"internal control" attitudes and the implications of these inter-
relationships will be suggested in Part IV.
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DEFINITION OF "INTERNAL CONTROL" ATTITUDES

In this discussion, "internal control" attitudes will

not refer to specific, measurable reactions to certain situa-

tional stimuli10 but rather will represent an overall perception

of one's ability to Master circumstances.

It should first be pointed out that "internal control"

Implies an expectancy variable rather than a motivational one.

High "internal control" refers to the perception of events as

being a consequence of one's own actions and thereby under

personal control; low "internal control" refers to the percep-
t

tion of events as being unrelated to one's oWn behavior in

certain situations and therefore beyond personal control.

Individuals differ in the specific areas over which they

believe themselves able'to control oUtcomes (Kleinfeld, 1968).

One Person might believe that he could exert control over his

career advancement but could not influence political outcomes.

A different person might believe that his actions could

influence political outcomes, although external forces block

his career advancement. The generalization of control atti-

tudes may thus differ among individuals within a group. At

the same time, they may differ considerably between total

population groups. Among high status groups, which control

varied resources, control beliefs in different areas may be

highly related; in more marginal groups, they may not

Individuals, as members of groups, are prone to internalize

10That is, an individual's "internal controlattitudes
will not, in this Paper, represent his possession certain
predefined attributes which are measured along a scale
developed for this purpose, i.e. Havighurst and Yeugarten,
1955; Rotter,Seaman and Liverant, 1962; Jessor, et.al., 1958.
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:bile attitudes toward mastery most representative of their group.

A true indication of individual "internal control! attitudes

therefore is one which separates a sense of personal control

from the acceptance of cultural norms of personal resnonsibility

for success.

In this paper "internal control" attitudes will be

differentiated first by area - control over nature, over social

situations, and over self will be treated as separate constructs.

Furthermore, the analysis of "internal control" attitudes which

is to follow reflects certain precautions which were taken

during the actual field investigation. When questioning pueblo

residents about their "internal control" attitudes an attempt

was made to have them differentiate attitudes reflecting cultural

norms from those representing personal points of view, i.e.

"Everyone says it can be done," vs. "I personally feel it can be

done." In addition, informants were asked to distinguish their

attitudes toward mastery over generalized, objective situations

in the three areas from attitudes regarding personal situations,

(i.e. "It is not difficult to attain a position of leadership in

this community," vs. "I don't feel I could ever overcome my

shyness enouEh to aspire to a position of leadership.").

Furthermore, a reality measure (how do you plan to do it -

where do ycu go for resources to accomplish it) and a defense

measure were included, the latter in order to mitigate against

confusing low "internal control" attitudes with externalization

of defensiveness because of past failure.

Although the analysis which is to follow incorporates the
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precautions which were taken during data-collection, it does

not treat as a separate theoretical issue each of the specific

considerations enumerated above. Rather, it assumes, for

instance, that those variables affecting internal control"

attitudes on the cultural level will do so on the nersonal

level as well. In cases where this'cannot be assumed, the

analysis ill differentiate between respondents' objective

vs. subjective evaluations, between cultural vs. personP/

outlooks, between realistic vs. unrealistic appraisals.
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CHAPTER 6

"INTERNAL CONTROL" _ATTITUDES OVER NATURE

A. SAN JUAN

1, Natural Phenomena as Viewed y San Juaners

All accounts of San Juan's development report that the

Tewa Myth of Crigin has traditionally constituted the foundation

upon which San Juaners have organized their perception of time

and space (Parsons, 1929; A-berle, 1948; Dozier, 1969; Ortiz,

1969). Recent studies Ortiz, 1969; Ford, 1968) as well as

my own investigation reveal that this myth continues to Provide

San Juaners with a set of definitions which place human,

spiritual and animal species into a set of related categories.

According to the resulting classification, certain natural

phenomena are viewed as spiritual forces capable of determining

natural life. Thus, San Juaners deify and worship those elements

of nature about them which provide concrete evidence of the

force, i.e. the clouds, the wind, the snow, the rain. The _tn,

the moon and the sky are considered the beings of greatest

power.

Because the inhabitants of San Juan perceive natural

phenomena as abstract, spiritual forces, it is difficult for

them to comprehend the practical ,:'!orkings of these elements.

Ford, when questioning them in 1968 found them unable for

instance to recognize the relationship of topography and drain-

age patterns with the amount of water in their irrigation

ditches and the level of their water table (Ford, 1968:142).

A connection is perceived between moisture and the growth

of-some, but not all, plants. In addition, San Juaners recognize
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that variaus plants and animals are found at different alti-

tudes and they maintain that withaut the mountains certain

plants and animals would not be present. However, they believe

that the mountains are responsible for certain plants because

they are closer to the deities wha control important meteoro-

logical events such as thunder, lightning and rainfall.
11

Residents of San Juan interpret various signs from

nature as indications from the deities of future meteorological

events. Some of these signs are derived by viewing 1) the

behavior of animals (i:e. robins migrating up the Rio Grande

Valley before they are expected in early March indicate an

early spring), 2) various celestial phenomena (i.e. when the

moon is encircled by a gray halo, low temperatures are expected),

and 3) such phenomena as corn at husking (i.e. if the husks are

numerous the winter will be very cold), (Ford, 1968; inter-

views, 1969).

2. Ability to Control Nature

San Juaners do not passively witness the unfolding of

natural events in chronological succession throughout the year.

Instead, they believe that their actions can influence the

rhythm of nature both beneficially and adversely. This belief

is limited however by their adherence to those definitions of

their Myth which speCify which natural events can be controlled

by Man and who in the community is allowed to control them

(Parsons, 1929; Ortiz, 1969; Ford, 1968).

11In the Emergence Myth, the four mountains surrounding
San Juan are defined as sacred areas because they indicate the
boundaries within which the spiritual forces that preside over
San Juan should reign (from personal communication with Ortiz,
July 4, 1969).
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.The people of San Juan believe that life continues as it

did in the past and that the population survives only if the

rules of behavior established by their-ancestors are obeyed (from

interviews held in summer 1969). Individual and group misconduct

can anger the ancestral spirits and elicit a negative response

from the natural forces, whereas proper behavior can bring forth

the opposite reaction (Ford, 1968:145). This concept constitutes

a major theme in all past and Present San Juan fables. Permeat-

ing their tales is the moral that the surest way for San Juaners

to insure their existential safety is by finding favor in the

eyes of those gods controlling the natural forces. Therefore,

the most advantageous way to master one's fate is to be a

righteous man; that is, to do ritual, give gifts to the gods

and to follow traditional patterns (de Huff, 1922; Parsons, 1926;

Ahlee, 1927; Ia Farge, 1965). Note: Appendix X should be con-

sulted for a more extensive analysis of Tewa literature.

3. Vii?.ws on Nature-÷Farming Activities

We have seen that although San Juaners view.nature as a

force beyond their direct control, they believe that ritual

attempts can influence the spiritual intermediaries responsible

for directing natural events. As a result, the initiation and

pursuit of agricultural activities are controlled on the ritual

level. The basic structure of San Juan's activities consists

of retreats and prayer sessions12 and throughout the year dance

1 2The annual cycle of Spring Works by the Made People is
an example of the attempt to elicit a specific event in nature,
in this case, influencing the rain gods to "bring the leaves to
life." This is achieved through fasting and by conducting a
pilgrimmage and speicial rituals in the-hills to the east of
San Juan. There,several small piles of stone (Kayer) represent
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ceremonies are performed, the intent of each being to harmonize

man's relations with the spirits and thereby to insure that

desired changes will continue to occur in nature. In the summer

the dances are meant to bring rain for germinating and maturing

the crops. The winter dances are hunting dances in which San

Juaners get into harmony with the animal world by imitating

animals of the chase in dress and movement (Parsons, 1926;

Ford, 1968; Ortiz, 1969; Dozier, 1969).

The effect that these religious ceremonies have on the

farming activities of San Juan residents seems to be two-fold.

First, San Juaners will pursue the secular activities related

to specific rituals only after they have conducted the ritual

or else they feel that their attempts at farming will be futile.

Thus, actual harvesting for inst"ance will not take place until

the harvest dances invoking the spirits to protect the crops are

held (Parsons, 1929; Ford, 1968). Secondly, the religious

influence extends into the actual process of produce gathering.

Younger residents are obligated to conduct certain activities

with the more revered members of the community so as to insure

their success by virtue of the latter's presence. At the same

time, San Juaners are required to gather goods only from those

areas specified in their Myth as providing the desired resources.

As a result, hunting usually involves pairs of men going into

shrines or places where prayer meal is sprinkled and prayer
said by the moiety chiefs. Then feather offerings are made
to the Water Serpent. A San Juan informant referred to the
function of prayer feathers as being "like a telephone,"
i.e. they carry the message to a distance. This remark rests
on the community's belief that feathers are a gift of clothes
and adornment for the spirits and thus have the ability to
influence them (Parsons, 1929; confirmed by Ortiz, 1969).
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certain hill areas together for four or five days after deer,

elk, turkeys and quail for about a month in late winter and

two weeks in the fall.

This method of procurement guarantees San Juaners no

surplus over the long run - birds and other Produce are not

stored but are eaten daily whz'n available. Depending as

significantly as they do on their immediate reapings, San

Juaners feel unable to lay aside some of their produce for

experimental purposes aimed at possibly enlarging their agri-

cultural intake (from iliterviews held in summer 1969). In

addition, the ceremonial organization provides a built-in

mechanism to eliminate inequalities in need, in that it functions

to pool and redistribute food from the "haves" to the"have nots"-

(Ford, 1968; Dozier, 1969). In this way it contributes toward

counteracting any incentive to innovate as it provides an

ultimate source of food which can be counted on.

In summary, we note that San Juaners have internalized and

continue to adhere to the distinctions provided in their Myth

of Emergence to define the environment in which they live. This

has served to provide them with a particular perspective on

nature and their ability to control it. These views, in turn,

seem to have affected their agricultural activities in the

following three ways:. 1) Because they consider spiritual support

to be anecessary part of any successful agricultural venture,

all -farming activities are initiated and defined by religious

ceremonies developed for each seasonal demand. 2) Because

they believe certain geographical areas to be designated with

particular characteristics, only activities which correspond
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to the specifications of the areas will be undertaken there.

3) Because they consider certain signs from nature to be

spiritual indications of events to come they regulate their

agricultural activities accordingly. If unforeseen conditions

develop they interpret this as punishment by the gods for bad

behavior, rather than resulting from their limited techniques.

Consequently, they see little need to develop modern farming

methods. At this point we would like to consider how certain

of the community's objective characteristics have also played

a role in this process.,

4. Agricultural Situation>"Internal Control" Attitudes

Because the most important variables affecting the natural

environment of San Juan, i.e. rainfall and temperature, are

highly unpredictable, San Juaners feel intimidated in their

ability to predict the ultimate outcomes of their activities.

We have seen however that because they adhere 1) tc the belief

that spiritual forces are causing these circumstances, and

2) to a social system in which punishment is received for

deviating from the traditional order, few modern methods have

been developed by them to minimize the unpredictability of

weather and geographic phenomena. Traditionally, San Juaners

were able to accept this uncertainty as a natural component of

life. However, recently, their sense of being able to manipulate

their natural environment has decreased due to the following

closely associated factors: 1) a deterioration in productivity

of their plots because of overuse of land, 2) a decline in the

market demand of their goods - a condition which they feel
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themselves unable to affect, 3) an increase in having to be

hired by Spanish-Americans - a situation in which they feel

- that the decision of others rather than their own are those

which are affecting results, 4) continued expropriation of

their lands despite increased and more conscientious attempts

to counteract this.

-When questioned about their present economic conditions

as compared to those that they remembered living under when

younger, San Juaners made reference to the interrelationship

of the four above-mentioned factors. Increased awareness of

the inappropriateness 6f their goods in a market economy, and

the limitation of their land base has decreased their sense

of being able to determine their fate through the maniPulation

of their natural environment. At the same time, an increase in

relative deprivation has contributed toward undermining San

Juaners' "internal control" attitudes over nature. The increase

in relative deprivation.has been broughton by 1) a growing

disgust over their inability to maintain possession over their

land as compared to other groups who have been able to do so;

and 2) a heightened awareness of their inability to take

advantage of the ever-more desired goods on the market.

When asked whether their adherence to the traditional .

methods of controlling their environment might not, in part,

account for their inability to adapt to changing demands and

consequently their economic decline, San Juaners dismiss this

argument. Instead, they attribute their present condition to

the infiltration of an externaaly imposed economic system.
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the situation exists in the pueblo. Although none felt personally

capable of initiating such a change, San Juaners did express

confidence in the pueblo's geographic capacity to produce a

more viable economy if community members would unite themselves

in a common revival of agricultural activities. Some felt that

if a garden program Were pursued as a group, a greater general

sense of accomplishment and confidence would result as community

members would once again have the opportunity to develop their

own oroduce (from interv;iews held in summer of 1969).

B. SANTA CLARA

It would be redundant to describe again the different

approach that Santa Clarans have taken toward controlling the

environment in which they live. However, it would be unfair

to assume a total incorPoration of the"mastery over natvxe"

principle into the "weltanshaur-" se people. As in San

Juan, the residents of Santa FI'J strongly committed

a religious interpretation of nature, i.e. humanization of

animals, deification of meteorological forces. However, these

beliefs are relegated to a cultural position and are divorced

from decisions of a practical nature.

Although it might seem that maintaining a traditional

religious orientation would aUtomatically interfere with the

implementation of modern techniques necessary for community

development, one example might ai in understanding this com-

mUnityls ability to incorporate successfully two basically

divergent ideologies.
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As part of the annual cycle of ceremonial activities

meant to implore the natural phenomena to provide the community

with their necessary resource is the Summer Rain ceremony.

This ceremony consists of 1) the Summer Rain Retreats and

2) the Summer Dances. Both activities are carried out in all

the Tewa gleblos, Santa Clara included. The former activity

consists of a four day retreat in late August during which

time the Summer Chief takes aut food, melon, corn, etc. to

their Mother. The Summer Dance Ceremony is performed in the

hope of bringing rain fOr germinating and maturing the crops.

I was fortunate to be able to attend all of those ceremonies

scheduled during the summer months and therefore could make

the following comparisons between Santa Clara and the other

pueblos, San Juan in particular:

1) Santa Clara was the only gueblo which allowed obser-

vers to photograph the ceremony. However, aware of the fact

that many people would do s because they wanted to retain

this experience not only iu_L- itself but as an example of all

other dances they had attended, the pueblo charged S2.50 for

the privilege. (After payment each person had to attach a

red, white and blue tag to his camera to indicate having paid

the fee.) .

2) Santa Clara was the only pueblo in which the governor,

rather than standjng near the shrine (to which each dancer

payed his respects) and holding the cane of authority, walked

around among the observers distributing pamphlets which adver-

tised the Cliffs and the Canyon and chatted_ with
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the onlookers. (Note: Although a "long-hair",the governor

of Santa Clara - Chaverria - is most progressive in ideology

and has been reelected by his community four times in succession.)

3) Santa Clara was the only pueblo in which the stands

displaying Indian-made crafts for Sale were in the square where

the dances took place rather than in the adjacent plaza.

4) The Dances

The dances at Sania Clara differed markedly from

those at San Juan and especially from those performed in the

southern pueblos. Amonk the southern pueblos, the dances are

composed of an incessant repetition of steps and chant intended

to impress the deities with the importance of the people's needs.

The only variation is the interchange of performance between

the Summer and Winter Moiety dancers.

In the dances at San Juan ceremonies of reverance to the

Catholic saints and Madonna are included as well. In addition,

dances in which animals are impersonated are performed in this

'eremony. However, despite these additions the basic structure

the Summer Rain Dance is.maintained. The dancers emerge frc

the kiva. They are led by a pole carrier and accompanied by a

chorus and drummer. There are two phases to the dances and both

phases together are .performed alternately by the two different

moieties. The first phase includes the entrance and the circling

of the plaza; during this time the two dance lines_are parallel,

witia the leader of one dancing behind the pole ca=ier. Lor the

secc.rd phase the 7-WO lines face each other wit the leade7 of

one _file opposite the tail of the other line. From these basic

positions the two aines break into several segments, forming a
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series of circles and other formations as they weave back and

forth between the original positions.

In contrast to the traditional dances described above,

the ones in Santa Clara include a greater emphasis on the

impersonation of animals rather than an invocation to rain.

Although the rain dance is performed once as a part of the

total ceremony in Santa Clara it does not constitute the entire

ritual as among the more traditional pueblos where it is repeated

over and aver again. This would indicate that although Santa

Clara continues to teelithe need to beseech the gods for rain,

it does not display the same sense of urgency and desmeration

which is evidenced in the solemn repetition of this azt among

the other pueblos. Secondly, the dances performed i= :Santa Clara

constitute a series of separate types rather than only one dance

performed by the two moieties alternately. This can be accountea

for by the fact that the sense of moiety is not at pll represen-

'ted in the dances, and hence there is no need to repeat the

performance back and forth between the groups. In-adaf_tion, the

variation of types can be understood in light of the fact that

the Santa Clarans probably want to provide their paying: onlookers

with more of a lishow" and therefore feel compelled L present a

variated program. Thirdly, the act of giving penite,e to the

shrine is maintained. Here, as in all the other pueY777,--,

sacrifices are given, cfferings presented and persorpm penitence

ma by each dancer.

What has been presented here thus serves as an_ exam:)le of

the in which Santa Clara has incorporated its ri_.q7fol:.s and

prac_ical attitudes toward nature into one construct. While
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still maintaining a sense of subservience to the deities con-

trolling natural forces, Santa Clarans, at the same time,

display an ability to use this orientation as a means to

further their control over other aspects of the environment.
13

The lack of strict adherence to religious tenets as a

guideline for controlling nature also has ramifications in

terms of the agricultural techniques used by Santa Clarans.

The account presented on page 59 of this report attests to

the fact that, unlike San Juaners, Santa Clarans do not

attribute frosts, floo4, insect damage and other destructive

events 1) to the improper performance of ceremonial works or

2) to ritual misconduct by a member of the pueblo. Rather,

because they see a direct link between technological methods

and agricult;ural processes, they seem more willing to experi-

ment with modern techniques in order to elicit desired results

in farming. Moreover, whereas San Juaners still tend to

depend on the use of ritual for the redistribution of communal

surplus of goods, Santa Clarans informed me that they had

recently (June 1969) applied to federal and state agencies for

technical assistance in the following areas: 1) soil conserva-

tion, 2) proper treatment of their crops and livestock, 3) maxi-

mal distribution of their goods to pueblo residents (from inter-

views held in summer of 1969 - confirmed in the June, 1969

13This is not to imply that a deterioration in adherence
to the traditional ideology of Tewa culture has occurred.
Religious leaders still maintain a revered and superior posi-
tion in the community. However, religious activities are
given.full attention only when they do not deter from the
pueblo's ability to exploit potential financial opportunities.
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CHAPTER 7

'INTERNAL CONTROL" ATTITUDES OVER SOCIAL SITUATIONS

A. SAN JUAN

1. Social Institutions

San Juaners' orientation to social conditions is not

affected by the same sense of defeatism which permeates their

attitudes toward nature. In the social realm a much greater

optimism regarding their ability to master the demands of the

situation exists. The following example is a case in point:

Five years ago an Adult Education course was set up in

an Juan. This was a government project designed to provide

vocational training and to give credits toward attaining a high

school diploma. Last year the women taking the course decided

on their own that rather than merely acquiring a degree, they

could pat their skills to good use in a cooperative where they

would sell what they produced to others and thereby make money

for the community. As a result, they an indeDendently

functioning cooperative and most people have since been involved

in it simply for the sake of raising the community's income.

Recently the community incormorated this institution with no

aid from the government, and all the money it now receives

goes back into the puebiz.

The degree of corrnm,-ity participation in making this

enterprise a success has 'oeen widely publicized. An article

in the "NewiKexican" on J=ly 28, 1969 describes this cooperaticil

in the following terms:

The 8 Northern Pueblos Vocational Arts and
Crafts 2roject met Wednesday concerning the setting

4 4
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up of cooperative businesses in Pojoaque.
Lee Richardson of the Coop League of America

in El Paso spoke on how to set up a cooperative
business. The San Juan group of.craftsmen who re-
cently formed a coop called Oke Oweenge explained
to the group how they had started their coop.
After only a week of existence the store has orders
for 82,500 of hand-crafted work. This includes an
order from the United Pueblos Agency in Albuquerque
to decorate five offices. .The coop also has an
agreement to produce country aprons for a mail-
order firm. The enterprise developed out of a
class sponsored by the B.I.A. Adult Education
Unit of San Juan. Classes were taught by Mrs. G.
Montoya and Marcelino Garcia, both natives of San
Juan pueblo.

The twenty five members of the coop make
pottery, ceramic tiles, embroidered feet ponchos,
drapes, aprons, hand7bags, colorful necklaces
made of corn, pumpkin and melon seeds, woven
sashes and blankets.

The cooperative ventures at San Juan began
in late April when individuals at the adult edu-
cation classes began selling their crafts and
contributing a portion of the profits toward a
cooperative to purchase materials more economically.
With the election of officers this informal enter-
prise became a business.

Governor Frank Cruz of San Juan has expressed
enthusiasm for the Oke ;Ieenge Co-ol:, seeing it as
another exple of India: self-help.

One of the unusual aspects of the Cike Oweenge
Coop is that it was started with no outside money.
It is self-supported and fs managed by residents
of San Juan pueblo.

Moreover, as of the summer of 1969 the Co-op had extended

its sales to areas R71 over the country. In August a group of

representatives from Oke Oweenge traveled to Georgia to speak

of the coop's accomplishments and to share with others the sense

of pride felt by its members. Following is the text of the

Treasurer's remarks which I was asked to proof:

My name is Crucita Talachy. I am the
treasurer of the Oke Oweenge Crafts Cooperative.
I live in San Juan Pueblo, New Mexico. My
people have lived there for hundreds of years,
even before any white men came to America.
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Until recently we haVe always made out pots
for cooking, our clothes and our ceremonial objects.
Farming was a source of food for us.

Now, a few of our people still are farmers.
But more of them have learned skills like welding,
carpentry and drafting. Some of the men are
maintenance men. Now, more young People are going
to college.

But many people in San Juan are not well off.
The part of New Nexico we live in has a high
unemployment rate and very little new industry
coming in.

About five years ago some of the People in
the village who made crafts began to come to the
adult education classes run by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. The teachers there, both crafts-
men from San Juan themselves, encouraged these
skilled people to come in order to keep the old
crafts alive and to teach others how to make them.
Potters, painters, woodcarvers, weavers all began
to come regularly to the classroom.

After a few years the number of craftsmen
interested in selling articles was over thirty.
They did not want to stop making crafts, but they
were tired of having to sell their crafts to
Injan traders at wholesale prices that amounted
to ()c an '-lour wages.

So we decided to organize a co-operative to
keep the real old crafts alive and to adapt them
to modern clothes styles and to bring money into
the pueblo. Last year, on October 16, 1968 we were
officially incorporated in New Mexico as the Oke
Oweenge Crafts Cooperative. Oke Oweenge means
San Juan in our language. Our coop is.made up
only of IndiPirs who live in San Juan Pueblo. Our
officers and lxmard of directors are all Indians.

Since 1,Te, zrganized we have sold many items
to people far- e.-ay as New York City and California.
Many of our _z.n.m-tmmers are Indians from other gueblo
villages whc iant things for their ceremonies.

We are Eruwing bigger. Now we have our work
room and our Emaesroom together. We want to bmild
a bigger builFil-ng for our coop but so far we don't
have enough mmney. All of the members are worqring
very hard to =each this goal.

Now we_have thirty eight members of the Gke
Oweenge CopPerative making new items, filling
orders from P71 over and making items under con-
tract. It-has been hard for us because none of
us had ever run a store before. We get some
advice from non-Indians but make all the decisions
ourselves. We want to help our village and our
families sc we keep working and learning about
business we4s.

Thank Fou for this chance to tell you people

146
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about our co-op. I have never been to Georgia
before and have flown in an airplane just once
but I want to help the Oke Oweenge Cooperative
any way I can so I came here. I hope you have
learned something about how our co-op started
and how it is going.

Although the Coop has made considerable progress, at the

time that I was living in San Juan, the community was actively

involved in trying to retain its hold over it. An Anglo man

who has owned the general store in the community was trying

to wrest the-control (and subsequently the income) over the

'co-op from the residents of San Juan. In order to achieve this

he told the people that he was putting them on the Board of

Directors of the Co-op and issuing shares in it to them.

Community members began to notice that they were being left out

of the actual decision making process when they read in the

newspaper that the name of the coop had been officially changed.

Not having been, notified of this formal transaction before-

hand, they began to realize that the surreptitious change in

name was really a change in Who was wielding power uver this

institution. During the latter half of the summer they there-

fore were preparing to take action against this man in any or

all of the following ways: 1) economic and social sanction,

2) Council sanction, 3) legal action.

I spent a lot of time during the summer of 1969 in the

Coop doing clerical work for those running it. During that

time I was able to question many of those working full or

part time there as to whether they thought the community would

be successful in counteracting the external force working

against them. All expressed a definite optimism that they would.
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Moreover, each accompanied these remarks with a realistic

explanation of how they planned to achieve their goal - whom

they planned to consult on the legal proceedings, how they

planned to inform the rest of the community so as to make all

aware of the general issue and the Partic..ular action that they

were taking. Meetings were held throughout August under the

leadershiP of the officers of the coop and with the legal

advice of Anglos brought in for this purpose. At the time of

my departure, the community had successfully achieved its

goal - all responsibility had once again been turned uver to

the representatives of the people of San Juan.

This particular example is not an isolated case in San

Juan's development. Similar such undertakings have been

initiated and uarried out by the community. Among them have

been the following:

1) Sanitation Project

A sanitation program was started by the federal govern-.

ment in 1962 and terminated in 1965. At that time, the com-

munity was provided with the most minimal facilities necessary

to take advantage of the sanitation system, i.e. pipes and a

commode in each house. Realizing that the whole system could

not function if they did not install further facilities necessary

to carry water into their homes, the community decided to supply

on its own the fixtures necessary to accomplish this. Since

then, the program has been continuing under the total control

of the community with no external agents helping in the process.

Moreover, Mr. Bartholomew, the Public Health Service
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representative for the Tewa pueblos, informed me that San Juan

was considered the "best" pueblo in terms of having contributed

hired plumbers and laborers as well as-facilities for the

initial project. In addition, it has been most cooperative

in passing ordinances to collect water bills and in properly

keeping up the maintenance of whet has been implemented. San

Juan has also been the only pueblo to set up its own Utility

Authority in order to carry out these responsibilities.

Furthermore, in 1968 San Juan itself initiated the extension

of the Sanitation progrpm to the rural areas of the pueblo in

order to serve those previously not reached (Interview, July 30,

1969 --, confirmed by the P.H.S. reports to which I had access

over the summer of 1969).

2) General Store

We noted before that the general store in San Juan is

owned by an Anglo. It has been the policy of this man to

hire those members of the community most gifted in arts and

crafts so as to undermine the competition provided by the Coop.

The members of the community however have become increasingly

aware of the disservice this is doing them. As a result, in

the fall of 1969 the community decided to launch a campaign to

raise enough money so as to be able to buy the store when the

lease on it expires.

4) Law and Order

In July of 1969, at a pueblo council meeting on law and

order a decision was reached to remove or lower in rank a

particular officer who was working against his own people in

the name of the larger system. Previously, San Juaners would

149
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not have engaged in decisions of this sort as they considered

such positions to be subject only to regulations made by Anglo

officials (from interviews held in summer of 1969).

5) Building Own Houses

In-the summer of 1965 Professor Ortiz had an informal

interview with P.K., one of the most prominent leaders of San

Juan. During this interview the issue of the San Juan child's

culturally inculcated reluctance to believe himself capable of

becoming anything but what he saw around him was raised. Mr. K.

felt that this issue wa not a new one in the pueblo but "what

is significant is the fact that the tendency is carried through

to the individual's adult years." Several.examples were recalled

by Mr. K. of San Juaners hiring outsiders to build their homes,

fill out income tax forms for them, plow their fields with

tractors, etc., because they did not consider themselves able

to do these things by themselves. Mr. K. exiDlained that

traditionally this may have resulted from. the Bureau's policy

of doing things for but not with the Indians. But more

importantly, it was due to the fact that the traditional setting

in which San Juan chifdren grew up taught them that only certain

types of aspiration were permissible and only certain goals

attainable. These consist of the very general virtues of

humility, cooperation., obedience to elders and pueblo authority,

commitment to ritual knowledg lif?rd work (but with one's hands),

raising many children to taku Glr of cne in his old age.

Mr. K. pointed out that until the post-war year-6 the non-

traditional tasks of carpentry, masonry, large-scale farming,
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stock raising were left to Spanish-Americans and Anglos because

they were regarded as skills which the Indian child could not

develop. Only after service training and direct experience

during the war effort did some Indian veterans begin to work

in these occupations. However, as of 1965 Mr. K. could still

cite many who were saving to pay an outsider to perform services

which they could do themselves with a minimum of instruction.

During the summer of 1969 a marked change in attitude

with regard to these matters could be-evidenced. New homes were

being built in a developing area of San Juan by the federal

government but Sar Juaners were refusing to live in them because

they did not represent the type of style they desired. Rather

than being constructed of adobe, the homes were modern in

format. San Juaners objected to the builders' failure to con-

sult with them and planned to boycott the new houses until they

themselves were permitted to specify what type of homes they

desired and how they wanted them built.

A further extension of this trend can be found in the

community's intention to establish a Center for Arts and Crafts.

On July 13, 1969 the Arts and Crafts Coop had an exhibit of

their goods. During the exhibition a number of San Juan resi-

dents and I spent time making a sign indicating the exact place

of the event. While undertaking this activity they told me

that they intended to build on their own a center for arts and

crafts - a place where they could produce, display and store

goods and _Le ay cou_Ld teach others in the community their

skills. They felt that the process of building and developing
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the center would instill pride in the pueblo and be a good

issue around which members of the community could be brought

together in mutual activity.

One iliformant explained that one of the reasons that the

residents of the community wanted to participate in the con-

struction of the Arts and Crafts Coop was insure its beir.t

built In adobe rather than in the concrete tiat had be--en us

for the new houses. He said that the commufl_t-27- foarLd it

particularly necessary to create an Arts az! (CTafts .00p whic2n.

maintained a style representative of the:r c are.

5) MultiPurpose Building

Two years ago the residents of San al fecided that, ,Lra

community needed a multi-purpose building in -7der to hat-

many of the activities heretofore scattei-e a:nong available

rooms in the Pueblo. It tilerefore filed Ta request for such

building to the N.C.N.M.E.D.14 and promised to match this

organization in funds necessary to actualiz'e the Project.

Septemler 25, 1968 the "New Mexican" reperted the aPproval

a $75,200 government grant from the Department of Commerce tc

helu construct this multi-purpose buildinE "The facilit:-

will provide classrooms for adult basic ed=cation classes.

Indian arts and crafts courses, and job-training programs of

local firms, and proVide shelf space for the Pueblc library.

Other community and tribal activities can be held in the

14The North Central New M2xico Dev-ET:pment
Organization is an agency dev c.. aped to plan 7he .i/igrated
development of, and to provide techni:- Lssstanch to,
communities in northern New Mexico.
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building. It also will house the programs of 0.B.0., _acIlading

Headstart activities for eighty children and the Ne::Drhcod

Youth Corps."

In addition, on Nay 11, 1969 the "New Mexica:_" r he

following article regarding the building:

Grounding :ceremonies got under way flr a
594,000 San Juarl_ m-Jltipurpose training facilft
Lt. Governor Ed Cata told the New Mexican that
Project is the first major project and the- firl
=ajor breakthrouh in securing aid from the
7But it won't be the last," he Tcredicted. The
:facilitty was funcled 20% by the tribe and 80% 177

the E.D.A. Gata said the facility will allevfL7t-e:
the congestion of'facilities at the B.I.A. and
parochial school since the classes being tau,0J-It
there -will be transferred to the new center. Ere

said_ that the classes now are scattered all ur
t4e reservation. "This is the l'irst major break-

through for the tribe" Cata said, "and it give:t,
a rthance to see what we can do." Cata said tLere
are- other B.D.A. projects in the making.

2. Leadership

Although San Juaners feel a much greater sense ,o,=1-:

mastery over most social situations than over nature, is
feeling does not extend into the realm of government.

Leadership patterns and political decisions we noted

still molded by the conservative order and individuaL ccnity

members therefore feel unable to exert personalight .on such

issues as have traditionally been reserved for those aT, he

top of the religious hierarchy.

At the same time, the image that the leaders --ares:nt to

pueblo residents makes the latter question the signifaca=e

the decisionmaking process in their community. Yiam

in_Lormants reported that most of the pueblo's arc
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uneducated men; often they are of all members the most ignorant

of changing social trends and national policies which could aid

sccial comditfons in San Juan. Consequently, they serve as

fneffective intermediaries between the dominant culture and

pueblo society and therefore are unable to effectuate necessary

re_ orm. Xore sr=ecifically, one San Juaner evaluated the capa-

bi1ities of tne Present governor of San Juan in the following

cerms:

Thim,ts are in a shamble with the present-govern= -.:secause he was) elected by men who are
incrly out of touch with modern demands.
The KL -ernors of San Juan have generally not known
wherle tMe-7 are going. Quite often they are the
mcat im-112.--ant men in the community with regard to
mode= de=ands and because of their ignorance
assume more power than they should.

Aware .:)f mheir leaders' lack of expertise yet knowing

that these a:_r-e the men responsible for communal decisions,

San Juaners Eeem unable not to question the relevance of the

whole goverrmental process in their community. They realize

that many of thEe solutions presented by the elders to Anglo

administrato_s have not been incorporated into the official

policies appLied to the community simply because of their

irrelevance to modern demands. This probably has contributed

to the sense of purposelessness among San Juaners regarding

the outcome of their pueblo's decisions.

3. Difference in Attitudes Toward Social Situations

In 1965, Robert Bunker, author of Other Men's Skies, a

accla_imed book describing the administrative develop-

mmt in the Tewa pueblos, said: "There are so many complex
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reasons why a. people MEA", think they =annot achieve and only

p7cof- achievement itsel-- that the:- can. If success

su:ncess we must know whaz vast loominr obstacZes to suo,-7._E-_

tme habit of success c7rercomes."

It is interestinz. to note that Juaners ampere:- Ly

ha-re significantly less nonfidence cc Icerning their ati1_17T

tc manipulate their government vs. ot_er social institutts.,

Th:Ls difference can probar_ly be attrihr:ted to the fact thar

the opportunity which 3am Juaners have had tp control ithe=

omher social institutions has not been .mar==ed in the gI77,-

mental realm. Whereas, until recently authority over suom

issues as law and order, sanitation anE c_onstruction was Tested

in the hands of external authorities, of 2ate pueblo mem-z,ers

themselves have been allowed to assume responsibility i--. these

areas. Because Anglo buTeaucrats have inereasingly permitted

local residents to define the degree of community involve:ma=

in these matters, San Juaners have been ahle to acquire tnaugh

experience in handling institutional issIles to make them believe

in the worth of their own anagement.

It appears that the same sense of relavance does not

exist with regard tn zetterms of governance for the fnllowng

reasons: 1) The avera--.1-e citizen of the colity is not -rDeitte±

to contribute to the ision-making proozss of the Counc;_ 1,1

2 San Juaners are rarely informed of ths workings of t::_e 7ouncil

and tl-..fore feel tL_t ths,y are 1m-important to the syr--,e71;

3) If an individual or group is permitted t o present an _.-s.ze

zo the Council, it can do so only after prDying that the
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sutiom iS mot directed in any way tov-ard unroofing the

treA7.tional order;
15

Ar- j
,an Tuaners are aware of the fact that

the c_aciminnz -oresented -- the pue-blo's traditional representa-

tiveL to ,..as-10 administr regarding political matters have

little influemoe on final_ _federal policies.

In s-mnarT, it see=1: that Sam Juaners have tended to

InitLate ref= in social ims-_itutions other than their

gove-nment t-2cause: 1) merZbers of the traditional ower stru_zture

have not az -7-et assumed 1 iarship posilions in these instituions;

2) ernoect-sd re=wards fromi'=olvement these institutions appear

more immeeliatly accessiI.L.e than thce possible from participati_on

in the politinal system; 7;-- the issu E. concerning these insti-

tutions do not interfere IfLth the official functioning of the

conservative order.

B. SANTA CLARA

1. Inside tha Pueblo

a, SociaL Inz-zitutions

Santa Clarans hav mzme to realiz, that not some vague,

spiritual to ant 7.ithin a =redefined jurisdiction, bra:

tbeim-ar-ttnlactica1 1,3= to affect meaningful decisions is

at is ..-rnsded to To=a-a'alout connunity development. However,

before %.JALImLty action --:ould become habitual, pueblo members

7 s

It zyuad be pointed out that 'Ira-e ccrtPLn 1-20L amF! br,,Ye

bee,!.r iniziated and developed ou-: of b. a community's awar,:iless of

it i:ediate needs (i.e. sanit2tion mject), the treditianal
order has n2t interfered. As long as tie chan7es have been made
over issues considered outside of the:_ functional realm and
snl-fn-re of influence, traditional lead= have allowed necessary
mode= ctleavrf: to beccna actualized in the community.
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had to prove to themselves t their laws could be made

practical_ an:_;_ flexible for the solution of major local diffe

rences and tnat they 1?ere willing to administer and live by

those las. As 2unkeT (1965) has pointed out, they needed the

initial exne7ience with success tn motivate them toward

further succf,ss.

We have shc:wn what historical forces allowed Santa Clara

to unde=,,_,2e tr_e initial political change which was to underly

further succesz in the social realm. However, we have not as

yet descibe whst other factors have contributed to reinforcing

a sense of TTPtery over social situations among members of the

pueblo.

The Musaam of Fine Arts of the State of New Mexico has an

exhibit in w'hich the crafts of each pueblo throughout time are

dispLayr?d. .,.he largest tart of the exhibit is devoted to pottery

from the v-ai,ying communities. 'ilihen examining the disi)lay the

viever is struck by a munber of dbservatians: 1) The largest

=limber of artfcles come frc= Ss:ate. Clara; 2) Santa Clara is

sneciLfied as tht--F-: "Pottery Pueblo"; and 3) Santa Clara's pottery

shows the leaat a-nount of c7,4-nge through time in form, design

and theme of an7 of the pueblos.

Althoug;h it may seem trivial, info=ants' testimonies

revealed that thLs point pla7e(EL a sioli-ficant role in Santa

CLra's development. Becallse this .nueblo never had to adjust

its -traditional art form tn the denamc_s of the market, Santa

Clarans have been able to retain a sense of pride in the worth

of their skill. The pottery of Santa Clara, which represents

1S7
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the pueblo's Irrlique traiition, religion and artistic taste haz

thus served as a =ajar resource for instilling confidence

among comaunity members that they can define the nature of

their economic situation.

In addition, all the pueblos have used part, and In some

cases all, of the Accelerated Public Works funds to develop

recreational facilities, but Santa Clara is the only pueblo

which has teen able to reap a financial profit from this

resource. It has been able to do so because, as alreaEy noted,

it develo-oed an indigenous program to train rangers anE game

wardens. The leaders of Santa Clara feel that by employing

cormunity members to make the pueblo a more viable tourist

attraction a greater senSe of self-efficacy has been instilled

among the inhabitants of the pueblo (from interviews held in

1969). At the s,ame time this program has provided the pueblo

with the hiP:hast gross tribal income in New Mexico (Smith, 1968b).

Finally, because Santa Clara possesses, and has developed,

these resources, the pueblo's residents have not had to compete

for jobs with the local Hispanos. Consequently, they have not

had the same weakening of self-esteem to which San Juaners have

been sUbjected as a result of their vulnerability to a wage

market controlled by Spanish Americans.

b. Ie%adership

1) Los AlTnos - Source of Leadership for Tewa Communities

I reported previOusly that Los Alamos serves as a major

source of wage -work for the Tewa communities. The table on the

following page illustrates the distribution of the residents
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from San Juan and Santa Clara as well as from the other three

Tewa pueblos ho commute to Los Alamos for wage work. The table

reveals definite similarities in the age and sex characteristics

of the commuters from,San Juan and Santa Clara. In addition,

Ortiz (1963) reports that the commuters generally are the most

ambitious and intelligent of the pueblo residents and the ones

who would migrate most successfully from the pueblo if they

could not work at Los Alamos. He further notes that they are

characterized by a greater flexibility in economic behavior,

greater mobility, a higher degree of economic security and a

more significant level of average educational attainment.

Because they are continually exposed to the AngloAmerican

model of social and cultural behavior, they are more acutely

aware of the socia1 problems which exist.in the pueblos and

they take a more active part in trying to improve conditions

for their children. As a group, they have done the most to

provide the pueblos with informed, active leadership (of an

informal or formal variety).

Despite the demographic and personality similarities

among the commuters, each pueblo reflects some unique aspects

in incorporating the commuters into the community, the diffe

rences in social and cultural integration of the pueblo itself

determining in large part the roles the com-tuters can perform.

2) Influence of Commuters on Community

San Juan is the largest in population of the five pueblos
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who derive employment from Los Alamos. Of the five communities

however the commuters exert the least amount of influence here.

This can be evidenced by the fact that although commuters have

occasionally been chosen as govenors, proportionally fewer

official positions have been granted commuters in San Juan

than in the other Tewa pueblos from which these workers come

(from interviews conducted in 1969). The literature (Ortiz,

1963, 1965) as well as informants' testimonies reveal two

reasons for. this. The first reason is one already alluded to

a number of times before. In San Juan positions of leadership

are generally reserved for those most committed to traditional

values Moreover, if a leader should happen to have been

exposed to more progressive trends, his views are generally

counteracted or redirected by the Council to which he is subject.

The second reason why the commuters exert less influence

in San Juan than in any other pueblo probably stems from the .

fact that today the least amount of tribal unity exists in this

community. Because San Juan has been surrounded by Spanish

American villages since the seventeenth century, there has been

much intermarriage and many Spanish Americans have settled in

the Pueblo. As a result, there exists-among the pueblo's

population a large bloc of devout Catholics. This factor has

contributed to disunity in that San Juan society has never

devised a means of integrating these non-Indians into the social

structure of bhe community. The Hispanos have been excluded

from initiation into the moiety and from participation in all

native secret ceremonies and life-crisis rites. Because the

- 161
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Indian leaders have not brought the Snanish-americans into their

cultural domain and subsequent political jurisdiction they

cannot control the deviant behavior of this alien group.

Banta Clara differs from the other Tewa pueblos.in that

its long history of disruntive factionalism was partially

alleviated in 1935 with the adontion of the Indian Reorganization

Act Constitution by which the elder religious society members

were relegated to a position of primarily religious effectiveness,

thereby making Santa Clara politically a more stable and effective

pueblo than San Juan.

Moreover, more than in the other pueblos, people who have

married into Santa Clara have been treated as part of the

community. Unlike San Juan, intermarriage has historically

been much more ranidly accepted in Santa Clara and those having

engaged in exogamy have not lost their kiva rights. Upon

questioning numerous scholars as to the reasons for this diffe-

rence, I was-informed that much research has been done into the

problem but no definitive answer found. The only fact which

has been generally recognized iS that, once integrated into the

community, external factions have not attempted to undermine

the political system' of Santa Clara (from interviews held in

the summer of 1969).

In summary then, we note that in San Juan the real potential

of the commuters cannot be developed because nip unanimity can

be obtained on any issue. Moreover, when allowed to exert

some influence, the energies of the commuters become channeled
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largely toward maintaining the traditional system and they, more

than in most other pueblos, have to assume a dual existence.

In Santa Clara the commuters have been permitted to assume

a greater influence in pueblo secular positions of leadershiD.

As a result, their higher educational attainment, cross-cultural

understanding, and more modern expertise have had a chance to

be exploited for the benefit of the community. I would hypo-

thesize that the commuters' influence has probably contributed

to Santa Clara's ability to deal more effectively with modern

demands, and thus has served as a factor in makin,7 this pueblo

feel less vulnerable than San Juan to external forces.

2. Outside the Pueblo

In order to draw a clear picture of the difference in

"internal control" attitudes over social-situations between

San Juan and Santa Clara, a comparison of their orientation to

institutions in which they both participate should be made.

The first analysis will deal with the two pueblo's parti-

cipation in the 8 Northern Pueblos Council, established to

provide the pueblos with the opportunity to discuss pressing

issues with Anglo bureaucratS. I was-fortunate enough.to be

able to attend a Governors' Meeting of this Council during the

summer of 1969 and during that time could make the following

observations: 1) Although both San Juan and Santa Clara were

represented at the meeting, it was noted immediately by all

those present that the number of people that Santa Clara had

sent was so large that this pueblo alone could have formed a
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quorum for the meeting. 2) During the meeting which I attended

(and which I later discovered from numerous informants was very

typical of other meetings) the representatives of Santa Clara

were those who raised issues, had assembled information prior

to the meeting-on the problems at hand, and were able to present

specific cases in order to support whatever argument they had.

Moreover, even more than the Anglo bureaucrats, the members of

Santa Clara tried to clarify matters and to gear the discussion

to the point under consideration. The proceedings of this

meeting can be found in Appendix XI as testimony of these points.

From the account presented there it becomes evident that Santa

Clara is the only one of the pueblos who in any way displayed

an active and confident involvement in determining its fate.

The second example in which the "internal control" attitudes

over social situations of Santa Clara and San Juan residents can

be compared concerns the issue around which this paper revolves

and therefore serves as a relevant case for more than one reason.

On August 19 I had a prolonged interview with the principal of

the Espanola High School which services the residents of both

San Juan and Santa Clara.

Mr. McN. and I first discussed whether he had noted any

difference in attitudes and level of achievement between

students from Santa Clara and San Juan. He said there was a

definite difference in attitude the students from Santa Clara

were "much more Indian in consciousness." They were much more

concerned about the federal funds that they should be getting

as'Indians, more belonged to the Tewa Club and more were officers
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in those school activities which involved Indian culture. He

pointed out that in 1966, all of the officers of the Tewa Club

were from Santa Clara; that generally the "students from aan J17,1

are not as concerned about. being Indian." He a1so notef- that the,

developments in the Tewa Club, i.e. changing the pow-wc77 from

a one day affair to a week-long activity was the work of s-;udentz

from Santa Clara who "are leading the others in self-priae.

I then inquired whether the criteria that Indian ents

use among themselves to,define a successful individual 11.7s

changed, i.e. the standards for popularity. He said th= Ihdian

high school students have always respected the individual who

could 'integrate well with other students. I asked whether this

was not antithetical to the trend toward pride in their own

culture, and he explained that it was not because whereas before

integration had meant being able to get along With others by

becoming more like them now it meant getting along with others

on one's own terms.

We then discussed trends in student enrollment and I was

informed that enrollment figtres are frequently presented to

the Council of Santa Clara upon the pueblo s request. In

addition, the officials of the Espanola High School are called

to a meeting with the Council of Santa Clara every year. Santa

Clara initiates this procedure and has done so. for the past

two years. Such a meeting has never been called by San Juan.

However, only the govenor of San. Juan comes in regularly to

checkup on the attendance of San Juan students attending the
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_school.
16 On the other hand, Mr. McN. told me that Santa Clara

calls in to inquire about educational issues which apply to

Indians and if they feel that they don't get adequate answers

on the -phone, they request that the schc(ol officials come to

the pueblo to provide answers and to discuss the issues with

the parents.

I then inquired if parents from San Juan and Santa Clara

were coming to school more frequently than formerly to ask

questions. He replied ,that more parents from both pueblos were

coming in to discuss issues concerning Title I (i.e. whether or

not student supplies are being allocated equitably), but that

their interest was constant regarding other matters. In addi

tion, parents from Santa Clara were coming in if a topic discussed

at one of the meetings in the pueblo had not been properly

cleared up and they wanted to pursue the issue further.

I indicated earlier that although San Juaners have taken

some initiative in running certain institutions on the pueblo,

this tendency has not extended into the political realm. What

also seems evident is that thia tendency has not been transferred

to social institutions outside the pueblo. Santa Clarans, on the

other hand, seem much more Consistent in this respect. Whether

in their own community or in the dominant society, they apparently

have tried to exert influence over the social institutions in

which they are involved.

16
Mr. McN. noted in Passing that although Santa Clara does

not call in about attendance, attendance is usually higher from
this pueblo.
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CHAPTER 8

"INTERNAL CONT.ROL"ATTITUDES OVER SELF

A. SAN JUAN

1. General Definiti= of Successf17,1 InJ:i7-1-' dual - Not Chan.cred

As part of the interviews in whicil Sazi Juan residents

discussed their "internal control" attitudes, they were asked

to define what they had previously, and what they presently,

considered to be a successful member of the community. Generally,

they felt that someone "who can do an outstanding piece of work

is a successful person.° Many referred, as a case in point, to

the person who drinks the most in the community. Because he is

the best carpenter in the pueblo he is evaluated on the basis

of the latter characteristic and can therefore elicit respect

from his fellow community members despite his pathology.

One informant elaborated on the community's perspective

toward this issue in the following way: He said that he had

been driving an the road near the Rio Grande a few days previous

to our interview, when he came across some boys wanting to do

bricklaying across the river. He stopped and helped them take

the bricks across in his pick-up truck. The Indian boys

informed him that they were doing the brick-laying for Mexican

Americans. He felt that "if you know a skill even prejUdice

breaks down. The respect for certain skills that no-one else

has is a high priority in the pueblos and the people of the

pueblos do have such unique skills."

Upon further Investigation of this issue it became apparent

tha;; tiae reson the criteria for what constitutes a "successful
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individaal" proToably have mot changed s 7,nificantly is that the

demancrs ft--)r thf.s ty:fr',, of expertise have -7emained relevant within

the commurdty. Whey. -as previously a good craftsman could contri-

bute sign:Lficantly t the community by building ditches and by

repairinc: communal eifices, a good craftsman can now contribute

to the pueblo's deve--opment by- making articles that can be sold

at the Arts and Crafts Coop. This hypothesis was confirmed 1:7y

the fact that all those interviewed mentioned the lady whm runs

and teaChes in the Artsiand Crafts Coop as the most respected

individual in the pueblo. The second most frequently mentioned

person was the womar who has made the largest number of articles

for the T%400-0,

2. Ferscnal Definition of Successful Individual - Changed

On the other hand, what individual members of the com-

munity consider to constitute "success" in and for their own

lives has not alwayL remained as congruous with past criteria.

Although most residents of San Juan have only superficially

participated in the technological society outside of their

community and therefore are pessimistic as to the possible

opportunities open to them for economic-improvement, a number

of residents have been significantly exposed to the dynamics

of both the modern and traditional order. As a result, the

latter have learned either 1) how to exploit whatever opportu-

nities the limited job market offers, or 2) how to capitalize

on their own skills. A representative example of the goals

and sense of "internal control" over self among the latter

section of the population can be seen in the following

- 168
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case:
17

IfYiE X: EZTER G. - Attemlyt to Adjust to New Forces While
Maintaining Status Quo

Peter G. Is the second lieutenant govenor of the pueblo

and an alternate member of the three-man school board. During

the day of the evening that 7 spent with Peter over dinner he

had performed Indian dances with his children on T.V. He had

also sung Indian chants. He regularly does co7raentating on
T.V. and radio and feels it is very-important for his people
that there be Indian commentators. He has tried to encourage
young men from the pueblo that he knows to do-the same. Even

to give it a Li& if they are not committed to this activity.
He says however that many are either shy or lazy and therefore
do not want to do it.

Peter learned the chants that he sings from his father

who was a shepherd. When he was a little boy he sat next to

his father in the carriage that brought them back from the

hills. His father sang the chants to him then and he, in turn,
is passing them on to his children. He hopes that they will
maintain the flavor and spirit of these songs. One of his
boys is playinP: the guitar and singing Indian songs in the
band of which he is a member. His other boys are performing
ceremonial dances at the feasts where he himself sings the
chants.

Peter has a job in the grocery part of a large food store:.

He applied to be C.A.P. director of the pueblo but did not

receive the position. He was very disabpointed about the

decision and does not know if he did not receive the post
because he does not have a high school diploma or because he
is already the Lieutenant Govenor .and they might:nave wanted
to spread out the responsibilities among as large a number of

community members as possible. He feels however that because
he is Lieutenant Governor he knows the needs of the community
better than others and therefore should be appointed the C.A.P.

position. He is presently striving to be head of personnel at
the cafeteria of the J.F.K. Junior High School. He feels that
this would be a good job to have in order to "further myself."

Peter served in the U.S. Army for a number of years.
During the time he served as well as upon his return to the

17Clyde Kluckhohn suggests that "... even in the most
favorable cases field workers cannot hope for more than a few

full length biographies. Hence the attraction of getting a
considerable number of persons of varying statures to describe

very intensely certain episodes in their lives which converged
With any kind of personal document the advantages of

overlapping accounts are tremendous for the scientist." (from

"The Personal Document in Anthropological Science" in The Use

of Personal Documents in History, Anthro.poloP7 and Sociolo,
1945, as quoted in Burleson, 1966).
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pueblo he always camsidered himself "as much an Indian as
before I vent." _He beliLeved that he had no reason to compro-
mise himself az otter 77-1-ians did and continued to speak his
native langua,7e as ml:::oh after he had learned English as
before he had left ths:pn:eblo.

Peter is very -z-sligious and believes that the more
religion a person has, The better. He feels that man cannot
live without reli7lon.

Peter beIfe7es tnat parents should spend as much time with
thetx children as -possible. He attended boarding school and is
very- proud of the fact that his son was accepted to the Haskell
Indian Boardin,7 School. All of his eight children have for ally

or part, of their education gone through the B.I.A. system. He

feels that the teachers in the local Day School are good and
that ttey give his children a proper-education. He feels that
none of his chilren are lacking anything. Only once did he
feel that a problem existed in the Day School. This concerned

a teacher of S=Iish background whom he felt was espousing
nationalistic ideas. Considering this an infringement of
rights, Peter asked the principal if he could speak to the
teacher about it. When the principal granted him permission
he reprimanded the teacher and thereafter she stopped.

Peter noted that he was particularly impressed with the
Indian Circle Program in which children from each of the
pueblos teach others the particular.culture -of their pueblo.
He explained that although this program received federal aid
it had been designed by the Indians of the pueblos themselves.
Five students from each pueblo are selected to join the pro-
gram for the slrnmer and to live with other students and share
their culture. He had heard that the students were happy in
the program and that they were participating enthusiastically.

Peter's beliefs and aims represent the basic compartmenta-

lization of "internal control" attitudes over self found among

the more personally pmbitious members of San Juan.

On the one hand, Peter displays a marked initiative and

desire to manipulate his own fate. He has eight.children and

f.s aware of his responsibility to them. He has been working

for eighteen years in a grocery store but wants to earn more

money and act in a position which will provide him with increased

status as well as allow him to help his community. . When asked

how and why he aims to actualize his goals he explains that he
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has the skills needed to attain a higher position because, in

the store where he works, when the check girl goes out he takes

care of the business' finances and organizes Its "goings on."

He plans to make the personnel director at the J.F.K. School

aware of this so as to prevent any false underestimation of

his,(Peter's) capabilitieS. At the same time, he is studying

for his high school diploma so as to make himself more eligible

for the job and continuing to do commentating on the radio in

order to make himself more known to those in charge of hiring.

On the other hand, Peter's testimony reflects some deep-

rooted examples of a traditional orientation. First, he displays

a marked tendency toward ethnocentricism. This is evidenced in

the fact that 1) he objects strongly to any nationalistic

references made by the Spanish teacher and 2) he sees the

Indian Circle program as initiated and carried out by the

pueblos. This latter iMpression is a false one, as the Indian

Circle project was an 0.E.0..idea which has been executed and

maintained under this agency's auspices for the last two

years. Such ethnocentricism reflects a basic lack of

information as to the total picture of an issue and was

evidenced in numeroub cases encountered in the course of this

study. Secondly, Peter is a staunch defender of the status

quo. Not having emotionally, intellectually or psychologically

emerged from the confines of his environment, he invokes the

past by believing that the way he has done things previously

should be perpetuated in the future. He raises his children

in the same way he has liveahis own life, adhering to the
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principle that "what was good for me is good for my children,"

i.e. boarding school. As such, he is unable to see some of

the flaws that are inherent in the conservatism of his own

system and believes in unquestioningly retaining its-tradi

tional form. In this sense he manifests much the same

syndrome as others who are more personally ambitious, i.e.

although he wants to improve his own situation, he sees his

community's governing structure as requiring no reform.

3. General Lv_QfDefeati5Hjghm

Although a certain segment of San Juan's population is

aware of the potential and means to Improve personal conditions,

the general level of optimism in the community seems to be low.

Indicative of this is the fact that San Juan has the highest

alcoholism rate of any of the nueblos.
17a Numerous studies

have been made to explain the pathological dependence on this

stimulant by members of this community. The explanation most

111......
17a

I feel justified in using San Juan's alcoholism rate as
an Indicator of the community's level of defeatism primarily
because of the relevance that the-conclusions arrived at by
Jessor, et al. in their extensive study of deViance among
Indians, Hispanos and Anglos (1958) have to conditions in San
Juan. Jessor et al. state:

"Alienation refers to the sense of social isolation and
estrangement from basic life roles. It implies a Pessimism about
the possibilities of achieving meaningful interpersonal relation
ships and gaining satisfaction from the daily transactions
required in the carrying out of social role behavior. Related
to this general belief is belief in external control, the
orientation that outcomes of one's behavior are not contingent
on hat one does but are determined by outside forces, such as
powerful other persons, or impersonal random forces, such as
fate, luck or chance" (p. 1251.

In addition, they note that:
"Conforming behavior is simply not always successful for

achieving certain valued goals; and this is especially the case
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widely accepted as being relevant to the Tewa pueblos (Dozier,

1969; Menninger, 1967; Proceedings of the Third National

Conference on Indian Health, 1964) however attributes this

syndrome to a lack of self-worth which results from an inability

to adjust to the conflicting demands of changing environmental

conditions. Says Menninger:

Alcohol (among this groun) is a relief and
welcome escape from the torture of not being
anything or having any recognition or self-
respect.

(Senate Sub-Committee Hearings, 1967:2139)

Similarly, Jessor et al. in attempting to analyze the causes for

alcoholism among members of an Indian community with many of the

same social, economic and political characteristics as San Juan

point out:

(If) the interpretation of limited access
in the legitimate opportunity structure creates
pressure toward reliance upon illegitimate means
(is supplemented) by the external control
orientation, then preserving the schedule of
conforming behavior which is specified by
society and which is justified because it is
supposed to eventuate rewards can have little
personal conviction (p. 105).

Another indicator of the general sense of defeatism which

for persons who occupy disadvantaged social locations...
"(Alcoholism) occurs when the expectation of its

maximizing valued goal attainment or preferred outcomes is
higher than that for conforming behavior" (p. 42).

They go on:
"Washburne (1956) has emphasized that alcoholism can

function as a cue for a new social situation in which people
define each other differently and in which the individual may
not be held responsible for certain aspects of normative
adherence."
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seems to exist in San Juan was revealed in the interviews.

Informants pointed out that the proximity of the three

surrounding Spanish-American communities has contributed to an

involuntary breakdown of this community's culture to a greater

extent than in other pueblos and has added to their sense of

frustration. Although the culture of San Juan and that of

the Hispanos differ basically, intermarriage and physical

communication have contributed to the sharing of certain

features marginal to thp core tradition of the pueblo. The

form and content of the pueblo's ceremonies have been signi-

ficantly affected. Despite the fact that these rituals are

more faithfully performed in San Juan than in the other

pueblos and that San Juan still represents the ."mother village"

in terms of her adherence to Tewa ideology she is also the

pueblo in which spiritual activities have incorporated most

additional elements from another culture_(Dozier, 1969; Ortiz,

1965). The feeling expresSed by San Juan informants that an

alien culture has made significant inroads into even the most

unique aspect of their social system seems to have contributed

to a decline in their self-esteem.

4. Personal Level of Defeatism - High

There is only one resident of San Juan who does not

drink at all. During.a discussion with San Juaners as to what

might account for this fact (July 4 1969) they pointed out

that alcohol serves as an escape from the incongruous demands

that have been made on their social role. Informants stated
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that their dileftla has been aggravated by social conditions

in San Juan: the pclitical structure offers official authority

only to those of traditVonal ideology, while the economic

situation has declined to s11:-,h an extent that it forces indi-

viduals into an Anglo environment where more progressive

vaitzes must be internalized in order to assure succe55. As a

result, most have felt thwarted in their ability to define the

nature of their own existence. In reaction to the sense of

frustration they have foura it necessary to turn to temporary

substitwie5 for gratification.
17b The following is a more

serious example of the tendency toward artificial escape

which seems to be manifested by many in the community:

TYPE II: AURELIO - Inability to Adjust to Modern Forces

Aurelio was sitting on the stens of the General Store on

the first.morning that I arrived in San Juan. Deenly set in

his dark, beautiful face were a nair of eyes that looked far

out into the beyond. His face was severely aged yet there

remained in his features a strength that made his age irrele-

vant. He knew that I was looking at him yet .he looked beyond

me intuitively rather than purposely.
Over the weeks that I lived in the pueblo I saw Aurelio

sitting in this very same spot nearly every day. During this

period of time I also learned a lot about him.
Aurelio was at this stage of his life at the noint of

physical, PsYchological and cultural deterioration. At the

beginning of his life he had lived with all the members of
his extended family, prld carinE for them had given him some

17b
In Jessor, et al.'s terns this can be explained as

following:
"The stress on the normative structure deriving from

the condition of limited access by le8itimate means to valued

goals is one major and potent source of anomde in various

sectors of American society.
"Another source of anomie lies in the simull.Lneous

presence of Multiple or alternative normative structures.
"The prevalence of these two conditions can readily

be seen as a potential source of deviant behavior" (p. 64).
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personal satisfaction. His father had died while Aurelio was
still young and his mother Had passed away shortly thereafter.
He married a local woman early in his life and had a son and
daughter with her. Both children, upon maturity, had moved

. away to Chicago in order to divorce themselves from traditional
ways which they considered detrimental to achievement. Aurelio
followed them.to Chicago but was unable to remain there as he
felt "like a fish out of water." He had no-one to relate with
on his own terms in this environment and felt that life was
totally meaningless for him under these circumstances. Return-
ing to the pueblo he found that he lacked any of the skills
necessary to hold a job in the nearby town and those which could
be exploited in the pueblo would provide him with only a minimal
income. The irrelevance of his abilities and the loneliness
that he felt drained him of any motivation and he started to
drink. This led to the cycle of aimlessness and subsequent
deterioration so frequently described by social scientists.

.The pasSiveness e)thibited on Aurelio's face is not one of

reverence or peace with the universe.and Himself which is so

typically attributed to Indians. Instead, it is one of despair

so commonly found among residents of San Juan as they lounge

outside their houses, walk up and down the main road, or sit on

the main steps of the General Store, It represents a deep-felt

sense of meaningless resulting frci the inability to reconcile

conflicting social and environmenteldemands on the personal

level.

The earth where we lived was hard and dry and
brick red, and Daddy plowed and planted and
watered the land, but in the end there was only
a little yield. And it was the same year after
year after year; it was always the same, and at
last Daddy began to hate the land, began to think
of it as some kind of enemy, his own personal and
deadly enemy. I remember he came in from the
fields at evening, having been beaten by the land,
and he said nothing. He never said anything; he
just sat down and thought about his enemy. And
sometimes his eyes grew wide and his mouth fell
open in disbelief, as if all at once he knew
that he had tried everything and failed, and
there was nothing left to do but to sit there in
wonder of his enemy's strength. And'every day
before dawn he went to the fields without hope,
and I watched him,sometimes saw him at sunrise,
far away in the empty land, very small On the
skyline, turning to stone even as he moved up
and down the rows.

(Momaday, House Made of Dawn, p. 123)
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B. SANTA CLARA

1. General Level of Self-Determinism

I noted previously that the families of those working

in Los Alamos are generally among the-most modern in orienta-

tion in each of the pueblos. The commuters emulate the child-

raising patternsand other aspects of family organization which

they observe in Los Alamos, and they have effectively inter-

nalized the values of thrift, hard work and education for their

children. They do not find these goals incompatible with the

performance of their traditional duties (Ortiz, 1963:23).

As we saw, the effect that the commuters have- on-communal

decision-making is much greater in Santa Clara than in San Juan.

In addition, however, in Santa Clara a proportionally larger

number of households Der population have people working in

Los Alamos, and thus a larger number of homes are directly

influenced by the values to which the commuters are committed.

Finally, the average number of people per household for those

commuting to Los Alamos from Santa Clara seems to be smaller

than for those from San Juan (5.7 = San Juan; 4.7 = Santa Clara

Although, at first glance, it might appear that San Juan.would,

'as a result, have a larger number of individuals adhering to

the values advocated by the commuters, this is not necessarily

the case. Interviews indicate that families find it easier to

instill those goals of self-mastery generated by working at

Los Alamos when there are fewer children to raise. With a

larger number, the daily.problems of child care loom so large

that elder siblings.are made responsible for the younger ones
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and the transmission of parental ideology is thereby minimized.

Thus, a more meaningful dispersal of the modern values acquired

at los Alamos seems to exist in Santa.-Clara - a larger number

of families with a smaller number of people in them are affected.

When talking to individual members of the pueblO many

characteristics reflective of a modern orientation were revealed.

Santa Clarans-discussed issues concerning education, for instance,

on a more -a-eneral level, rather than relating the problems under

discussion to their children in particular as did San Juan

informants. In additiqn, their approach toward securing better

educational conditions for their children differed from that of,

the residents of San Juan. San Juaners limited their involve-

ment in education to encouraging their children to attend school

regularly; Santa Clarans were also absorbed in the establishment

of an All-Pueblo Education Committee meant to insure Proper

allocations of funds to Indians throughout the state and with

the deelopment of a Scholarship Committee to provide funds to

all needy pueblo high school students.

2. Individual Orientation to Self-Determinism

The conflict visible among San Juan residents between

individual ambitions, traditional responsibilities and struc-

tural limila:tions seems not to exist to the same degree for

Santa Clarans. Residents of the aatter community apparently

have not been plagued with the problem of having.to reconcile

incompatible personal goals with communal demands. Quite to

the contrary, they have received the institutional reinforcement

necessary to allow each to develop in much the same way as is
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represented by the following case:

TYPE III: JOHN SH. - Adjustment to, and Exploitation of, Modern
Forces for Communal and Personal lidvancement

1. This interview lasted from 8:45 in the eVening until
approximately 10:45. I had called Mrs. Sh. to inquireif I
could see her during the day of August 20 and she said 'I should
come in the evening so that her husband could talk to-me as
well. When I entered I recognized Mr. Sh. from the-Governors
Meeting. I had taken a few notes at the meeting-on a small
piece of paper and he had been the only one who had given me
anxious looks about it. He had been the one to suggest the
adjournment of the meeting that night, looking me straight in
the face and I had feared that my actions might have prompted
this move on his behalf. Therefore, when I walked in and we
both recognized one another I felt anxious at first. However,
both were extremely nice to me and talked more openly to me
than anyone else had dote before. When I walked in, Mr. Sh.
was working on the books of the Santa Clara Council, as he is
its treasurer. It is his responsibility to take care of the
pueblo's accounting and he was doing this on an adding machine
before him. Both Mr. and Mrs. Sh were very articulate.

2. The Shs. told me that they have five children. The
oldest girl is starting Highlands College in the fall. She
is presently taking a course to prepare for college rather
than working. She decided to make this financial sacrifice
as she felt it would help her once she got to college, and
she wanted to do well there because she realized the importance
of a college degree. She had also been accepted at Haskell
Institute for post high-school work but had decided to go to
Highlands because they administer a college degree, although
she knew it would be more difficult and more lonely for her.
She had decided to major in business administration in college
because she sees a need for such expertise within and outside
the pueblo, both on the educational and general level.

The Sh.'s two youngest children are now in the Day School,
the two middle in Catholic boarding school in Santa Fe. The
Sh.s had sent their children to this boarding school because
they did not want their children to attend the local high school
which they felt was over-crowded and therefore could not provide
the individual attention needed by Indian students generally.

Their oldest daughter, who is starting Highlands, applied
for an All-Pueblo Grant. This grant is given by the.quarter
semester in case students drop out. I noted that I had spoken
to Mr. S. (who is in charge of the scholarship program) and
he had mentioned that they presently have extras of these
scholarships. Mr. Sh. responded that the reason for this is
that they have difficulty getting students to apply for these
grants. He said it is because "the kids get the run-around
and then get tired of having to go through the process over and
over again. They lose their perserverance and give up." Mr.

Sh. said that he had gone down to those in charge of the program
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in Albuquerque and had told then this. He also told them that
they don't provide enough and proper counselors in the high
schools to inform students about these grants. He added that
he felt there was a great need for counselors to make themselves
and their expertise known to students-so that the latter could
avail themselves of that information which the counselors had
to offer students in order to help them further their education.

3. Mr. Sh. noted that he had been stationed in the East

when he was in the army. Mrs. Sh. told me that she wants to
go to Washington D.C. because a family from Los Alamos where
she works had told them to come to visit them and stay with

them. This is what the Sh.s plan to do on their next trip.

It can be argued that the Sh.sy because of their

extensive contact with Anglo society and because of their

relatively stable finaAcial position, represent an atypical

example of the integration of modern forces into the life style

and psychological orientation of individual Santa Clarans.

Much to the contrary however, the Sh.s are highly exemplary of

the social experiences and economic status of most families in

the pueblo Yet, the Sh.s, like Peter G. from San Juan, exhibit

some of the traditiOnal characteristics which prevail throughout

the pueblos. A definite sense of ethno-centricism remains in

their outlook despite their more modern orientation. However,

whereas this ethno-centricism is intensified in San Juan because

it has no force to counteract it, in Santa Clara it remains

dormant in the face of those progressive ideologies which have

become formalized in the political, social and economic

institutions of the pueblo.

C. COMPARISON OF "INTERNAL CONTROL" ATTITUDES IN SAN JUAN AND SANTA
CLARA IN LIGHT OP THE :IWO COMMUNITIES' STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

In summary, we see that rather than differing in kind,

the "internal control" attitudes between members of San Juan and
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Santa Clara seem to differ in deFrree. Among San Juaners a

sense of subjugation to nature and a feeling that natural

forces can be controlled primarily via spiritual means still

seems to prevail. In Santa Clara residents too retain an

animistic interpretation of the natural forces and ztill tend

to deify them. On the other hand however they apparently

consider themselves much more able to directly harness their

environment. This can be evidenced by their reliance on

experimentation with, and manipulation of, their environment

through technological means rather than through religious

ritual.

In the social sphere, the "internal control" attitudes

among San Juaners also seem to differ in degree from those of

Santa Clarans. Although San Juaners have begun to exert

control over some of their social institutions, they have not

yet extended this tendency to the olitical realm nor to

institutions outside of the pueblo. While Santa Clarans have

also only begun to demand some authority over the institutions

in which they-are involved outside of the pueblo, they

nonetheless have taken active steps t'7,ward insuring that

externally imposed federal policies not be as arbitrarily

formulated as before. Exemplary of this tendency have been

their attemDts to obtain an equitable allocation of Johnson-

02Malley funds in public schools where their students are

enrolled, and their investigation into the legal sanctions

which should be used against individuals performing crimes on

pueblo land (Appendix XI).
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Finally, in trying to achieve the most advantageous

economic, educational and health conditions for themselves,

members of both pueblos are subjected to the same emotional

and psychological strains. In both communities limitations

in the amount and type of local resources thwart individual

ambition to achieve beyond certain material standards. In

San Juan however this situation has apparently had a more

extreme effect on the residents' sense of personal efficacy.

Indicative of this fact are the higher rates of deviance

(juvenile delinquency, alcoholism, illegitimacy) in this

community than in Santa Clara. Moreover, whereas in San

Juan one receives the impression that a sense of hopelessness

over personal advancement seems to exist, in Santa Clara

one notices more tangible signs of optimism, i.e. planning

for trips, expansion of programs aimed at improving

personal achievement ( adult education courses, supplementary.

classes for high school students).

In order to understand why the "internal control"

attitudes among the residents of San Juan vary in degree from

those in Santa Clara one must consider the differences which

exist between the basic characteristics of the two pueblos.

In the first place, as farmers, San Juaners have always

been highly dependent on their natural resources for supplying

them with products necessary to maintain a viable economy.

Because of the unpredictability of this source (i.e. inconsis-

tent weather conditions--) decline in amount of crops; unexp3cted
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temperature changes--)decline in auality of crops), the residents

of San Juan have developed a built-in sense of insecurity with

regard to the stability of their economic situation. Santa

Clarans, on the other hand, have traditionally possessed

resources other than those dependent on the conditions of the

natural environment (i.e. pottery, tourist sites) to provide

them wlth an income. As a result, they have been able to count

on more consistent economic conditions within their pueblo.

The nature of the economic system outside of the pueblo

also seems to have con%ributed to a greater sense of insecurity

among San Juaners than Santa Clarans. Whereas the change in

market demand has made San Juan's goods inappropriate, the

continued interest in Santa Clara's pottery has confirmed this

community's confidence in the ability of its residents' skills

to determine the outcome of their economic situation.

Moreover, San Juaners' vulnerability to the Spanish

American population has apparently contributed significantly

to the decline of this community's sense of efficacy. Depending

on the local Hispanos for 1) farm jobs and 2) wage work, San

Juaners are kept constantly aware of the state of dependency

in which they-exist. Furthermore, the incorporation of Spanish

elements into the social composition of the community has not

only created a state of divisiveness within the pueblo but has

also contributed to a breakdown in cultural pride among San

Juan's residents.

The adherence to a conservative religious ideology has

probably also contributed to the way in which San Juaners
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developed their "internal control" attitudes. Because their

religion defines, in large measure, the way in which they

should pursue their farming activities, San Juaners have

retained their conservative methods and, as a result, have not

achieved significant success in manipulating the environmental

oscillations affection their agricultural situation. ifl

Santa Clara however, the lack of strict adherence to religious

tenets as a guideline for agricultural techniques has allowed

for a greater flexibility in methods. This has produced better

results in farming and has further served to confirm Santa

Clarans2 feeling that they can successfully influence desired

outcomes.

It appears that the particular perception that San Juaners

have of their ability to manipulate their destiny has also been

affected by the nature of their governing system. Represented

by political leaders who maintain a traditional orientation,

they are thereby unable to contribute significantly to federally

formulated policies. In San'm Clara, the inability to influence

external decisions adopted fol- the Pueblo does not exist to the

same degree. Allowing those leaders who can deal with federal

bureaucrats on their own terms to represent the community, Anglo

of icials have been more willing to incorporate the suggestions

of these Indians. As a result, Santa Clarans see their own

contributions as having some influence on the official policies

applied to them.

Finally, the incongruity between the type of role which
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the individual is required to play in San Juan as opposed to

that in the dominant society apparently results in his feeling

unable to define for himself either a-consistent or effective

pattern of behavior. Aspiring toward modern economic goals in

a social setting which continues to value a traditional ideo-

logy, San Tuaners are unsure of how to reconcile these opposing

conditions in order to achieve desired ends. -In Santa Clara,

individuals have more readily been able to see a clear con-

nection between their own behavior and desired ends probably

because individual modern economic goals are paralleled,

complemented and reinforced on the politiCal level.

D. CONCLUSIOU

Although the previous pages would have it seem that a

clear-cut division exists between Santa Clara and San Juan

concerning their ability to control their fate, the examples

cited on pages127-132 indicate that San Juaners can manipulate

their social environment in some respects. But, whereas these

examples constitute only isolated instances in San Juan, in

Santa Clara a sense of control over all aspects of life con-

stitutes a more general policy to which the pueblo's residents

adhere. Although a new vitality in dancing as well as in

digging their own roads is being manifested in both communities,

this feeling has been formalized in Santa Clara. In San Juan

the leaders of the community are still struggling to shape the

chaos of popular hopes and fears into community self-

understandin7 cynd self-diroction by turning,to spiritual forces

for aid and guidance. In Santa Clara however, the leaders no
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longer expect some unlikely "freedom" from outside pressures

but have recognized that their real freedom is their own

capacity to create together.
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PART IV

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF FACTORS
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What I have done in this paper so far is to indicate the

objective characteristics of the two communities, their

differing approaches to control over formal education, and

their unique "internal control" attitudes as essentially

separate issues. The material that I have presented is

based largely on speculation deriving from the impressions

that I received either directly from informants or through

personal observation. The only interconnections that have

been drawn are those in which I.related the unique chara

cteristics of the two pueblos to the "internal control"

attitudes prevailing in them. An attempt has been made to

speculate as to which variables have accounted for the

differences in "internal control' attitudes and how they

have done so. In so doing, I have assumed the following

causal direction:
"internal control"
attitudes

objective
characteristics

approach to local
control over
education

_

What I have not dealt with is the possibility that certain

predisposing attitudes miht have contributed to the deve

lopment of the objective characteristics hypothesized as

being crucial to the particular evolution of each community.

In addition, I have as yet not drawn any connections between

the two communities' "internal control" and their approach to

local control. What remains to be considered then are the

following possibilities: 188
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1) "internal control" attitudes-4 objective characteristics)

approach to local control
2) "internal control" attitudes-> objective characteristics-

"internal control" attitudes-4apnroach to local control
3) "Internal control" attitudes-4 objective characteristics-)

approach to local control --7"internal control" attitudes

B.
4) objective characteristics--4"internal control" attitudes-:

approach to local control
5) objective characteristics-4 approach to local control-4

"internal control" attitudes

A. OBJECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS--i."INTERNAL CONTROL'ATTITUDES VS.
"INTERNAL CONTROL" ATTITUDES-4-OBJECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

I have throughout this paper presumed that the fundamental

difference in orientation between the two communities emanated

from the historical fact that in 1935 Santa Clara adopted a

political system which eliminated the theocratic influence from

political decision-making. It can be argued that had the

necessary "Internal control" attitudes not existed among the

residents of Santa Clara at that time, they would have continl_ed

as passively as the inhabitants of San Juan to retain the

traditional structvre of their government.

Although definite causality cannot be proved, certain

facts would suggest that the circumstances rather than the

attitudes at the time acted as the catalyst needed to start the

process by which Santa Clara developed into a more progressive

community. Among these are the following: 1) punishment for

violating religious demands were more oppressfve in this pueblo

than any other at the time and therefore aroused greater con-

tempt of the existing theocratic order; 2) there:was no habit-

able land immediately accessible to the residents of Santa Clara

to which they could go in order to escaT)e religious opprc 7jon.

As a result, those upposed to the system were forced to confront
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the conditions rather than flee from them.

I have shown that the resulting compartmentalization of

religion from other areas of communal Concern probably facili-

tated Santa Clara's progress. It did so by allowing 1) for

decisions to be made on the basis of secular expertise, and

2) for modern techniques to be applied in order to exploit the

pueblo's resources. Working under the contention that success

breeds success (which Bunker contends is the most relevant

assumption for understanding the initiation of modern policy

among the Pueblos), I have hypothesized that the positive

results attained from the use of modern methods served to

instill within the community the confidence needed to further

undertake progressive programs.

In 1962, Leo Srole constructed a "scale of anomie.
"18

In part, the scale incorporated items referring to the indi-

N,.dual's prcePtion of his social environment; in Part, to his

perception of his own place within the environment. More

specifically, the five items comprising the scale refer to

1) the perception that community leaders are indifferent to

18As initially developed by Durkheim, the concept of
anomie referred to a condition of relative normiessness in a
society or a group. Since Durkheim, the concept has extended
to a condition of individuals rather than their environment.
Merton explains that the sociological concept of anomie pre-
supposes that the salient environment cf individuals can be
thought of as involving the cultural structure, on the one
hand, and the social structure on the other. "Anomie is then
conceived/as a breakdown in the cultural structure, occurring
particularly When there is an acute disjunction between the
cultural norms and goals, and the socially structured capacities
of meMbers of Jthe group to act in accord with them. In this
conception, cultural values may help to produce (individual)
behavior which is at odds with the mandates of the values
themselves." (Merton, 1959:161)



in the society which is seen as basically unpredictable and

lacking order; 5) the perception that life goals are receding

rather than being realized; 4) a sense of futility; 5) the

conviction that one cannot count on personal associations

for social and psychological support.

Although San Juan and Santa Clara should not be viewed

as two divergent oases at opposite ends of a continuum, it

cannot be denied that, if one uses the items in this scale to

define low "internal control" attitudes, judging from the open-

ended interviews, San Juaners seem to have generally lower

"internal control" (or higher anomie) than Santa Clarans.

However, according to the data received from informants, it

would seem that the applicability of the definitions provided

by the scale ref',1. more to present conditions among residents

of San Juan than to past ones. In the first place, in the

pueblo of San Juan there has .been a significant breakdown of

the communal activity which previously gave these residents a

set of meaningful roles to play. Accompanying this has been a

decline in communal spirit and sense of commitment toward one's

fellow residents. Said one informant:

The people in the community used to plaster
houses together and then have a big feast. Now
we don't do that anymore because people will only
do it for money. There used to be a much greater
sense of communalism with regard to matters like
that. One would ask others to do it for one and
everyone thus helped everyone else. The reward
came from the sense of satisfaction of the task
accomplished, the feast afterwards and the know-
ledge that others wod do it for you in turn
when you needed something dryr,,-1. The feast was
always alot of fun and something to work for.

Cornpeeling is another exPmple of previous
communal activity. It used to be a communal project
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because it was very difficult to do so one :0-e1ped
the other in a big group in the center of tile
village. Afterwards there was a big feast . .

There sure was a lot of satisfaction that Iled
to come from the group effort. -

Secondly, San Juaners' Perception that little cab. be accomplished

in a society which is seen as basically unpredictable and

lacking order and the feeling that life goals are receding

rather t:aan being realized has been generated largely from

the recent lack of market ddmand for theil' goods and subsequent

decline of their economic position.

In order to claim that initial differences in "internal

control" attitude caused residents of one pueblo to be more

receptive than the other to exploiting their resources, one

would have to prove that San Juan hfstorically had lower

'Internal control" attitudes than those of Santa Clara. However,

from the material collected, it would seem that a sense of

control was previously quite high in San Juan and only declined

as a result of the pueblo's inability to come to terms with

social changes brought on by the dominant society. It therefore

appears that the relative difference in development between the

two communities did not derive from the absence among San

Juaners of the initial confidence needed to initiate change,

but more probably from the lack of certain-objective character-

istics which only Santa Clara possessed.

B. "INTERNAL CONTROL" ATTITUDES--5APPROACH TO LOCAI CONTROL VS.
OBJECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS --3ARPROACH TO LOCAL OVITY6ar

It would be unfair, and factually unjustified to present

a totally dichotomous picture of the two com=nd.ties' approach
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to formal education. Although Santa Clara has advanced much

more than San Juan toward instituting local control over its

school system, both communities possess some commitment to

this concept.

It has been difficult to ascertain whether San Juaners

have been less enthusiastic about the prospect of local control

because at present 1) they lack the confidence necessary to

undertake it, or rather because 2) they have made a realistic

appraisal of the potential for such a program in light of

San Juan's existinP: socal strcture.

I have hypothesized that it is the latter factor,

realism, which has contributed more heavily to the indifference

on the part of San Juaners toward establishing local control

over education in their community. In sup*t of this hypothesis,

I would point aut that where San Juaners have previously been

given the opportunity to develop programs, they have felt

capable of carrying them out provided 1) they knew the commuT

nity would be willing to participate in the project, and 2) they

received sufficient reinforcement from the Council.

We have seen however in this paper that where community

and Council supParthave not existed, projects were doomed to

failure. The Headstart and Advisory School Board incidents

can be cited as relevant cases in point. In the first situation,

the lack of communication between leaders and the pueblo's

populace served to create a credibility gap which made appro-

priate communal participation impossible. In the second

situation, the inability of the Advisory School Board members
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to reconcile 1) their commitment to the traditional order

which appointed them, and 2) their desire to meet the goals

of the project as set forth by the B.f.A., has caused them

to turn muc l. of their 2.-sponsibility over to an outside

professional.

It is probable that in contemplating the prospect of

Iocal control uver education, the community has suspected that

the basic conditions which curtailed previous educational

projecs from being successful would again prevail. In the

first place, apl-,ointment to the most responsible positions

would be Eubject to the solection of the governor. Whereas

successful cases of community control in San Juan were initia-

ted by ordinary citizens involved with the issue, (i.e. Co-op),

acceptance and legitimation of a-major policy such as local

control over education would have to come from the top of the

community's social hierarchy. As a result, thoseresponsible

for actualizing the program would be chosen by the Council

and would be subject to pressures brought to bear on them by

,-7.1ders' traditional orientation. The resulting sense of

incongruity between the demands of the conservative political

order vs. the more modern goals of local control would probably

lead to the same breakdown of interest found among Advisory

School Board members. Secondly, the lack of experience among

the pueblo's residents in developing projects which promise

only long-range results would mitigate against the amount of

communal cooperation needed to carry the program through. All

those examples of effective community control over an institution
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which have been cited in this paper shared the characteristic

that they provided the members of the community with immediate

gains for the effort they expended. O'rganizing the community

around an ideological issue such as local control for which

one cannot see results on an immediate practical and personal

level would be a more difficult goal to accomplish in San Juan.

The reason for this is that the community has not yet interna-

lized an orientation to riskLtaking gained from previous

involvement in long-term projects.

Rotter, in describing "internal control" attitudes

states that eXpectancies regarding the nature of the causal

relationship between one's own behavior and its consequences

"generalize from a specific situation to a series of situations

which are perceived as related or similar" (Rotter, 1966). I

believe that San Juaners have evaluated the possibility for

instituting local control over education in light of the

factows which contributed to similar past projects, and have,

defined their ability to master the potential challenge

accordingly. Realizing the limitetions that the community's

soaial and political structure would impnse on this undertaking,

pueblo residents have been unable to develop the confidence

needed to assume responsibility for the project.

In Santa Clar., on the other hand, there is a governmental

system which has allowed for more open communication among all

elemen'.s of the community and provided support for experiment

aimed at improving the pueblo's conditions. Realization of

this fact has served as the fouiAdation upon which the motivation
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to undertake innovative projects could develop. Moreover, the

actual process has been reinforced by the fact that communal

decision-making has been successfully realized. The Headstart

Project serves as a renresentative example of the pattern

which Santa Clarans have followed in order to secure the con-

ditions which they desire for their community. When the

possibility for such a program became known, pueblo officials

joined with community members to develop a set of precisely

enumerated demands and F,pecifications which they could present

to the Office of EconoM1c Opportunity. At the same time, the

community pooled together all its manpower and financial

resources in order to successfully actualize the program if

.and when it was approved by federal officials. Because of

extensive Preparation and cooperation on all levels the Head-

start program could be turned over to the community almost

immediately. Moreover, continuing support by all elements

of the community has allowed the center to flourish. Initial

Programs have been expanded and additional activities added.

With a backlog of many such successful experiences, Santa

Clarans have reached a point where they can generalize a sense

of mastery over any issue regardless of its specific demands.

As a result, they feel that they are capable of making their

community totally self-sufficient. Because of this, they see

control aver education not es an end in itself but as another

institution over which they must exei.t complete authority in

order to make their community a self-governing entity. WIlereas

San Juan parents view local control as a means to instill among
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community members a greater sense of Pride in the pueblo, Santa

Clarans take this pride more for granted and see local control

over their schools as constituting one aspect of the way in

which they hope to run their community.

C. APPROACH TO LOCAL CONTROL --4"INTERNAL CONTROL" ATTITUDES

One of the conclusions which emerges from this study is

that isolated experiences in.community control carnot serve as

a basis for improving individuals' "internal control" attitudes.

Evidence for this can bp found in the fact that a generalized

sense of confidence has not emerged as a result of the success-

ful projects in which San Juaners have been involved, i.e. Coop,

sanitation. In addition, experience gained in conducting the

Advisory School Board has not instilled further initiative

toward undertaking local control among the residents of San Juan.

What becomes evident then is that a more all-encompassing, and

consistent policy toward local control must be provided by

community leaders in order for individuals to believe that they

are really affecting their fate. Residents of a communfity have

to be permitted to participate in the decision-making process of

all their community's institutions in order to feel that they

are making a fundamental contribution to the outcome of their

personal and- ttleir society's future.
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INDIAN EDUCATION

In 1965, Ortiz noted: "At a time when problems are

becoming more numerous and rore complex, adequate leadership

is not available to enable the people of San Juan to make

meaningful choices toward their future as a community."

In comparing the two pueblos we have seen that in Santa

Clara progressive leaders have been given more opportunity to

guide the community toward social change. In San Juan, the

political and social structure has stifled the influence of

those advocating reform and has thus deterred social and

economic progress.

For those members of San Juan who are aware of the

possible detrimental repurcussions from this trend, an

educational system relevant to community needs appears to be

the primary solution to the problem. One of the more

progressive leaders of San Juan stated that only such schools

could produce individuals able to transcend the liitations of

the pueblo's conservative political structure in order to

achieve goals which would benefit their society. He said:

"The San Juan child must be encouraged to believe that he too

can aspire to be whatever he chooses in the manner he chooses,

and teachers Must be aware of the very rigid and narrow

horizons within which this child learns and makes his choices.

Similarly', these cultural restraints and sanctions cannot be

swept away by simply exposing the child to more varied

stimuli" (from interviews conducted by Ortiz, 1965).
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One of the implications which emerges from such remarks

is that in those communities where the traditional order has

become so powerful and life so ingrained in the definitions

provided by it, meaningful education can instill in students

the confidence needed to undermine the detrimental aspects of

their social system and to introduce necessary innovation.

This does not mean that education should provide residents of

the more traditional pueblos with the feeling that they should

obliterate their cultural and religious heritage. Rather,

schools should integrate those elements of Indian mature

which will make education relevant to the Indian's own ideals

and values yet, at the same time, develop skills in the indi-

vidual which are necessary for him to lead his pueblo toward

becoming a viable community.
19

The conclusion which seems to emerge from this preliminary

investigation is that the contribution of community control over

education lies not primarily in the opportunity to practice

decision-making, but rather in the opportunity for local resi-

dents to contribute toward making formal education relevant to

their present needs and future goals. 'Formal education can

become meaningful to American Indians if the Indian child
(

identifies with the school as a meaningful part.of his

19
In this way individuals will not destroy their culture

but will supplement it. Evidence for this can be found in the

fact that the compartmentalization of religious and secular
activities which has been attained in Santa Clara has not
reduced the prestige of the community's religious leaders.
Rather, it has increased their status by making them the sole
guardians of a very exclusive aspect.of the pueblo's _social

system.
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environment. If local residents are allowed to develop schools

in which policies and instruction reflect an understanding of,

and commitment to, the needs of the conmunity, then the psycho

logical and practical foundation to initiate reform can be

expected to develop among American Indian students. Formal

education might thus become a more meaningful institution in

Indian communities.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

The social structures. of San Zuan;and Santa Clara are

similar; the secular offices in each are the same; the same

religious societies still are present; they have the 8ame -kin

ship system. Yet, differences exist between San Juan and

Santa Clara in their relative deEree of receptivity to external

demands.

What we have done in this study is to indicate some of

the differences in "internal control" attitudes win :11 seem to

prevail in these two communities and to suggest sc le of the

minute underlying factors which might be responsie for their

development. Although realization of these factors constitutes

only the first step toward comprehending the divergent paths

that the two pueblos are taking, it opens the field for further .

investigation of the dynamics which will be involved in defining

the future structures of San Juan'and Santa Clara.

.We do not deny that many questions raised during the

initial formulation and beginning section of this paner have

remained unanswered. No final explanations of the cause and

effect relationship between the "internal control" attitudes

among the residents.of these communities and their willingness
2111
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to assume local control have been reached. Moreover, whatever

imputations and hypotheses have been made in this regard

(especially in the final sections of this paper) are ackno-

wledged by the author to be inconclusive. Nonetheless, it is

believed that '6he evidence as to members' "internal control"

attitudes and the attention which has been drawn to structural

differences between the two culturally similar communities has

intrinsic value as a basis for determining the type of educa-

tional and social policies which should_ be aPplied to these

communities. Moreover, it is honed that this stuay will serve

to stimulate further (and perhavs more conclusive) investi-

gation into the directionality inherent in the processes which

have been described in the paper,



APPENDIX I
GENESIS OF STUDY

A.

During the year 1968-1969 I spent much time reviewing the

!
literature concerned with the problems involved in educating

the American Indian child. As a result of this research I became

interested in investigating further the present attempts being

made to solve these problems. This led me to the study of the

primary method being used to make school more relevant to the

Indian child - that of having the Indian people 'play a greater

part in the planning of their own schools. Because the premise

underlying this approach conaists of the following assumptions,

actual community "internal control"____4 greater relevancycontrol by attitudes amongof own behavioradult generation adult generation

transference of
"internal control"
attitudes to
their children

greater motivation
\ to achieve among

students

I had originally decided to investigate the five above-delineated

steps. However, at my oral examination it was recommended that

my focus be modified in order to limit the scope of my study and

thereby enhance its validity. As a result I decided 1) to deal

with only the first three steps of the premise; 2) to limit the

investigation basically to a comparison-between attitudes at

Rough Rock on the Navaho reservation (where local control had

already been achieved) and those on the Pueblo reservation (where

community control is presently being instituted); 3) to view my

findings as suggestions rather than conclusions as this study would

constitute only an exploratory one.

In limiting my study to an investigation of the dynamics
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involved in the first three assumptions of the premise I hoped

to be able to achieve the following:

1) To isolate the relationship between community control

and "internal control" attitudes from other closely associated

influences. By eliminating from consideration student attitudes

I would be minimizing the contaminating role that other variables

such as a) unique characteristics of the school experience on

individual, and b) immediate effects of idiosyncratic qualities

of socialization process, might have on differential orientations

to "internal control". '

I also hoped to isolate the nature of the interplay between

community control and "internal control" attitudes from the impact

of closely associated historical trends. By studying the dynamics

at work among members of a.population who have lived under objective

conditions and a social climate undermining commitment to "internal

control" I hoped to minimize the effect that -social forces rein-

forcing the relationship under consideration could have, more than

if I studied "internal control" attitudes among members of a

population growing up under the influence of a socio-historical

climate more conducive to the development of "internal control"

attitudes.

2) To view the phenomenon under study in light of a total

.
life span rather than merely as another factor introduced into

the individual's present social and psychological development.

By questioning the parental generation, I hoped that individuals

would communicate what "internal control" means to them in view

of their past experiences. This would permit a greater opportunity

to learn about the totality of past and present social and cultural
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forces which may have contributed to a change in "internal control"

attitudes.

Although the ultimate purpose of-this study is motivated by

concern over student initiative to achieve in school, I felt

justified in limiting tlie investigation at this point for the

following reasons:

1) Jessor has reported a .38 correlation of transference

of "internal control" attitudes between mothers and children (Jessor,

et.al., 1958). Similarly, Curtis has presented evidence to the

effect that "internal control" attitudes are passed on from one

generation to the next within individual families (Curtis, 1966).

2) Much of the research cited in the Senate Subcommittee

Bearings points to the need for appropriate role models as a

relevant motivating force in elevating Indian students' sense of

fate control (Bryce, Menninger, Senate Subcommittee Hearings,

1966-67). It can be assumed that if Indian children observe

indigenous community members to be engaged in, and committed to,

manipulating their own institutions, the development of their own

(students') skills will seem a morerelevant goal to them.

B.

During the summer of 1969 I was engaged in research in the

two Tewa pueblos of San Juan and Santa Clara. I had originally

entered the field intending to determine how actual local control

over the elementar schools in the Pueblos affects eneral "internal

control" attitudes among the communities' inhabitants and later to

compare my findings with the effect of loCal control on "internal

control" attitudes at Rough Rock on the Navaho reservation.

However, as a result of my field work I learned that San Juan and

. 205
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Santa Clara possessed a uniaue outlook and approach toward

the prospect of local control over their schools. I there-

fore decided to limit my investigation to two communities of

the same tribe presently dealing with the issue of local control

rather than comparing two communities from two different tribes.

At my oral examination it was decided that I would investi-

gate the following premise as a product of the differing socio-

historical development of the tribes with which I would be concerned:

actual community
control by adult
generation

"internal control"
greater relevancy ---4 attitudes among
of own behavior adult generation.

However, when engaged in the actual field work I decided that more

could be learned if the original question of how actual local

control over the elementary schools in the pueblos affects general

"internal control" attitudes among the communities' inhabitants

would be treated as only orAe aspect of tIle inter-relationship

between community control over educational institutions and

"internal control" attitudes rather than merely as an isolated

factor in the process. I felt that this approach would be a better

one than that originally proposed because the relationship between

local control over education and "internal control" attitudes

among members of the pueblos could thus be investigated from its

varying directional interactions rather than as the effect of one

isolated variable on another;

community control community control
cover education instead of over education

"internal control"
"internal control" attitudes
attitudes

:206
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APPENDIX II
MOiiia uti 6TUDY

IThave,used David Burleson's Proleterian Perspectives,

Robert Roessel's Indian Communities in Action, Alfonso Ortiz's

Project Headstart in a Tewa Pueblo and Edward Parmee's Education

and Culture Change among the San Carlos Apaches as models for

my essay. The latter three works are all case studies of the dev-

elopment of changing educational structures and their impact on

community values within Indian tribes. Each traces the general

socio-economic background of the community, the historical role

of education in its development, the present socio-economic con-

ditions of the group and the basic) needs, demands and problems

of .the community which arise out of its socio-economic character-

istics. Each report also presents a descriptive analysis of the

establishment of current educational programs, community reactions

to, involvement in, and identification with these programs.

Burleson's work is a critical examination of the impact that

introducing a modern social force has on a traditional society.

Rather than .being descriptive, his study attempts to assess the

process in the light of a theory of social change 7 that of the-

reevaluation of rising expectations. Using this as his focus he

presents personal accounts of how individuals integrate a modern

phenomenon into their traditional orientation and life style.

Says Burleson: "In order to illustrate the process we need a

number of detailed life histories selected according to structured

sampling so as to represent the crucial types that are emerging."

According to this method, illustrative data of the processes being

undertaken in the community is gathered by observing individual
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and group behavior and is supplemented by material obtained by

questioning representative types from all levels of the community

about their norms and feelings.

We must sample systematically among the various
levels of the hierarchy and then collect cases with
full life-history data. We cannot rely upon a few
informants to tell us what the traditions are,for the
traditions are changing and informants have knowledge
that is limited to their own immediate social type.
We must observe behavior in a large numIer of specific
situations for a large number of different types of
persons. Then the scientific observer Can construct
a picture of the general forms of behavior in such a
way that central tendencies and significant variables
from them can be described and analyzed and even
explained . . .

(Kahl, "Some Social Concomitants of Industrial-
ization," Human Orp7,., XVIII, 1959)
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NORTH AMERICA-LANGUAGE FAMILIES

ESkIMO-ALEUT (Northern Canada)

_Aleutian
Eskimoan

ATHABASCAN

E7T UTO-AZTECAN

Ute
Tanoan
Zunian.
Kiowian
Aztecan

.v.NT
NN\N-1 HOKAN-SIOUAN

Northern Athabascan Siouan
Southwestern Athabascan (Navajo-Apache) Caddoan
Californian Athabascan (Tolowa-Nupa) Muskogean

i
Iroquoian

ALGONQUIAN

Wakashan
Salishan
Algonauian
California Algonauian (Yurok-Wiyot)
Plains Algonquian (Arapaho-Cheyenne)

Yuman.
Californian
Keresan .

PENUTIAN

Sahaptan
Californian
Tsimshian
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE LNTERIOR

BUREAU OP INDIAN AFFAIRS
+ ,

WENT:Q*1. TIC

CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS
OF THE PUEBLO OF

SANTA CLARA be.14eied beta.v.v.

NEW MEXICO noTvc-e. codv.e.A.11(

APPROVED DECILLIDER 20, 1036

mum) OTATZ3
001rnR11142-NT pnrrno OM=

WASHINGTON 11.57

21 0

..CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS OF THE PITEBLO or
SANTA CLARA, NEW MEXICO

We, the people of Santa Clara pueblo, in order to establi!:..h jr_a-

tice, promote the common welfare and preserve the advantages of _
self-governinent, do ordain and establish this constitution.

Airrimx IJr-rusnwrioN

This constitution shall apply within the esterior boundaries of
Santa Clara pueblo grant and to such other lands as are now or may
in the future be under the juriz,diction of the pueblo of Santa Clara.
This constitution shall apply to and be for the benefit of all person;;
who are members-of the pueblo of Santa Clara.

ARTICLE 11.M.L.11BERSI IL

Sr,c-rioN 1. Conditiom of membership.The membership of the
Santa Clara pueblo shall consist as follows:

(a) All pen-ons of Indian blood whose names appear on the cen-
sus roll of the Santa Clara pueblo as of November 1, 1:i35, provided
that within one year from the adoption and approval of this consti-
tution corrections may be made in the said roll by the pueblo council
with the.approval of the Secretary of the Interior.

(b) All persons born of parents both of whom are members of
the Santa Clara pueblo.

(c) All children of ratEved marriages between members of the
Santa Clara pueblo and 7.om nembers, provided such children have
been recognizol and adop,-.2d by the :zouneil.

persons--7-intura zed as ni=nbers of t he pueblo.
"°- SEC. EE. -Naturalif Won.indians oin ot1-1,_': pueblos or reser------
tions who marry lember -of Santa 1.Clara. r may becc,me mem
bers of the pueblo, with tha acnt c the iil, by naturalization_
To do this they must (1) before -__.ie puOio :-:ouncil and renouncc .
alkgiance to thir tribe and deelare iitteritif;:i of becoming member,:
of the Santa Clara pueblo. They shall swear that, from that da:c
on they will not, reeeive any benefits from their people, excel:1-
through inheritance. (2) A year later tey shall go before the
Ii.iieblo.council again, sNcar allegiance to the pueblo of Santa CLara
and receive membership papers;_ provided, they have kept
promise from the time of their first appearance before the pueblc
council.
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APPENDIX VI

ADVISORY SCHOOL BOARD

Authorization

The authority to approve the establishment of advisory

school boards and to provide necessary training for such groups

is vested in the Commissioner of Indian Affairs or his delegated

representative.

A tribal group wishing to establish an advisory school

board will submit a proposal, through channels, to its Assistant

Area Director (Education). This proposal shall contain the

following general information:

Date
Tribal Group .

Area, Agency
School(s), Location(s)
Statement of Objectives

The proposal shall answer these questions:

How many members shall be on the advisory school board?
What will be the organization of the board?
What qualifications must a school board member meet?
How will school board members be selected?
What voting procedures will be used?
What will be the term of office of a school board member?
How will officers of the board be elected?
How will vacancies be filled?
When will meetings be scheduled and how will they be

conducted?

Pre.$icien-V- o The

Sec cei-cm4 cak -x.-vver:or

1 eo-innriss

1 Area. P;FEctrt-

nal :....vreffi ryv eA4 CFI +-

I 11 Cqk.?eet

212

1
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Implementation

In accordance with the Bureau of Indian Affairs commitment,

school board training should be obtained at the earliest possible

date.

An advisory school board shall perform these functions:

1. Assist the suPerintendent or chief school administrator in
establishing the best possible school program and organization
for Indian children in their respective districts. This
refers to review and evaluation of curriculum, the instruc-
tional program, personnel, feeding, building, and transporta-
tion programs, and supporting services.

2. Act in liaison capacity between the community and school,
and reflect the opinions of residents of the community toward
education problems.

3. Make recommendations concerning improvements in the local
education program.

4.- Cooperate with B.I.A. and other school officials in solving
problems of mutual concern in the local school district.

5. Keep the residents of te local school district informed
about important school problems and activites.

6. Work with parents to encourage their children to attend
school regularly.

7. Visit the school to become acquainted with the school program.

8. Encourage school patrons to become active in commr-lit7 9,011001

organizations such as P.T.A. and P.T.O., other cit,Lk,ens'
committees, and special ad hoc committees.

9. Be responsible for helping develop capable Indian leadership
in the community to meet lozal educational problems.

10. Perform oi,her r.cessary, r=_=Lated duties_

11. Learn about budgetary larlai and get snme idea of school
operational costs.

3



APPEN-DIX VII

CONTRACTING SCHOOL BOARD

The Indian community organization which is most like the

public school board is the Contracting School Board. This

group will have complete responsibility for the operation of

the school.

Authorization

The authority for duly established school boards to

operate local B.I.A. sshools is granted by the Commissioner

of Indian Affairs or his delegated representative. A tribal

group, wishing to contract for the operation of one or more

schools, will submit proposals, through channels, to the Bureau

of Indian Affairs, Division of Education, Washington, D.C.

pikESiDeN T OF Q S. 1

1 Set. OF IINSTERIOR

CoMmISSIONeR
OP. DELEGATE

1

coWriLACTik16-
SCROOL BOAkb

Authcrization line for Contracting School Board

Contract±ng school boards should have a written plan of

organization. They shall develop a statement of objctiv.es tc:

submit along wiLth their proposal.

The propcsal shall indicate how many members will be on.
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the contracting school board, the organization of the board,

qualifications required of a school board member, means of

selection of board members, voting procedures, tennof office,

election of officers, how vacancies are to be filled, when

meetings will be scheduled, and how meetingswill be conducted.

Implementation

1. Functions of contractinP,- School Board eneral)

A. The authority for duly established school boards to

operate local B.I.A. schools is granted by the

Commissioner of Indian Affairs or his delegated

representative.

1) The school board must be constituted within certain
guidelines and regulations.

2) Legal authority is vested in a school board only
when it acts as a body.

3) individual members of committees have no authority
unless it is de1.eE;ate,9 to them.

B. Gontrol

1) Legal control is exercised through actions determined
by vote of a board quorum in legally Constituted
sessions. (A quorum refers to the number of members
of the school board reguired to be present to legally

. transact its.business.)

2) The school board is empowered to hire a chief school
administrator to operate a school.

3) The board should develop rules, regulations, and by
laws consistent with B.I.A. guidelines and with the
power vested in it by the Tribal Council.

C. Organization

1) After the school board has been duly selected, it
will organize and act in accordance with a mutually

.acceptable plan of operation or constitution.

All sdhools will be organized in such a manner that
the B.I.A. will carry out is responsibility to educate
Indian children, which is legally imposed upon it by
Congress.

215
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D. Duties

The local school board will outline its specific duties

in its written plan. It will also indicate its specific

contractual relations with the D.I.A.

2. Functions of ContractingSchool Boards specific)

Contracting School Boards or their Professional Staff shall:

1) Develop personnel Policies and standards covering all
identified levels of.employment.

2) Establish rates of pay and fringe benefits.

3) Establish working conditions, assignments, and where
pertinent, the t_ength of the work day and work week.

4) Dev-elop or adopt descriptions of courses of study.

5) Develop or adopt guidelines and standards for pupil
Personnel services.

6) Pevelop or adopt guidelines and standards, as approPriate,
for auxiliary enterprises such as transportation, feeding,
hausing, plant management, etc.

7) Provide,fire, hazard, and risk insurance in accordance
with appropriate statute.

8) Establish bid and procurement procedures in accord with
generally accepted practices and statutes.

9) Estlish and maintain a system of accounting as
prescribed by B.I.A.

10) quarterly fiscal reports on prescribed format.

11) Suhmit annual program report.

12) SulTmit such.special or interim reports as may be requested.

13) Arrange for professional staff participation in in-service
training.

14) Oociperate with B.I.A. in Bureau funded evaluation and/or
status studies.

15) .Luthorize intermittent program review activities by
Wa-21ington Office and Area educational staff members.

16) SuLalit annual and interim budget requests and supporting
docentation.

216
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17) Request professional staff assistance as needed through
the appropriate Area Director.

18) Keep appropriate Area Office advised of all contr:=:.cts
and negotiations regarding sources of funding external
to B.I.A.

19) Accept all students meeting B.I.A. admission criteria.

20) Maintain student records on prescribed folus.

21) Provide transcripts and other prescribed documents to
Area Office for each student transferring out.

22) Coordinate and cooperate with D.I.H. through Area Office
for health services.

23) Establish necespary standing and ad hoc committees to
carry on its work.

24) Define its school district in terms of geographic area
and population breakdown.

217



APPENDIX VIII

PROJECT TRIBE_

Introduction

This is a statement of purposes, policies, criteria, and

procedures relating to PROJECT TRIBE (Tribal Responsibility

In Better Education).

1. Purposes

The growth, development, and succeSs of the American

education system has been largely attributed to the traditional

policy and philosophy of local self-determination. This policy

assumes the existence of a level of individual and community

maturity commensurate with the broader belief in the reasonable-

ness and responsibleness of democratic self-government. The

basic covenants of this Nation are based upon the premise of

the entitlement of each individual to share in the decision

making, the carrying out of decisions, and the abiding by deci-

sions, in the development of those social and political insti-

tutions which shape and determine his personal welfare and social

well-being. Until this point in time the American Indian has

not been afforded this same opportunity to demonstrate and apply

his own maturity in helping decide how and for what his own

children are to be educated in B.I.A. operated schools. This

document constitutes a charter by .which this practice can be

transformed into a process of educational self-determination

compatible with the generally accepted structural and admini-

strative pattern for public education within this country.
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2. Policy

When tribal councils or other duly selected tribal groups

initiate action to establish school boards and/or operate school

programs currently-under B.I.A. jurisdiction, it shall.be the

Policy of the B.I.A. to assist them in every possible way to

develop and submit proposals for such establishment and operation.

These proposals will be reviewed and evaluated as hereafter

described and the Bureau will enter into negotiated tribal

contracts for the oPeration of those schools as hereafter indi

cated.

Functions of School Board (General Guidelines)

A. Authority

1) The authority to permit duly established school boards
to operate local B.I.A. schools is vested in the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs or his delegated repre
sentative.

2) The school board must be constituted within the guide
lines and regulations herein indicated.

3) Legal authority is Vested fn a school board only when
it acts as a body.

4) Individual members or committees have no authority
unless it is delegated to them.

B. Control

1) Legal control is exercised through actions determined
by vote of a board quorum in legally constituted
sessions.

2) Operational control of a school will be exercised by
the person to whom this authority has been delegated.

3) The board should develop rules, regulations, and
bylaws consistent with the power vested in it by the
Tribal Council.
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C. Organization

1) After the school board has been duly selected, it will
organize and act in accordance.with a mutually acceptable
plan of operation or constitution.

All schools will be organized in such a manner that
the B.I.A. will carry out its reponsibility to educate
Indian children, which was legally imposed upon it by
Congress.

D. Duties

School Boards or their professional staff shall:

1) Develop personnel Policies covering all identified
levels of employment.

2) Establish rates,of pay and fringe benefits.

3) Establish working conditions, assignments, and where
pertinent the length of the work day and work week.

4) Develop or adopt descriptions of courses of study.

5) Develop or adopt guidelines and standards for pupil_
personnel services.

6) Develop or adopt guidelines and standards, as appro-
priate, for auxiliary enterprises such as transporta-
tion, feeding, housing, plant management, etc.

7) Provide fire, hazard, and risk insurance in accordance
with appropriate status.

8) Establish bid and procurement procedures in accordance
with generally accepted practices and statutes.

9) Establish and maintain a system of accounting as
Prescribed by B.I.A.

10) Submit quarterly fiscal reports:on prescribed format.

11) Submit annual program report.

12) Submit such special or interim reports as may be requested.

13) Arrange for ional staff participation in in-service
training.

14) Cooperate with B.I.A. in Bureau funded evaluation and/or
status studies.

15) Authorize intermittent program review activities by
Washington Office and Area educational staff members.

220
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16) Clear all prospective news releases and materials for
publication involving the education and supporting
Programs with the appropriate Area Director. (This
does not apply to personnel actions except that of
the top administrative officer).

17) Submit annual and interim budget requests and support-
ing documentation.

18) Request "profeSsional staff assistance as needed through
the apDropriate Area Director.

19) Keep appropriate Area Office advised of all contracts
and negotiations regarding sources of funding external
to B.I.A.

20) Accept all students meeting B.I.A. admission criterf)_.

21) Maintain studerit records on prescribed forms.

22) Provide transcripts and other prescribed documents
to Area Office for each student transferring out.

23) Coordinate and cooperate with D.I.H. through Area
Office for health services.

24) Establish necessary standing and ad hoc committees
to carry on its work.

25) Define its school district in terms of geographic
area and population breakdown.

26rform related duties in keeping with those outlined
in the local State school board organization.
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TO VIM Ifir MAY CONCERN

SANTA CLAM
NEW /AEXICO

,The bearer, Paul Tdfoya of ,7".far: Clayra Pueblo _

hereby authorized by the Santa 0ounc:.'1_

make a complete survey of our scilDo7 and fo=ulat..

,d.eyelopment of propoced new local

The proposed survey would curb the dc_=fizt_-aric7-

of the school and better utiliza- -oreficient materL_Ll

develop and. e&ucate our people tc a high degree.

Sincerely yotrcE,

-' Juan Chavarriil
Governor
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WASIIINC:ToN, D.C. 20242

To Whom It May Concern:

October 10, 1969

In July 196S the Bureau of Indian Affairs announced a. pr- of
its cel-ccation -policy an interest in contractin2- with tfnool
boards of education for the operation of schools ye ,cen
federally operated, by the Bueau of Indian Affairs..

VCr: the past few months I have discussed this wiL'a M Pa,uI
Tafoya who has bcen authorized by thc Governor of:the .5anz Clara.
Pueblo to negotiate such contract.

.ii. wish at this time to express the interest of the BTL-.rea,.u_. -ntcring
into a contract with such legally constituted board as rn--la,(- establish:: ri

by the Santa Clara Tribal Council. The Bureau co=rnitr:::: would
bc subject to the submission by the Council of a prc-7-)los...d Ich
wouad provide an educational program of no less cqui J than
that currently provided by the Bureau of Indian Affair7.-s. it i.s
understood that if the Tribal proposal meets the basic,- ar.:itczcia
contained in 62 LA.M 17. 0 that the Bureau's contributio;n3;.-.der
contract would be no less than the-per capita commie-c-..t tr-nder
the present Bureau school operation.

Assistant Cornmiass-76ne,IT (Education)
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APPENDIX X
MAJOR THEMES IN TEWA FICTION

Dozier in an article entitled "Resistance to AccitI-ration

arp9 Assimilation in an Indian Pueblo" states that an e7fmation

of Pueblo "myths, tales and legends reveals a rebellioLi

establish a position of respect and prestige without

tneir own way of life" (American Anthropoloc,-ist,

Indead, upon investigation of the Tewa literature one d overs

that a. major theme is the population's desire to retr-71,1 id:Ls

pLyaf2a1 structure In order to insure the survival of .Lt,

=ir.f.tual heritage.

We wanted land, our land, Indian land. 3±t
mostly we wanted the mountains. We wanted the
mountains, our mother, between whose breasts lia
the little blue eye of faith. The deep turquoll
lake of life. Our lake, our church. Where we
make our pilgrimmages, hold our ceremonies.

(Waters, 1942:26)

Dr_reover, as in actuality, in Tewa fibtion spiritual r 1 is

1-epresented as a means by which to elicit desired socLi.21_ -Lnd

economic results (de Huff, 1922; Parsons, 1926; Ahlee, 1c7-27;

-i;aters, 1942; La Farge, 1965) -However, more than mer.el-

saggesting a functional link between spiritual means arIL material

eds, the literature emphasizes an existential connect== between

tae two - religious ceremony is the link between the iividual

and his pueblo's culture. Furthermore, this link imposes am each

Pueblo resident-a sense of responsibility to others in his commu-

nity. Throughout Tewa literature prevails the theme thLat because

-ach liueblo Member is dependent on every other member for sirrvi

if an individual attempts to impair.the aCtivitie,s cf

another he will thereby be prompting his own destruction,



j_.e. moral retrabution (de Huff, 1992; Parsons. 1926; AhLee,

1927; Waters, 1542; La F 17E3, 1965).

Also pe--ating Teua 1.4..--7eratul-e is the of relativity.

Man is seen sa-s a =ember of h_. -oueblo, the put1]-3 as part of the

natural or:der; the immediat.1, iatural order as j ,o.-_aponent of

the greater r_atural order. too, is vieljed. th time in

daily existem=e fs carried c-zt - a:Ls unvariated within

larger tempo:la:1 scheme. "To t.hem time is mo flow -oo 107,e

measured, ticlzed out and st-mnck a funny imtrLa. Time is

all one, ever present and inE_Est=u:ztible" (WatEm 1942:44;



AT'DLX XI

8 Northern DS Governors :"Jouhcil Meetin

.'1-though t1 7e was only minima1 representation from the

8 pueblos, Lt was noted that there was a Quorum from

Santa Cla:LL alone. It was decided that because of,the

:small num:per -he issues to be presented would just be

efly co=idered and dates for their fuller discussion

set among thmse there.

2. Started disc-Lasing the problem of extradition in Santa

21ara. The : e tleman rer_=esenting law and order presente

the formal 2 .equests of this law and Mr. N. from Santa Clara

said he wotfLd like 'ar example." He explRi-led that teenage

buys from Sa7- Juan hat misbehaved on the Santa Clara land

during their feast day ant they were unable to piCk them

up. The goveTnor of Sal-, ,,ruan, had given them oermtssion to

do so lut they cannot gc,:lito the San Juan area and do so

otherwise ,ttle:-7- are liable _for sue. The governor af San 'Juan

said that the problem rEF.77,7,7 arose from the fact that he had

sent all the -boys _.lown to 7.1_,a tried by the Santa Clara Judge

on Monday Ead that on thal lay at 5:10 the Jufge bad

canceLled the trial_ and p-----=tboned it to anotar date.

"Raw am J7L- going to comnamicate with my people th,at -way."

Mr_ ithel pursued the Question on a more general basis

and the man, renresentinE._law and order said that he would

-want someone from the p7-eb1os for police train±rLg so

he could give him a fecir-al commision - tien Lf iomeone

did somethiag on Santa XJ. Lra land_ and'tc this policeman

?26
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it would be a federal assault, and this would supercede

trtbal ordinance. Nr. N. then asked about the statutes

Pe-rtaining tro mon-Indians. He preSented the case of a

n1.77n-Inian livITig in San Juan - commits a crime in San

J-1-an - cannot be trfed by tribal court. Can prosecute him

h.z-wever in Santa Clara on the basis of trespasSing Can

'Tut this area off-limits to him and if he violates this he

cLs-L-n be prosecuted. This can be done, the law and order

1=n said, but he had to check into all the ramifications

of it to get the pra,aess clear. A Santa Claran then pointed

out that issues of this sort are problems for each new

incoming governorshim and that monthly seminars should be

held aa each of the imT)ortant areas of governorship so that

.iorination will be available for the governors,on the basis

of which they can decide how to handle matters in their

oueblos. Because of the yearly change, new governors are

unaware cf certaim-ways of handling issues and therefore a

mcnthly seminar devoted to each area, with problems brought

-um at tbls timLe a.L. well ,:rould be helpful.

Edz.=ational ar':771ini.ustrator from state department of education

them came up before- the council. He stood as he began and

Mr. V. from Tesuque told him to sit down. Administrator

said there was a creat need to improve matters in the

pullio :hool-_:3 of the B Northern pueblos and the job, of

sLoJervising lookinz into the problems was not being

dane properl:i. 2he ge-.-e=ors then said that this was the

fault of the aew slzpervisor and that the Council had already

6,
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suggestea that he be removed from his position and. replaced

by someone more capable. They said he was not doing his

job sufficiently - i.e. checking out the public schools in

the area. De. ided that they would invite him to the more

extended education meeting' at which they hoped all 8 pueblos

would be represented on August 27 so as to confront him

with issues then. Representatives from Snrrta Clara then

said that they were mostly interested at that tiMe to

discuss where and how federal funds were being poured into

the schools of the district. Official from 8 Northern

Pueblos Agency (in Santa Fe) then suggested that in order

to have as great a representation on the issues of education

as possible the members of the education department of the

B.I.A. would be at the meeting. He also suP-c-ested that the

advisory school board members attend. In adidition, he said

that those individuals serving as contacts between the

and public schools in the pueblos be mresent. One'

af th7-_, representatives from Santa Clara said that this was

the f-,rst time he had ever even heard of such a position.

After a few moments of discussion it was realized that no

such post,or individual filling such a role,existed.

Another representative from Santa Clara saiE that he

didnt-t feel that Advisory School Board members and indivi-

duals connected with B.I.A. schools should be at the

meeting. He said there was enough to consider simply with

regard to public education and that all would get confused

if B.I.A. people and issues were introduced as well. "We

228
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are interested in public funds, let's keep it at that."

Another representative said that what was desired was to

have a voice "in the usage of fedel-al funds" and also to

see that "oar children are given proper attention in the

Public schools." He said that it was this that they wanted

to discuss and didn't want to be side-tracked.

6. Official from 8 Northern Pueblos Agency then pointed out

that all the applications for the job of Education Programs

Administrator had been received and that he wanted to

discuss with the governors who they considered the best

choice. He said that they had made. nominations, he knew

they were interested and that they should therefore be

involved in the final aspect.

7. Governor from Picuris commented that the governors should

be informed about what was taking place, rather than merely

being presented with the alternatives of certain decisionS.

He said: "It is never too soon to discuss anything with

the governors; this is what I object to; things are always

discussed once they are about to gell." Governor from

Tesuque said it was essential that all complaints be put

into writing and signed so that when action was taken the

governors could refer back to these complaints and show

that their demands had not been met.
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